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Résumé en français 

 

Les énergies renouvelables peuvent à la fois répondre au besoin croissant en énergie tout en 

répondant à la nécessité de décarboniser l’énergie.  La ressource énergétique solaire est quasi infinie 

(la terre reçoit plus d’énergie solaire en une heure qu’elle en consomme en un an) mais reste 

pourtant peu exploitée. 

Les cellules solaires hybrides à base de perovskite connaissent depuis les années 2000 un essor sans 

précédent dans le monde de la recherche en technologies solaires. Elles appartiennent à la catégorie 

des films minces, et nécessitent donc bien moins de matière première que les cellules au silicium, 

pour le moment largement majoritaires sur le marché. 

Cependant, elles n’absorbent pas au-delà de 800 nm, et tout l’infra-rouge est donc non converti par 

ce type de cellules solaires. Ce doctorat a pour but d’augmenter l’absorption dans l’infrarouge et 

donc le rendement de la cellule solaire. Pour cela, on y place des particules appelées nanoparticules 

d’upconversion, qui convertissent un rayonnement infrarouge en visible. Il s’agit d’un phénomène 

d’absorption simultané de deux photons. Cet effet ayant un rendement assez faible, il convient de le 

booster par l’insertion de nanoparticules  métalliques afin de pouvoir bénéficier de l’augmentation 

de l’intensité du champ électromagnétique dans leur voisinage proche (effet dit plasmonique). En 

combinant les deux types de particules on parvient à augmenter l’absorption des particules à 

upconversion, et en les plaçant  tous deux dans une cellule solaire, on augmente donc son 

rendement. 

 

English Summary 

 

Renewable energies represent nowadays one of the keys that can tackle at the same time energy 

supply needs and a sustainable environmental behavior. Photovoltaic devices convert the energy of 

sunlight into electricity, and solar energy remains one of the most common renewable energy 

sources.  

In the search for cost-effective solar cells, the recently discovered solution-processable hybrid 

organic-inorganic perovskites are considered as one of the most important candidates. They belong 

to the category of thin-film technologies and require much less and as abundant resource than Si. 

One limiting parameter of such photovoltaic devices is however the absorption of low-energy 

photons (wavelength over 800 nm, the near-infrared range). 

In order to address this specific loss of sub bandgap photons’ absorption, this PhD thesis aims to 

develop plasmonic-enhanced upconversion approaches to extend the spectral sensitivity of organo-

metal halide perovskite solar cells to the near-IR spectrum. 

Near-infrared-to-visible up-conversion fluorescent materials can be used to widen the part of the 

spectrum used for electric current generation. Two low-energy photons are added up in order to give 

a higher energy photon. However, this effect has a rather small efficiency. This effect being quite 

inefficient, the idea is to combine those particles with metallic nanoparticles, that have the property 

to enhance electromagnetic field intensity at a certain wavelength (this is called plasmonic effect). By 

combining both types of particles, we thus enhance the activity of up-conversion materials (higher 

emission). Once implemented in a perovskite solar cell, this increases its efficiency. 
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Table of notations 

Abbreviations 

 

ETL   Electron Transport Layer 

HTL   Hole Transport Layer 

FTO   Fluoride Tin Oxide 

ITO   Indium Tin Oxide 

HOMO   Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital 

LUMO   Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital 

UCNPs    UpConversion NanoParticles 

NP   NanoParticle 

ESA   Excited State Absorption 

GSA   Ground State Absorption 

SPE   Spontaneous Emission 

MPR   MultiPhonon Relaxation 

STE   Stimulated Emission 

CR   Cross Relaxation 

APTE   Addition de Photon par Transfert d’Energie 

ET    Energy Transfer 

ETU   Energy Transfer Upconversion 

SEM   Scanning Electron Microscope 

TEM   Transmission Electron Microscope 

PL   PhotoLuminescence 

PLQE   PhotoLuminescence Quantum Efficiency 

FF   Fill Factor 

PCE   PhotoConversion Efficiency 

Jsc   Short Circuit Current 

Voc   Open Circuit Voltage 

FDTD   Finite Difference Time Domain 

TiO2   Titanium Dioxide 

DSSC   Dye Sensitized Solar Cell 

NP   NanoParticle 

NS   Nanosphere 

CIGS   Copper Indium Gallium Selenide (or sulfer) 

GaAs   Gallium Arsenide 

Si   Silicium 

CdS   Cadmium Sulfide 

CZTSSe   Copper Zinc Tin Sulfide Selenide 

CIS   Copper Indium Selenide (or sulfide) 

InP   Indium Phosphide 

CdTe   Cadmium Telluride 

Al2O3   Aluminium oxide 

MA    MethylAmmonium –CH3NH2- 

PML   Perfect Matched Layer 
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AM   Air Mass 

eV   electronVolt 

LSPR   Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance 

DS   DownShifting 

MPPT   Maximum Power Point Tracking 

SERS   Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy 

IPA   Isopropranol 

TTIP   Titanium Isopropoxide 

rpm   round per minute 

FAI   Formamidinium iodide HC(NH2)2I 

MAI   Methylamonium iodide CH3NH2I 

DMF   N,N-dimethylformamide 

DCB   dichlorobenzene 

CBZ   chlorobenzene 

TBP   4,tert-butylpyridine 

Li-TFSI   Lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide 

DMSO   Diméthylsulfoxide 

THF   Tetrahydrofuran 

AR   Aspect Ratio 

 

Constants 

 

kb    boltzmann constant 

h   Planck constant 

c   light’s speed 

e   charge of an electron 

 

Notations 

 

T    temperature 

n   Volumic density of electrons 

p   Volumic density of holes 

Jx   Current density 

   Acceleration 

   Displacement 

   Electric Field 

   Electric Induction 

   Magnetic Field 

Lx   Diffusion length of “x” 

μx   mobility of specie “x” 

α   Polarizability 

ρ   Charge Density 

σ   Conductivity 

σx   Absorption cross section of “x”  
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εx   Permittivity of material “x” 

χ   Susceptibility 

   Electric dipole momentum 

P   Volumic polarization 

φx   Potential “x” 

Ex   Value of the energy of level “x” 

Eg   Energy of the bandgap 

λ   Wavelength 

ω   Pulsation 

ωp   Plasma frequency 

Rs   Serie Resistance 

RSH   Shunt Resistance 

V   Potential 

I   Current 

Hx   Hamiltonian of interaction “x” 

τx   Lifetime of “x” 

kx   transition rate of process “x” 

gx   Degeneracy of level “x” 

Γx   Decay rates for “x” 

u(ω)   Spectral Photon Energy Density 

Aif   Einstein coefficient for transition i --> f 

nx   Population of level “x” 

Nx   Volumic concentration of carrier “x” 

ρP   Pump Constant 

Pp   Incident Pump Power 

m   conduction electron mass 

γ   Constant of a material defining probability of shocks 

η   Quantum Efficiency 

μ   Permabillity 

    Average of value x 

Σ   Standard deviation 
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Introduction 

 

Society and renewable energy 

In 2016 the 21st COP was hold in Paris. This international climate summit had a main objective to 

define some concrete measures to restrict the increase of the world’s temperature under +2°C. One 

of them is to stop by 2050 our fossil fuel consumption [1]. Following a UN report, the world 

population will then be around 9.7 billions inhabitants[2]. This increase of population mainly 

concerns lower social classes whose energy consumption is under the average [5], who will mostly be 

living in cities by 2050 (world urbanisation rate will then reach 70% [3]). The optimisation of energy 

consumption and distribution is easier to implement in cities, since network energies benefit from 

the density of urban zones, where  transport is also more optimized and less energy-consuming. 

However this is not yet the case of the main cities mostly touched by this rural exodus, for which 

these criterian are not a priority. 

It is thus necessary to play on the energy performance as well as on energy saving, one being related 

to technology and science, the other being more turned focussed on citizen’s habits and political 

decisions. 

Fossil fuel combustion is the main greenhouse gases (GHG) production source, as we can see if we 

look simultaneously to Figure 1.a., which gives the weight of CO2 produced per KWh for different 

energy production sources, and b., which shows the world energy mix in 2014. If we want to reduce 

GHG emission, it’s crucial to modify the energy mix toward decarbonized energy sources. 

 

The controversial report of ADEME (Agence de l’Environnement et de la Maitrise de l’Energie, french 

public organism in charge of environmental public policies) published in june 2016 addresses the 

possibility of a 100% renewable energy mix in France by 2050.  

One of the main issue regarding renewable energies is their intermittence. Demand’s fluctuation is 

around 15% of mean power. They are essentially treated by hydroelectricity (in Pumped 

Figure 1 (a)Table listing the quantity of produced CO2 per KWh for different energy production sectors [6, 8] (b) World 
energy mix in 2014 [15] 
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Hydroelectric Energy Storage or PHES, in which energy produced by other power plants might be 

stored under the form of potential energy). Photovoltaic or wind energies are intermittent energy 

sources, since their production varies along a day following meteorological parameters. Increasing 

the renewable energy part of the energy mix would imply a step of rescaling energy storage. Li-ion 

battery cannot be alone the solution to this problem, since we would need 10 times all the batteries 

already existing in the world to store 1% of the energy consumed in one year in France [7]. 

 

Climate challenges are numerous. Controlling our energy consumption and our GHS emission have 

become a necessity.  

Solar panels and industry 

 

Photovoltaic device, as well as solar thermal and photochemical energy converters, use solar energy 

to produce another type of energy : electrical power. 

There are several different types of commercialized solar panels, which are shown in the organigram 

presented in Figure 2.  

Most of commercialized solar panels are silicon-based. There are mainly three types of silicon solar 

cells: amorphous silicon (not represented on Figure 2), monocrystalline and polycrystalline.  

 

Monocrystalline silicon solar cells have a higher efficiency than polycrystalline ones (25.6% against 

20.8% for laboratory results in 2016 [9]), their main drawback compared to thin film technologies is 

that they require a lot of material. The absorber layer’s thickness is between 160 and 190 µm, against 

3µm for the two others. Although silicon is the most abundant element of the earth’s crust after 

Figure 2 Organigram featuring different solar cell technologies. 
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oxygen, processes to produce highly pure silicon for energy generation require a lot of energy, as we 

can see on Figure 1. The cost in g(CO2)/KWh for CdTe (cadmium telluride) or CIGS (copper indium 

gallium selenide) based technologies is two times smaller than for silicon [8]. However, cadmium 

toxicity on one hand, and scarcity of indium and telluride on the other hand, represent a major 

drawback to these two technologies [10]: the economical factor cannot be the only one that comes 

into consideration. 

The different efficiencies of these technologies are compared on Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Efficiencies comparison between thin films and crystalline silicon solar cells (c-Si) [9] 

In a word, an abundant material, appropriate to thin films technologies, was ready to enter the 

scientific world. 

The birth of perovskite as a solar converter 

Perovskite is above all a crystallographic structure of formula ABX3. It was first designating the 

mineral CaTiO3 found in mount Oural by the german mineralogist Gustav Rose described in 1839, and 

named after a Russian mineralogist, Lew A. Perovski. There exists many different types of perovskite, 

such as CaTiO3, MgSiO3, SrFeO3, BaTiO3, LiNbO3, SrZrO3, and KMgF3, each of them possessing different 

phases, with very specific optical and electrical behavior. 

In the world of solar energy, it appears in the late 00’s [11]. Efficiencies of perovskite based 

photovoltaic devices rapidly increased, and their fabrication process are the origins of the fast 

escalation and fascination it had exerted over the past few years on the research world of solar cells, 

(Figure 4). 

Organometal halide perovskite solar cells, further called perovskite solar cells, belong to the category 

of solution processable solar cells, which means all the layers they are composed of can be deposited 

using the technique of spin-coating (apart from top electrode).  This technique is simple and relies on 

the use of a spin-coater, which is user-friendly, easy to handle and to store, adaptable to large scale 
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low-cost fabrication (e.g. roll-to-roll print). This is a major difference by comparison with Si, GaAs, 

CdTe or CIGS, which often require complex high vacuum deposition equipment that are heavy to 

handle and necessitate constraining manipulation conditions (clean room). 

 Figure 4. Evolution of maximal efficiencies obtained for different solar cell technologies between 

1975 and 2015. We can notice the recent and fast evolution that characterize perovskite technology 

since it entered the solar energy world [12] 

However, there are still some obstacles before  perovskite can be widely used in solar panels. 

Perovskite is an optically active material which belongs to semiconductors. This means that they have 

a forbidden energy bandgap separating the conduction band from the valence band. Electrons in the 

valence band can hop to the conduction band after being excited by a photon. This mechanism, 

which will be later further explained, is the one involved in photocurrent generation, ie charge 

generation by light absorption. The condition that the absorbed photon’s energy has to satisfy is:          

 

where Eg is the bandgap energy in eV, h is Planck constant in eV.s, c the light speed in m/s and  the 

incident photon wavelength in m-1. 
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This means that photons whose wavelength does not satisfy this condition cannot be absorbed. The 

gap being around 1.5 eV indicates that photons whose wavelength is longer than 800 nm cannot be 

absorbed. Furthermore, photons whose energy is above the bandgap, like UV photons, are absorbed 

but one part of their energy is lost by thermalization which is a non-radiative relaxation from higher 

energy levels to lower ones: in a word, the solar spectrum (Figure 5) is not exploited at its maximum 

capacity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are several strategies to harvest photons with an energy smaller than the bandgap. 

Tandem solar cells for instance consist of stacking different absorbers with different bandgaps, as 

simply described by Figure 6. Each material will let photons with a lower energy go through, and each 

layer converts the fraction of light that had not been converted by previous layers. This is a way to 

optimize total absorption.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Simple scheme of a tandem solar cell. Light comes from the bottom side of this scheme. 
[16] 

 

The method we have decided to investigate in this work relies on the use of another optical 

cleverness called upconversion. The absorption of two photons in the near infra-red (NIR) spectrum 

results in the emission of a photon of a higher energy. With this method, we can convert a part of 

NIR to which perovskite solar cells were transparent so far.  

 

Figure 5. Solar Spectrum AM1.5 (corresponds to 
the spectrum measured at sea level). [13] 
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This original property of UpConversion NanoParticles (UCNPs) is due to rare earth doping, most of 

the time erbium  and ytterbium Er3+
 and Yb3+. 

This effect is relatively inefficient (around 3% of the incoming photons, which are themselves from a 

narrow 100 nm-wide band,  will be converted). Nevertheless, it can be enhanced thanks to plasmonic 

effect, which is the enhancement of local electromagnetic field around metallic nanostructures. By 

combining both types of particles, UCNPs one side with for instance plasmonic gold nanorods (Au 

NRs) on the other side, one can improve the upconversion absorption and/or emission, and the 

overall absorption of the solar cell in the NIR, thus aiming a higher photovoltaic efficiency. 

In this work, we will describe the theoretical aspects of those phenomena (photocurrent generation, 

solar cells limitations, upconversion and plasmonic effect followed by plasmonic enhanced 

upconversion) before discussing the experimental methods we have followed, for solar cell 

fabrications as well as UCNPs and gold NRs synthesis and characterizations. The third part will 

address the implementation of UCNPs in perovskite devices, and the electrical and optical 

modifications that result, as well as the preliminary studies including gold NRs in such devices.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Scheme of a UCNP implemented 

perovskite solar cell 
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Chapter 1. Theoretical background and  fundamental principles of solar 
energy generation, upconversion, plasmonic effect and plasmonic enhanced 
upconversion 

I.Perovskite solar cell : presentation and theoretical analysis 

1.General functioning of a solar cell 

 

A solar cell produces electricity from an incoming radiation. Photons are converted into 

charges inside the photovoltaic device. Harvested charges create the electrical current that is 

generated. There are different types of solar cells, that were described in the introduction, and we 

will now mainly focus on thin films solution processable hybrid organic inorganic halide perovskite 

solar cells. A typical perovskite solar cell is a stacking of several thin layers, as shown on Figure 8. 

Most of them are spun using a spin-coater. Here is a list of those layers, in the order of progression of 

the light: 

 Fluoride Tin Oxide (FTO) layer. This is a transparent conductive oxide which is the electrode 

at which electrons will be collected. Sometimes it can be replaced by ITO (Iodide Tin Oxide). 

Glass substrates are purchased already coated. 

 Electron Transport Layer (ETL). Usually made of compact TiO2, but can be replaced by SnO2. 

This layer is a matching layer: its LUMO (Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital) is equal or 

slightly lower than the one of the absorber in order to attract electrons.  

 Perovskite material, the absorber. It’s the layer in which photons are absorbed and charges 

created. The formula is ABX3 where A = CH3NH3, called MA (for methylammonium), HC(NH2)2, 

called FA (for formamidinium), or Cs, B = Sn, Pb and X=I, Cl, Br. In this work, we investigated 

CH3NH3PbI3, CH3NH3PbI3-xClx and FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3. 

 Hole Transport Layer (HTL). It is also a matching layer, whose HOMO (Highest Occupied 

Molecular Orbital) is equal or slightly higher than the one of the absorber in order to attract 

holes. It’s usually a polymer, like poly-TPD (Poly(N,N'-bis-4-butylphenyl-N,N'-

bisphenyl)benzidine),  PTAA (poly (triaryl amine)), P3HT (Poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl)) or 

spiro-OMeTAD (2,2',7,7'-Tetrakis-(N,N-di-4-methoxyphenylamino)-9,9'-spirobiuorene), which 

have been investigated in this work. 

 Gold. It is the top electrode at which holes are collected. 

 
Figure 8. Simple scheme of a perovskite solar cell. Light comes from the bottom of the cell. 

 

Current creation due to incoming radiation absorption follows these steps, which are represented in 

Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Electronic levels of the different layers in a perovskite solar cell and mechanism of 

current generation in 4 main steps for a ETL-free MAPbI3 device (Inspired by Ref [1]). WF stands 

for working function. 

 

 1: Hole and electron generations, through the absorption of a photon by perovskite. In silicon 

solar cells, electron and hole are bound and we rather talk about exciton generation, but in 

the case of perovskite solar cells, exciton binding energy is only around a couple of 

milielectronvolts, which is under  thermal energy (kT=25meV at room temperature). 

 2: This implies the direct generation of free charges.[2] The hole is in the absorber’s HOMO 

and the electron in the absorber’s LUMO. 

 Perovskite has a direct gap, which means that the maximum energy of the valence band 

occurs at the same wavevector than the minimum of the conduction band, which implies 

that no extra phonon is required for the excitation of an electron in order to conserve total 

wave vector. This is not the case for amorphous silicon solar cell which does not have  a well-

defined E-k relationship. 

 3: Diffusion of charges through perovskite and to the electrodes, electron to FTO and holes to 

gold. Perovskite is in particular advantageous on that specific point: diffusion lengths are 

around 1.9 µm for electrons and 1.5 µm for holes, which is 10 times longer than for a-Si.[3] 

 4: Charge extraction: charges are extracted and contribute to current generation. 

There are many obstacles to a smooth proceeding of this steps, such as radiative or non radiative 

charges recombination (instead of diffusing apart from each other, hole and electron recombined, 

either by emitting a photon or a phonon), Auger recombination (energy of the electron transferred 

to another electron in the conduction band), or Shockley-Read-Hall recombination: charges are 

trapped by deep-level traps created by an impurity in the lattice. General losses be further 

addressed. 

The main reason why charges actually diffuse is driven by electronic level matching, as we can see on 

Figure 9. Once excited on a certain level, an electron is more likely to reach a layer whose LUMO is 

slightly under the position of the excited level it’s in. On the other hand, a hole is more likely to reach 

a layer whose HOMO is slightly over its current position. These conditions narrow the number of 
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materials you can use, for a given absorber. Each time a new type of absorber is tried out, the HTL 

and ETL may have to be changed in order for them to fill out this condition. 

 

2.Description of theoretical p-n junction model and electrical parametrization of the device 

 

a.Current-potential equation obtained from p-n junction model 

 

A solar cell in the dark is often described like an ideal diode, which is itself modeled by a p-n junction. 

This type of junction consists in a interface between two regions of the same semiconductor with a 

different doping, p- and n-. A p- or n- doped semiconductor is an intrinsic semiconductor to which 

have been added atoms with respectively a lower and higher atomic number, which are called 

respectively acceptors or donors (of electrons). 

However, perovskite solar cells with a ETL and HTL behave more like a p-i-n junctions: a p-i-n junction 

is composed of an intrinsic semiconductor between to n- and p-doped semiconductor. The main 

advantage of the p-i-n junction is that diffusion length of carriers generated in the i region is longer 

than in doped material [4].  In our case, perovskite material represents the i region. (In particular 

cases, it can also be n- or p- doped depending on its stoichiometry [5][6]). Perovskite contacts on 

both sides with p- and n- doped semiconductors with different work functions [3], in our case HTL 

and TiO2 respectively. Figure 10 displays the schematic band diagram for a p-n and a p-i-n junction. 

 

 
Figure 10.Band diagram comparison between a (a) p-n junction and a (b) p-i-n junction. [7] 

 
For simplicity, we will describe the current-voltage equations under the framework of a p-n junction. 

The equations generally hold for p-i-n junctions[8].  The model is developed in Annex 1. 

A solar cell under illumination is modeled like a solar cell under dark (diode) with a generator in 

parallel, which generates the photocurrent, as we can see on Figure 12, which represents the 

intensity-potential typical characteristic of a perovskite solar cell. So the current can be expressed as 

the subtraction between the dark current, whose expression is given by Equation 2, to the 

photocurrent generated by light absorption. The equations giving the current density of an ideal 

diode modeled as a p-n junction as a function of applied bias are thus given by Equation 1 and 2: 

 

  1 
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with   

 
 

2 

 

Where 

 J0 is a constant in, mA/cm2, 

 Jsc the short circuit current density, in mA/cm2, 

 q the charge of an electron, in C, 

 V the applied bias, in V, 

 kb the Boltzman constant, in J/K and 

 T the temperature in K. 
 

Measured current is conventionally negative when the mass is connected to the anode (FTO, 

electron collector), and the bias is hold on the cathode which is the gold electrode. 

As the bias varies, the current follows the law described above. A typical I-V curve under illumination 

as shown on Figure 11 is then obtained. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b. Description of Jsc, Voc, FF and PCE 

 

Four parameters are used to describe the functioning of a solar cell, and they’re all represented on 

Figure 11, which is a typical I-V curve obtained in this work. 

 Jsc. Short circuit current, in mA/cm². It is the current measured for a voltage equal to zero. 

 Voc. Open circuit voltage, in V. It corresponds to the voltage at which the current is equal to 
zero. 

 PCE. Power Conversion Efficiency, in %. It’s the maximal value of the product of J x V, also 

called Pmax normalized by the incident light intensity. 

 FF. Fill factor, in %. It’s the ratio  . It qualitatively represents how far the curve is for the 

ideal case in which the series resistance, which can be approximated by the inverse of the 
slope of ΔJ/ΔV at V=Voc, is equal to zero, and in which the shunt resistance, which can be 

Figure 11: Typical I-V curve obtained in this work for a perovskite solar 

cell. 
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approximated by the slope of ΔJ/ΔV at V=0, is equal to infinity. Series and shunt resistances 
are also used in case we model a real solar cell by an electric circuit, as shown in Figure 12. 

 

Those four parameters’ values are compared for different experimental conditions and once rigorous 

statistics are applied, it allows us to conclude whether one condition relatively increases the cell 

efficiency or not. Their variations also allow giving some hypothesis on the precise effect of the 

modification of experimental conditions on the solar cell. 

 

c. Equivalent electrical circuit – Non Ideal case 

 

A solar cell can be modeled like an electrical circuit, as shown in Figure 12. 

 

 
Figure 12 Equivalent electrical circuit of a solar cell [9]. 

 

The solar cell is modeled by the combination of a diode in parallel with a generator, that 

photogenerates current, both in parallel with a shunt resistance RSH and in series with a series 

resistance RS. We thus have the total current I = ID + ISH- IL. The voltage across the diode, Vd is equal to 

V + IRS where V is the imposed bias. We also have ISH=Vd/RSH, as the Ohm’s law says. 

Using the diode equation for ID, and replacing V in Equation 2 by Vd , and using current density 

instead of current (by dividing by the cell’s surface) we obtain below the Equation 3 that gives the 

real current density obtained taking shunt and series resistances into account. More complex circuits 

can be used to model a solar cell, but will not examined in this work. 

 

 

 

 

3 

 

 

d. International reference solar spectrum 

 

In order for the photovoltaic research community to be able to compare their results, I-V 

curve have to be measured under standard illumination called AM 1.5G. 

AM stands for an air mass, which is used to characterize solar spectrum on the earth’s surface, 

expressed as a ratio relative to the shortest vertical path. Atmosphere is responsible of attenuation 

of the solar energy intensity, through scattering and absorption, whose influence is proportional to 

the thickness the solar beam passes through. AM 1.5 corresponds to an intensity at a zenith angle of 
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48.2°, which is taken as a spectra reference for photovoltaic performance evaluation, and which 

concerns most of solar installations and industries under temperate latitudes. 

The reference solar spectral irradiance AM 1.5 is available on the National Renewable Energy 

Laboratory. Direct normal terrestrial and extra-terrestrial spectral irradiances taken from this source 

are plotted Figure 13. We notice the irradiance at 975 nm (max of absorption of the upconversion 

nanoparticles we use in this work) is around 550 mW.m-².nm-1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.Solar cell efficiency limitations 

 

a.Shockley Queisser limit 

 

Shockley and Queisser established in 1961 a theoretical limit of efficiency of solar cells [10]. They first 

estimate the ultimate efficiency for any device that includes an absorber. Their hypothesis are the 

following : 

 the efficiency depends on four parameters: the temperature of the sun Ts, the temperature 

of the cell Tc, the probability that a photon with an energy higher than bandgap produces a 

hole-pair electron ts, and a geometrical factor, f, that takes into account the angle between 

the solar beam and the solar cell. 

 photons with energy higher than the bandgap have the same effect as photons whose energy 

is equal to the bandgap, and photons with a lower energy won’t produce any effect 

 each photon whose energy is equal or higher to the bandgap produce one electron-hole pair 

 the number of incident photons follow Planck’s distribution law, given by Equation 4.  

 

 

 

4 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Terrestrial and extra-terrestrial solar Irradiance as a 
function of wavelength [305] 
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Where 
 B is the spectral radiance, which is the power per solid angle unit and area normal to 

propagation unit, in W.cm-2.nm-1 

 h is Planck constant, in J.s, 

 c the speed of light in vacuum, in m/s, 

 kb Boltzmann constant, in J/K, 

 λ the wavelength of electromagnetic radiation, in m, 

 T the absolute temperature, in K. 

 

With a bandgap of 1.1eV and the sun temperature being 6000°K and the cell’s temperature being 

0°C, they obtained a maximum efficiency reaching 44%. 

 

In a second time, they took into account real phenomenon such as recombination occurring in solar 

cells and calculated this time a semi-empirical efficiency limit. An extra hypothesis was that hole-

electron pairs are eliminated as rapidly as they are produced. 

Four relatively vague processes are taken into account, which have been described in the section I.1. 

 generation of hole-electron pairs 

 radiative recombination of the pairs 

 other non-radiative processes (thermalisation) 

 removal of holes from the p-type region and electrons from the n-type region under the form 
of a current. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14  Shockley-Queisser limit scheme: fraction of useful incident light energy in function of 

semiconductor’s bandgap and other phenomenon which prevent higher conversion rates (Inspired 

by Ref [11]). 

 

The efficiency of the cell was computed as function of bandgap, considering the cell is a blackbody at 

300°C, for different values of f (geometrical factor) and ts. The simplified version of their results is 

presented in Figure 14. 

The maximal percentage of incident light that is actually converted into electricity is relatively small, 

33% in the best case for silicon solar cell and it is estimated to be 31.4% for halide perovskite solar 

cells, both under standard AM 1.5 [12]. 
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b. Losses and recombination 

 

There are several sources of losses: 

-For small bandgaps, a big part of incident energy is lost in non-radiative relaxation (a UV-photon 

might create an electron-hole pair, but most of its energy, in terms of total available electronvolts, 

will be lost). 

-The majority of losses are caused by photons that are not absorbed because their energy is inferior 

to the bandgap. This is the loss we addressed in this work. 

-Recombination is also a source of losses. They can be divided in different categories[4]: 

Radiative recombination, which means spontaneous photon emission through recombination of an 

electron with a hole;  

Auger recombination, which implies the interaction of a charge carrier with a similar one (electron 

with electron, hole with hole), resulting in the decay across the band gap in favor of an increase of 

kinetic energy of the other charge carrier by an amount equal to the band gap. This is a frequent 

phenomenon in low bandgap materials with high carrier densities, in which interactions between 

charge carriers are more frequent; 

Relaxation processes, which are due to the imperfections of materials, involve localized trap state 

and come from impurities or defects in the crystal structure. They are the dominant mechanisms. 

Perovskite solar cells are polycrystalline thin films technologies, and the probabilities of 

recombination are higher than for monocrystalline technologies:  dislocations, vacancies, interstitials, 

extrinsic impurities, mostly concentrated at grain boundaries, are as many possibilities for 

recombination sites. Impurities are in particular harmful for the device: they introduce new 

electronic states, and depending on the relative position of those states, they can either act as 

dopants (for shallow levels close to conduction or valence band), or as traps for either types of 

carrier (for deep intra bandgap levels). Trapped charges introduce major perturbations in charge 

carrier flows, electric fields, and overall efficiency of the cells. A maximization of grain sizes and 

minimization of impurities is thus a constant aim. 12 µm – large FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3 were achieved 

by our team[13], which is very encouraging for perovskite solar cells based on this material. 

 

c. Optimizing solar cells – How to reduce losses ? 

 

There are several ways to optimize solar cells. The optimal solar cell would combine good light 

absorption and internal conversion efficiency (at least one photon = one electron-hole pair), and 

minimal losses due to radiative or non-radiative recombination. This can be obtained by reducing 

impurities and maximizing grain size (grain boundaries and impurities act as mid-gap states which act 

as non-radiative recombination centers [14]) and calling on the photon recycling effect (if a photon is 

produced by recombination, it can be reabsorbed  [15]). Thermalisation processes such as charge 

relaxation to band edges are harder to get rid of for a given material, since they mostly depend on 

the value of the bandgap. If we consider a given absorber which has already been structurally 

optimized, we can improve a solar cell by changing the geometry of devices. Optimizing 

electromagnetic field is the key word. 

As a few example, we can cite the use of an anti-reflection coating [16], the use of spherical solar 

cells [17] or the disposition of solar panels in a V configuration, in order to reuse what has been lost 

during the first reflection [18]. Some optical spacer such as ZnO or TiO2 has also been used in order to 
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localize the maximal intensity of the electromagnetic field intensity inside the absorber layer, for 

instance in polymer solar cells [19]–[22]. Those optic spacers allow a control of intern interferences 

by localizing destructive interferences far from active layer. 

We can also cite the use of diffraction grids that increase the length of light path inside the active 

layer [23], or the use of photonic crystals. Photonic crystals are nano-structured materials whose 

index can be modulated.  By tuning the geometrical parameters of the microstructure, light can be 

trapped in the active layer in a spectral range matching with the absorption of the solar converter. 

 

 In this work, we will target spectral losses in perovskite due to its relatively high bandgap. 

 

4.Perovskite material as solar converter 

 

a.The successful story of perovskite solar cells 

 

As said earlier, perovskite material can adopt the 

generic formula ABX3 crystallographic structure, 

shown in Figure 15. In the idealized cubic cell, 

the A atom sites at body center position (1/2, 

1/2, 1/2), B at cube corner position (0, 0, 0)  and 

X at face centered positions (1/2, 1/2, 0), (1/2, 0, 

1/2) and (0,1/2, 1/2). It belongs to the group 

Pm3m [24]. Orthorhombic and tetragonal phases 

are the most common non-cubic variants of 

perovskite. 

 

Inorganic perovskite materials are naturally present in nature and widely used for different 

applications due to the diverse range of electronic properties they can adopt: capacitors, 

piezoelectric, insulator, high melting point, conductor, catalyst, superconductor or colossal magneto 

resistance, as shown Figure 16. Those properties are mainly resulting from the flexibility of bond 

angles, due to cation displacements out of the center of the coordination polyhedra, that can lead to 

tilting of the octahedral  [25]–[27]. 

 
Figure 16. Diagram showing different types of inorganic perovskite materials presenting different 

properties and applications [24] 

 

Figure 15 Cristallographic structure of 
perovskite [45] 
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The semiconducting properties of perovskite materials have led researchers to use them as 

light emitters [28][29] or even lasers [30], and as light absorbers. That’s how they  became widely 

and quickly used in the world of photovoltaic energies.  

Organometal halide perovskites used in photovoltaic technologies feature strong 

intermolecular hydrogen bonds between the hydrogens atoms of the amino group and the halides, 

and organic ions are hold by weak Van der Waals binding forces (principally in low dimensional 

perovskites [31]). Any divalent transition metal ions (Cu2+, Ni2+, Co2+, Fe2+, Mn2+, Pd2+, Sn2+, Pb2+, etc) 

could occupy the B site, but Pb and Sn have been mainly used for their good optoelectronic 

properties.[32] The A site can be occupied by organic molecules such as methylammonium (MA, 

CH3NH3), formamidinium (FA, NH-CH-NH2) or inorganic Cs or Rb cations, or a mix between those 

elements. The X site can be occupied by halides, such as Cl-, I-, Br- or a mixture of them. 

Perovskite solar cells’ efficiency climbed from 3.8% in 2009  [33] up to 22.1% in june 2017 [5].  This 

last result was achieved by tailoring MA, FA (as cations), I and Br ratios and solvent engineering in 

order to improve electronic properties and decrease concentration of deep-level traps. It featured a 

200 nm layer of mesoporous TiO2 and a 500 nm layer of perovskite and gave a Jsc of 25 mA.cm−2, Voc 

of 1.1 V, and a FF of 82%, yielding to the maximal PCE so far observed: 22.1%. 

Perovskites were also used as absorbers in Dye Sensitized Solar Cells (DSSCs): a PCE over 9% was for 

instance obtained for a MAPbI3 DSSC [34]. DSSC are low cost solar cells based on the use of a photo-

sensitized anode and an electrolyte. 

FA-based perovskite materials are becoming a major avenue of research, because of FA 

thermal stability and the narrower bandgap of FAPbI3 compared to the one of MAPbI3 (and if we look 

at Shockley Queisser’s limit efficiency, it’s maximal for relative low bandgaps, around 1.2 eV). 

However, it exhibits a particular photo-inactive “yellow” phase [35], [36] that was partially solved by 

using double cation Cs-FA [37], [38] [39], [40]. However, then again, the difference of radius of 

cations can also result in the presence of a yellow phase at room temperature due to distortions of 

the lattice [41]. This is why MA-FA achieve so far the best performances: MA being smaller than FA, 

its addition reduces the effective cationic radius of FA-based perovskites. [41] 

In general, optimizing the efficiency goes together with compromises between competing 

factors. For instance, if the aim is to mix halides or metallic ions (Pb-Sn compounds) in order to 

increase the bandgap up to 1.7eV, which can be desired for silicon-perovskite tandem solar cell, we 

find that halide segregation can occur when Br and I are equimolar [42], which increases the number 

of recombination centers and endanger the long term stability of materials. 

A tandem solar cell is a stacking of different absorbers. The order of stacking follows the 

increasing order of absorbers’ bandgaps. In that case, high band-gap materials allow to harvest and 

convert high energy-photons, whereas silicon with a bandgap of 1,1ev would be in charge of lower 

energy photons. 

 

b. Reason behind perovskite’s success 

 

One of the origins accounting for the high performance of perovskite solar cells lies in its high 

absorption coefficient, (Figure 17). High absorption implies in particular a reduction of required 

thickness for an equally efficient charge generation and an improved collection. The absorption is in 

particular high due to the directness of its bandgap. 
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Figure 17. Absorption coefficients for different photovoltaic materials[43]–[45] 

 

Another strength of this material is a relative low loss-in-potential. The loss-in-potential is the 

difference between the Eg/q and Voc. 

The open circuit voltage represents the largest energy difference between any level in the absorber. 

It is a signature of the density of shallow trap states. The more shallow trap states there are, the 

smaller will be the potential of extracted charges, since the energy difference between the initial and 

final state is smaller. If the loss-in-potential is small, it means Voc is close to Eg/q. This is equivalent to 

saying that the external radiative efficiency, defined as the ratio of recombination events in the 

radiative emissions, is high [46]. There are fewer non-radiative recombinations such as phonon 

emission due to relaxation of electrons to shallow trap states. It means if there are recombinations, 

they’re more likely to be radiative. 

 The loss-in-potential is thus a qualitative measure of non-radiative recombination. Small loss-in-

potentials is characteristic of low non-radiative recombination rates. For perovskite, it’s closed to 450 

meV for the best devices, which is much less than other materials like CdTe, a-Si, CZTSSe (copper zinc 

tin sulfide selenide), organic photovoltaics,  which stagnate between 600 meV, but similar to the one 

obtained by Si, CIGS, and worse than the one for GaAs (200 meV) [47][45]. 

This low non-radiative recombination rate require large grain sizes and low grain-boundary activity as 

well as low density of intragranular defects.[45] We define two types of defects. 

Shottky defects, which occur for an equal number of positive and negative vacancies, don’t seem to 

generate defect states having energies within the bandgap. It’s rather Frenkel defects, which occur 

for an equal number of vacancies and interstitials of the same ion, that seem to be effective as non-

radiative recombination centers, following Ref [48], such as Pb, I and MA vacancies. Another study 

[49] gave similar conclusions, precising that their formation energies being high, those defects are 

more likely to form in low concentrations in the case of perovskite, since the material deposition 

temperature is low compared to most of photovoltaic materials. This explains why high-performance 

perovskite solar cells with low loss-in-potential can be fabricated following a wide choice of 

deposition methods and cell structures. 

Two other reasons for perovskite’s success are the values of photogenerated charge carrier diffusion 

lengths and carrier lifetime, which are correlated. MAPbI3-xClx features for instance a carrier diffusion 

length of 1µm [50], and decay times of several microseconds have been reported in transient 

photoluminescence experiments [51], [52]. These values are higher than lifetimes in GaAs (tens of 

nanoseconds) but lower than in Si (tens of miliseconds) [53]. 
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c. Current limits of perovskite devices 

 

However, when it comes to photovoltaic technology and industry, upscaling, cost per kWh, PCE and 

long-term stability are four factors on which any candidate has to competitive.  

In the case of perovskite, fabrication process is both an advantage and an inconvenient: spin-

coating is a relative cheap deposition process, but it tends to form non-uniform layers and especially 

on large surfaces. So work on other deposition method need to be achieved for up-scaling such as 

roll-to-roll printing or vapor deposition[41]. 

We can distinguish extrinsic degradations related to the external factors such as heat, UV 

light or moisture, from intrinsic degradations. 

Environmental conditions such as heat may be related to degradation: On one hand, MA is thermally 

unstable. On the other hand, spiro-OmeTAD, often used as HTL, crystallizes under thermal stress 

which allows an interaction between metal electrode and perovskite [48] [49]. By using thermally 

stable HTL such as polytriarylamine (PTAA) , however, encouraging stability results were obtained for 

mixed cations RbCsMAFA composing the perovskite layer, under nitrogen atmosphere, for 500 hours 

at 85°C, and the device retained 95% of its initial performance [51]. 

For devices including an ETL, ultraviolet (UV) light has also been reported to be harmful to the long-

term stability, mainly because of TiO2 degradation that follows the UV absorption of this layer [56]. A 

way to address this would be using electron contacts with wide bandgaps like BaSnO3 [57] or SnO2 

[58]. 

Finally, moisture severely influences stability of organic photovoltaic devices [41][59]. Encapsulation 

with ethylene-vinyl acetate for a Si-perovskite tandem solar cell [60] showed an improved stability. 

By adding a downshifting fluoropolymers on top of their device, Bella et al. addressed both of this 

problematics (UV and moisture) and obtained a stability during 90 days for devices tested on a roof 

with rain and variable temperatures [61]. Downshifting material also broadens the converted part of 

solar spectrum by converting high energy photons into smaller energy photons.  

 

Before trying to fight against extrinsic degradation factors, intrinsic degradation factors have first to 

be addressed. 

 Ionic movement quickly leads to slow performance degradation, hysteresis [62] and 

reversible losses [63][64]. They are attributed to lattice deformation, halide migration within 

the perovskite as a result of infrared radiation [64]. Ions migration leads to their 

accumulations at the interfaces which are mostly reversible but can still be an obstacle for 

long term stability. 

 Lithium salt are used as dopant for hole conductions in the spiro-OMeTAD. It has been 

reported that lithium salts’ migration through perovskite layer affect the efficiency of devices 

[65].  

There are indeed various points on which perovskite based photovoltaic devices have to be improved 

before it can be commercialized and compete with state-of-the-art technologies such as Si or GaAs 

(which also have their own problems to solve). 

When it comes to stability, which is a key point that prevents commercialization so far, both intrinsic 

and extrinsic degradation must be offset. Experimental protocols (for instance periodical measures 

instead of continuous maximum power point tracking or MPPT) are also a crucial aspect when it 

comes to instability’s measurement and evaluation. Some outdoor field testings have been 

translated into accelerated testing procedures that were designed for Si or organic photovoltaic 
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material and that are now being applied to perovskite solar cells. It’s however likely that they should 

be adapted and revisited, being either too strict or too mild to give a probable estimate. 

 

This work aims improving perovskite solar cells’ efficiency by converting infrared photons. By 

combining the research on different improvable points, perovskite based solar panels could soon be 

commercialized. 

II. Upconversion mechanism 

The idea behind photon upconversion is to convert long-wavelength radiations like those from 

the near infrared (NIR) spectrum into shorter wavelength ones.  

Briefly, the absorption of two photons of a lower energy can be followed by the emission of one 

photon of a higher energy. This photon is simply emitted by the relaxation of an electron on a high 

energy level that had been reached through successive excitations caused by absorption of lower 

energy photons. 

The existence of the particular optical property exhibited by UpConversion NanoParticles 

(UCNPs) is a consequence of several parameters including relative positions of the electronic levels of 

each type of rare-earth ions, which depend themselves on crystal host (that creates the crystal field), 

and the existence of nonresonance energy transfers [66]. Other parameters such as temperature, ion 

concentrations or luminescence lifetimes impact the luminescence characteristics. 

The use of UCNPs in solar devices is particularly interesting as it allows the conversion of sub-

bandgap photons into photons that will be absorbed by the device, thus increasing the performance 

of the device.  

 

1.Rare earth optical properties – Advantage of coupled ions 

 

Rare earth refers to seventeen chemicals in the periodic table, including the fifteen lanthanides plus 

ytrium and scandium. They are relatively abundant despite their name. The term “rare” refers to the 

relative difficulty to separate them from each other and to the fact that they are relatively dispersed 

[67]. 

Implemented in fluoride matrixes, rare earth elements exhibit electronic levels which allow 

upconversion. Rare earths have a partially filled 4f shell, which are shielded by the 5s2 and 5p6 

orbitals from interacting with the ligands. The influence of the host lattice on optical transitions is 

essential to upconversion process: it’s the crystal field that induces a deviation for the symmetry of 

the orbital configuration, allowing 4f-4f transitions which were forbidden due to Laporte rule 

because of their symmetry. Upconversion mechanisms as described in the literature involve 

absorption and non-radiative energy transfers which both rely on those 4f-4f forbidden transitions. 

 

Most of the time, two atoms are required for the upconversion process. One is called the sensitizer, 

and it’s chosen in function of the spectral range to be converted. The other is called the absorber, 

and it’s the atom to which the energy of the sensitizer is twice transferred. Coupled ions 

upconversion systems such as Er3+/Yb3+[68]–[72], Pr3+/Yb3+ [73] Nd3+/Yb3+ [74] or Tm3+/Yb3+[75] are 

widely used. Here are a few criteria the couples have to follow to be good upconversion systems 

candidates: 

 Broad-band absorption and high absorption cross-section in the NIR region for the sensitizer,  
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 Efficient energy transfer, which either implies high overlapping between the absorption band 

of the absorber and the emission band of the sensitizer or that the energy transfers are 

phonon-assisted [66] 

 The absorption of the sensitizer at the emission wavelength of the absorber has to be 

avoided. 

These constraints eliminate many possible couples of ions. A degree of liberty can however be found  

for these requirements to be filled, through the choice of the host matrix, since the crystal field shifts  

energy levels and the host can be chosen specifically in order to fit those criterion.  

Coarsely summarized, upconversion mechanism involves transfer of energy from the sensitizer to the  

absorber which may be or not in an excited state [76]. In our system, we chose the most common 

couple Er3+/Yb3+ in which ytterbium plays the role of the sensitizer which has a relatively narrow 

absorption around 980nm, which corresponds to the 2F7/2  2F5/2 transition, while erbium plays the  

role or absorber. We also mostly work with potassium fluoride matrixes such as KY7F22 and sodium 

fluoride matrixes like NaYF4. Absorption spectrum of Ytterbium and Erbium is shown on Figure 18(b), 

and the photoluminescence spectrum on Figure 18(a). We see indeed that the absorption range of 

Ytterbium does not overlap with the emission. 

The absorption of our UCNPs are around 975 nm and the emissions present two peaks, one around  

650 nm and the other around 550 nm, corresponding respectively to 4F9/2  4I15/2 and 4S3/2  4I15/2 

(the small peak around 525nm corresponds to 2H11/2  4I15/2). 

 

 
Figure 18. (a) Photoluminescence spectrum obtained for KY7F22, doped with 5%Er3+

 and 20% Yb3+ 
under 975 laser excitation. (b)Absorption spectra of Er3+

 and Yb3+ [77]. 
 

2. Processes implied in upconversion 

 

There are multiple possible processes implied in upconversion absorption and emission. They are 

listed below, and most of them are shown in the schematic upconversion mechanism presented by  

Figure 21. Most of the time, those processes call on the presence of two lanthanide ions, one 

sensitizer and one absorber.  

 

 GSA (Ground State Absorption) which can be followed by a ETU (Energy Transfer 

Upconversion) or ESA (Excited State Absorption) [78] [79]. GSA + ETU (formally called APTE 

for Addition de Photons par Transfert d’Energie) is the most probable event occurring in 

Yb/Er system. The simplified scheme of these steps can be found on Figure 19.  
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Figure 19. Schematic GSA + ETU process between a sensitizer and an absorber presenting three 

energy levels E0 E1 and E2, which will be successively excited through energy transfer from 

sensitizer. The dotted lines represent radiative relaxations. 

 

 STE (stimulated emission). It’s when the relaxation of an electron to a lower level is provoked 

by an incoming photon. 

 SPE (spontaneous emission). It’s when the excited state relaxation is spontaneous. Most of 

the emissions are spontaneous. There are 4 relaxations that lead to visible emission: from the 
4F9/2  (emission around 525 nm), 4S3/2 (around 550 nm), 2H11/2 (around 660 nm) and less intense 

from 2H9/2 (around 410 nm) down to ground level 4I15/2 [80]. All the electronic levels are 

represented Figure 22.  

Those emissions correspond to the photoluminescence spectrum shown in Figure 18(a), 

measured on KY7F22, doped with 5%Er3+
 and 20% Yb3+ under 975 laser illumination. 

 MPR (multi-phonon relaxation). Once the excited state is reached, electrons reach lower 

level by emitting phonons through MPR. 

 CR (cross-relaxation). It’s the opposite of ETU: the excited state is transferred back down to 

the sensitizer. 

 

Different upconversion systems in different crystals have different major processes, which have 

themselves various relative efficiencies. Some of them are schematically drawn on Figure 20 together 

with their respective quantum efficiencies. 

The main reason why most of people use Er3+/Yb3+
 system is because they have the highest quantum 

efficiency. However, most of the time, a combination of all those processes exist simultaneously. 

 
Figure 20. Various two-photons upconversion processes. η represent quantum efficiency in 

cm2/W for two photons processes, and more generally in (cm2/W)n-1 for n-photons process and 

normalized to an incident flux. SHG stands for second harmonic generation.[81] 
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3.Expression of Probabilities of different processes 

 

We will now give the expressions of SPE, GSA, ESA, STE, and ETU. Theoretical calculations are based 

on those expressions and give access to theoretical calculation of quantum yield. Another method to 

obtain it will be exposed in the next part. 

 

a.Spontaneous emission 

 

The probability of spontaneous emission is directly given by Einstein coefficients Aif that are based on 

the theory of photon-atom interaction [82]. It’s the inverse of lifetime of the energy level. Einstein 

coefficients can be calculated using Judd-Ofelt parameters, which are parameters characterizing the 

strength of the crystal field [83]. This development will not be discussed in this work. 

 

b.Stimulated processes 

 

GSA, ESA and STE are three stimulated processes. The probability of absorption or relaxation Wif can 

be described by [83] 
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Where 

 c is the speed of light in m/s, 

 ħ the planck constant divided by 2.π, in J.s, 

 ωif the angular frequency of transition from level i to level f (ΔE=ħω = hν corresponds to the 
energy difference between level f and level i), in rad.s-1, 

 g i and gf are respectively the degeneracies of levels i and f, 

 u(ωif) is the spectral photon energy density, in J/m², 

 Afi  is the Einstein coefficient as described above. 
 

c. Energy transfer 

 

Energy transfer is the key point for coupled ions upconverting systems. As shown in Figure 21, there 

exist different types of energy transfer. 

 
Figure 21. Different energy transfer mechanisms implying a sensitizer S and an absorber A.[81] 

Energy transfer can be radiative (a), non radiative (b), or multiphonon- assisted (c). Non radiative 

transfer may also be self-quenched by cross relaxation (d) which is to be avoided for a higher 

upconversion quantum yield. 
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The probability per time’s unit for a resonant radiative energy transfer as a function of the distance 

between the sensitizer (S) and absorber (A) R (in m) is found to be [84] : 
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Where 

 τs is sensitizer’s excited state’s lifetime, in s, 

 σA the absorption cross section, in m², 

 the integral represents the spectral overlap between A and S (F is the function describing the 

sensitizer’s fluorescence spectrum and A is the function describing the absorber’s 

absorbance spectrum). 

In the case of non radiative energy transfer, the excitation jumps from one ion to the other before 

it’s able to emit a photon. Förster, who first addressed this theoretical case using quantum-

mechanics, considered dipole-dipole interactions. The probability for such an event pSA,NR,F per time 

unit is given by Equation 7, that is deduced from Fermi’s golden rule [81] 
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Where 

 HSA is the electric dipole-dipole interaction Hamiltonian, 

 ρE the density of  final states, which means the density of states in which sensitizers and 

absorbers have the same energy, in J, 

 ħ is the Planck constant divided by 2π, in J.s, 

 S* and A* are the wave function of sensitizer and absorber when excited, 

 S0 and A0 are the wave function of sensitizer and absorber in a ground state. 

 The product S*A0
 represents the initial state’s wave function (in which the sensitizer is 

excited and the absorber at the ground state) and the product S0A* the final state’s wave 

function. 

 

By considering other interactions than dipole-dipole ones, Dexter extended this theory to multipole 

interactions and deduced that the energy transfer probability per time unit can be written as [85] 
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Where 

 τs is sensitizer’s excited state’s lifetime, in s, 

 R the inter-ion distance, in m, 

 R0 the critical transfer distance for which excitation transfer and spontaneous relaxation are 
equally probable, in m, 

 s is an integer which worth 6 for dipole-dipole interaction (Forster’s case), 8 for dipole-
quadripole interactions, and 10 for quadrupole-quadrupole interactions. 

Probability goes as R-2 for the radiative case instead of R-6, R-8, or R-10 for the non-radiative case. Many 

publications [86]–[95] address ET and different expression of this probability can be found. It will not 

be further developed in this work. 
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d. Multi phonon relaxation 

 

The probability for multiphonon relaxation WMPR has been empirically found to follow approximately 

the relation [96], [97] 
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where WMPR and κ (in eV-1) are material constants which depend on the host material (in particular 

the energy of a phonon) and ΔEif the energy gap between initial and final states, in eV. 

The probability of MPR decreases with phonon energy. For low energy phonons, more of them are 

needed to bridge the same gap. 

 

4.Detailing upconversion process and quantum efficiency 

 

a.Complete description of upconversion process 

 

This calculation is based on a new model developed by Anderson et al. [98] for upconversion in β-

NaYF4:Yb3+:Er3+ and which is described by interactions between Yb3+
 and Er3+

 as pictured in Figure 22.   

The mechanism is described as follow: 

 “Green luminescence arises from the 2H11/2,4S3/2 levels via a two photons process with 

sequential energy transfer wherein the Er3+ is excited first from 4I15/2 to 4I11/2 and, subsequently, from 
4I11/2 to 4F7/2, which relaxes nonradiatively to the thermalized emitting-state manifold, 2H11/2, 4S3/2. 

Red emission arises from 4F9/2 after 4S3/2 decays nonradiatively to 4F9/2 or when ETU promotes Er3+ 

from 4I13/2 to 4F9/2. The requisite 4I13/2 is populated by well-established Er−Er cross relaxation […]Blue 

UC emission from ²H9/2 has also been observed [99] and attributed to ETU promoting Er3+ from 4F9/2 

up to, or just above, the blue-emitting 2H9/2”. 

 

It is thus a mix of all the processes mentioned above in II.2. (apart from STE). 

We can write the set of equations that rules de population of levels nx (x=1-9) of Erbium and 

ny’(y = 1 or 2) of Ytterbium. The time derivative of a state (ṅx) is equal to the sum of transition rate 

constants times the initial state population level. The details of the calculations are available in 

Annex 2.A. Equations 70-80. 

 

All the transition rates were calculated by solving the equations (Annex 2.A) using Euler method and 

by comparing them to experimentally determined parameters: level populations give access to 

theoretical luminescence decay curve shapes and relative intensities. So by fitting those curves with 

curves that were experimentally obtained, the authors were able to obtain an estimation of those 

parameters.  They are given in Annex 2.B. 
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Figure 22. Upconversion mechanism. All the processes mentioned are not represented. 
Dotted lines correspond to cross relaxations, solid lines to relaxation (in red) or excitation (in 

blue) following GSA, ESA or ETU, and dashed-lines to radiative relaxations [98] 
 

b. Quantum efficiency 

 

The quantum efficiency or quantum yield (QY) ηi is the ratio of radiated light from level i over 

incident light. It can also be expressed as the ratio of radiative decay rates that participate to a 

photon emission detectable in the far field over the sum of radiative and non-radiative decay rates 

that participate to relaxation from this level [100][98], as expressed below 
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In our case, i=5, 6 or 8. We thus have 
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We don’t consider emissions from levels 3 and 2 as they are in the NIR. 

The total quantum efficiency is the sum of all the quantum efficiencies for each transition: 
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Using transitions rates found by the theoretical method explained above, a total quantum efficiency 

around 7%, and around 3 - 4 % for the green emission were found by Anderson et al. [98], which is 

relatively close to what was experimentally found by Van Veggel [101]. Both results concern Er3+ and 

Yb3+
 doped NaYF4 . 

 

5. Dependency of luminescence intensity 

 

a. To incident power 

 

Let’s consider an upconversion luminescence involving the sequential absorption of n photons. The 

dependency of the pump power P may range from Pn
 to P1, the two borderline cases being identified 

as infinitely large or small upconversion rates respectively. The study of the parameter n can be a 

signature of competitive mechanisms like ESA versus ETU. A consequence of the conservation of 

energy is that a nonlinear process cannot maintain its nonlinear nature up to infinite excitation 

energy, and we often observe a “saturation” of upconversion intensity at higher pump powers [102]. 

In most cases, UC is a two-photons absorption process, resulting from GSA + ETU or ESA, which result 

in a quadratic dependence of the number of upconverted 

photons on the excitation power [103].  

It can however sometimes also result from 3, 4, or 5-photon 

absorption process [104], which would in these cases imply 

other mechanisms with lower probabilities such as cooperative 

sensitization, cooperative luminescence or second harmonic 

generation [78]. 

 

Let’s consider Figure 23. In our case, we will consider that the  

system is defined by one atom that both plays the role of a 

sensitizer and of an absorber, and that GSA+ETU is the only 

mechanism. Let’s write time derivative of levels 1 and 2 [103]: 

  15 

 

Figure 23. Schematic levels of 
transitions in a two ions 
upconversion system. 
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  16 

 

Where ρp is the pump constant, directly proportional to the incident pump power Pp, σA the 

absorption cross section of the atom, ni the population density of level I (i=0, 1 or 2), k the transition 

rate of ETU and A1 the Einstein coefficient. 

If the steady-state is reached (  and  are equal to zero), this gives us: 
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If linear decay (that corresponds to R1 on Figure 19) is the dominant depletion mechanism of level 1, 

ETU can be neglected in Equation 17, which gives us n2 ∝ n1
2 ∝ Pp

2
. On the other hand if upconversion 

dominates depletion of level 1, we have n1 ∝ Pp
1/2 so n2 ∝ Pp, which is the other limit. The slope of 

luminescence is between the two borderline cases. 

 

Pollnau et al. [103] generalized these solutions first to 4 steps-excitation (like in Cs3Lu2Cl9:Er3+) and 

then to any upconversion process implying n-photon excitation. Both won’t be detailed here. Their 

result is summarized in the Table 2 below. 

 
Table 1. Different pump power’s dependency for a n-level upconversion system with different 

dominant mechanisms for different limit cases: small (1) or large (2) upconversion, by ETU (A) or ESA 
(B), decay predominantly into the next lower-lying state (i) or by luminescence to the ground state 

(ii), and finally a small (a) or a large(b) fraction of pump absorbed. Luminescence from level i is 
proportional to the population of level i [103]. 

 

Small or large influence of upconversion are described respectively as “small upconversion rates and 

short intrinsic lifetimes, i.e., luminescence dominates over upconversion as a depletion mechanism 

of the intermediate excited states” and “large upconversion rates and long intrinsic lifetimes, i.e., 

upconversion dominates depletion of the intermediate excited states”. 

To summarize, in most cases, if the measured slope of the logarithm of incident power as a function 

of the logarithm of the luminescence intensity is x, the upconversion mechanism will imply n 

photons, where n is the smallest integer greater than x [103]. 

Let’s note that at high power densities, the power dependence reveals a plateau, which is an 

indication of the saturation of the upconversion process. For instance, in the case of BaYF5:Tm3+:Yb3+, 

Vetrone et al. demonstrate the existence of this saturation above a power density of 57W/cm2, that 

they attributed to the fact that, if we take the notations of the levels of the absorber in Figure 23, 
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E1E2 transition is so efficient that it exceeds the E1E0 decay rate [105]. At low power densities, 

there is an insufficient number of excited sensitizers, so transferred electrons are immediately 

excited to upper states. Whereas at high power densities, there are enough excited sensitizers to 

completely populate E1, and any “extra” excited sensitizers will not contribute to energy transfers 

anymore. This behavior can be observed in Figure S3 of Ref[106]. 

However we cannot compare this saturation value with our power densities which are in W/cm²/nm. 

 

b.To particle’s size 

 

Does the luminescence intensity increases as the UCNPs’ size increase or is the relation more 

complex? 

In the first approximation, we could assume that the more RE ions we have, the more intense the 

luminescence becomes. So as the particle’s size increase, the PLQE (Photoluminescence Quantum 

Efficiency) increases, as experimentally observed by Boyer and Van Veggel [101]. 

In the second approximation, we notice only the ions that are close to the surface will be efficient 

far-field emitters. Indeed, the emission can occur through energy transfer (the ET range is 7 nm 

[107]) or through photon emission, and we easily understand that only surface ions can emit photons 

that will escape the matrix. However, rare-earth ions tend to migrate close to the surface, and the 

distribution in the volume is not homogeneous: Fischer et al. show for instance that “for a spherical 

particle with a diameter of 20 nm, 70% of the RE ions are found in a shell volume within a distance of 

3.2 nm from the surface”. This length 

happens to be “the average migration 

distance which the [initial] excitation 

energy can travel”. Ions located 

further from the surface than this 

length will not contribute to 

luminescence emission. This means, in 

particular, that for 84 nm nanocrystal, 

for which only 21% of the rare earths 

ions are located within the 3.2 nm 

shell, only 21% of rare earth ions will 

effectively emit and their emission will 

reach the surface. (The value of this 

radius depends on excitation energy.) 

We see that the proportion of the 

UCNPs contributing to luminescence 

depends on the irradiance and on the 

size of the particle.  

The volume to surface ratio also seems to be playing a role in this complex relation between PLQE 

and size: many surface defects owing to the open inorganic bonds represent relevant quenching 

pathways [108]. 

Experimentally, an unpublished work executed by Hengyang Xiang shows a clear increase of PLQE 

with the size Figure 24. 

Boyer et al.  also measured a quantum efficiency of 3% for UCNPs over 100 nm diameter, 0.3% for 

100 nm, 0.1% for 30nm, and 0.005% for 10 nm, for the same rare earth doping levels (2 mol % Er and 

Figure 24. Variation of PLQE with UCNP’s size for NaYF4:Er3+ 

(collaboration with Hengyang Xiang). Excitation wavelength: 
1.55 µm 
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20 mol % Yb), and the same NaYF4 matrix [101]. This result is coherent with another one that studies 

the relation between UC intensity and UCNPs’ height using a confocal laser and atomic force 

microscope. They found a UC intensity of 50a.u. for a particle’s height around 50 nm and around 175 

a.u. for a particle’s height around 65 nm [109]. 

 

6.Implementation of UCNPs in solar devices 

 

Upconverting material for improved solar cells must exhibit certain optical properties: 

 high absorption in the NIR, 

 high upconversion efficiency at low excitation intensity, 

  good optical coupling between the upconverter and the solar absorber 

  a spectral absorption at a lower energy than solar absorber bandgap, 

 a spectral emission at an energy equal or higher to the solar absorber bandgap. 

Various forms of upconversion materials have therefore been applied into solar cells based on 

different semiconducting materials. They are applied in a position either before or after the 

illumination reaches the semiconducting absorber (termed below as “front” or “rear” side 

respectively). For example, a Yb3+ and Er3+ co-doped vitroceramic layer has been placed on the rear 

side of a GaAs solar cell capable to harvest a sub-bandgap illumination (1.39 eV) and generate a 

photovoltaic efficiency of 2.5% [110]. Polycrystalline 20% Er3+-doped NaYF4, mixed with white oil 

transparent to NIR, was adhered to the rear side of a crystalline silicon solar cell exhibiting an 

external quantum efficiency (EQE, the number of charges created over incident photons) close to 

3.4% at 1523 nm (at 6mW)[111]. On solution-processed solar cells, a front side application of 

upconversion materials is the main configuration used by different works: for example, a Yb3+ and 

Er3+ co-doped TiO2 layer has led to a 2.4% increase of short-circuit current in DSSC [112]. Similarly, 

Ho3+, Yb3+ and F- tridoped TiO2 NPs (NanoParticles) were applied in DSSCs leading to a 37% 

enhancement of PCE compared to reference device without any upconversion layer [113]. On 

P3HT:PCBM organic solar cells, an upconversion quantum efficiency of 0.19% was observed under 

the illumination of a 980 nm laser diode (at 250 mW cm-2) when a Yb3+ and Er3+ co-doped yttrium 

fluoride upconversion phosphor was placed in the front side of the cell [114]. On MAPbI3 perovskite 

solar cells, by a front side configuration He et al. applied Yb3+ and Er3+ co-doped NaYF4 NPs as a 

mesoporous scaffold and observed an increase of PCE from 17.8% to 18.1% upon 980 nm laser 

illumination (at 28 W cm-2)[115]. 

 

 Even if larger UCNPs present bigger PL intensity, inserting big particles whose diameter exceeds the 

thickness of the layer that covers it can severely damage the device. Good luminescence (like a QY 

around 6%) with a reasonable size (under 300 nm) is quite a challenge. Adding another particle that 

would increase the QY of the UCNPs would be necessary, and this idea came to minds long ago. By 

coupling UCNPs with metallic NPs exhibiting a resonance at the wavelength of absorption and/or 

emission of the UCNPs, called plasmonic resonance, the overall emission of the UCNPs would be 

increased without further damaging the device, without mentioning that the presence of metallic NP 

alone in a solar device increase its efficiency. Plasmonic resonance will be the subject of the next 

part, before looking in part IV. at the coupling between plasmonic effect and upconversion. 
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III. Theory of Plasmonic resonance 

Plasmonic resonance is a phenomenon that occurs under incident light illumination at the interface 

between two materials whose permittivities have opposite signs. The conduction electrons’ cloud 

starts oscillating under incident electric field and can resonate at a certain wavelength. Plasmons are 

quasi-particles which are plasma oscillation quantums. 

The first voluntary highlight was conducted by A. Otto in 1968 by bringing a dielectric prism close to a 

metallic layer [116]. He noticed reflection decreased as the distance between the two objects was 

smaller than the wavelength. 

The scientific story starts however earlier, with Faraday, in 1857, who gave a possible explanation of 

the modification of light by metallic particles [117], Mie then elaborated his theory (later detailed), 

and Langmuir and Tonk went on, suggesting  the term “plasma” [118]. The story kept moving 

forward, from Pines and Bohm, who showed the oscillation where due to conduction electrons’ 

excitation [119], [120] to Rutherman [121] and Lang, to Bohm and Gross [122], until in 1956 Pines 

uses the term “plasmon” to call those elementary excitation quantum [119]. Then, Ritchie, Powel, 

Swan, Stern and Ferrel contributed to the research on plasmons by showing the existence of those 

collective surface oscillations [123]–[126]. 

However, as often in science, the plasmonic effect was exploited long before being known. The first 

use of metallic nanoparticles exhibiting unexpected optical properties appears to be in ancient 

Egyptian cosmetics [127]. In the domain of art, the first known piece of art that uses plasmonic effect 

is the Lycurgus’ cup, in the 4th century, that contains gold and silver nanoparticles [128]. The color of 

the cup changes from opaque green to translucent red when the light source goes from outside to 

inside the cup, as shown on Figure 25. 

 

 
 

Figure 25. Lycurgus’ cup. On the left, light comes from outside of the cup, and on the right from the 

inside. [127] 

 

Some Maya paintings are also colored using metallic nanoparticles [129] as well as stain glass 

windows of St-Etienne de Bourges’ cathedral of Saint Chapel in Paris [130]. 

Today, plasmonic  and nanoparticles are broadly used in several domains, from stain-glass windows, 

to pigmentation, cosmetics, wave guides [131]–[133], super-lenses [134], biomedical from diagnoses 

to photothermal treatment for cancer [130], [135], [136], diodes [137], lasers [138], captors [130]–

[132], [134][139], nano-antennas [131], [132], [134], [139], different types of characterization and 

nonlinear effects (surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) of dark field microscopy) [130]–

[132][140]–[142], to solar cells [143][132]. This last point will be discussed particularly in the 

upcoming part. 
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1.Drude model and permittivity 

 

We will now consider Drude’s model, which is an adaptation of the kinetic theory of gases. 

Here, the conduction electrons are considered as a gas. Our aim is to find the condition on electric 

field’s frequency for electronic cloud’s resonance. This will be simply called resonance from now on. 

Let us consider the interface metal/air under a harmonic electromagnetic field .  

The equations are developed in Annex 3. They are adapted from Ref [144]. They give us the 

expression of the permittivity of the metal, defined as 
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Where γ is a damping constant, and ωp is the plasma frequency defined as 
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Where 

 n is the electron density 

 e their charge, in C, 

 ε0 permittivity of vacuum , in F/m, 

 m their mass, in kg. 
 

The permittivity varies non-linearly as a function of the frequency of the light. Since the polarization 

is directly proportional to the permittivity, we understand that the electronic procession is also 

moving.  Let’s consider the real part of the permittivity in Equation 19, as we are not looking at 

material’s absorption losses (which corresponds to the imaginary part [145]), and that ω γ (verified 

apart from UV and deep UV [146]).  In a set-up as used in Drude’s model (air/metal interface for an 

electromagnetic field oscillating at a frequency ω, and a plasma frequency ωp defined by the 

equation above),  we can distinguish three regimes: 

- ωp > ω: ε < 0, the incident wave is reflected 

- ωp = ω: ε = 0, plasma is resonant 

- ωp < ω: 1 > ε > 0, the incident wave is transmitted 

 

Let’s note this equation only takes conduction electrons into account, which is fairly verified for alkali 

metals, whereas for noble metals, valence electrons can also have an impact on permittivity. 

 

2.Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR) 

 

We study the optical response of a spherical metallic nanoparticle. We are looking for the condition 

on the incoming electric field’s wavelength for the electronic cloud to resonate. This phenomenon is 

called Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance or LSPR. 
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a.Case of a small sphere – Rayleigh model 

 

We first consider the case of very small particles (<50nm). The model is all detailed in Annex 4 

(Rayleigh model). This approach suggests that we consider that for a given time t, the electric field is 

constant on the nanoparticle, as schematically shown Figure 26. From this model, we deduce the 

expression of the polarizability of the metal sphere: 

21 

Where εmetal is the permittivity of the metal of the sphere and εenv the permittivity of the 

environment. Radiative corrections were not taken into account in this equation but for more 

information, the reader can refer to [147]. They principally appear when we describe polarizability as 

a tensor. 

The resonance occurs when  f(ω)=(Re(εmetal(ω))+2εenv(ω))2+Im(εmetal(ω))2 is minimal. 

The expression of the scattering and absorption cross sections for the case of a small sphere are 

given by [148] 
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Where εr = εr’ + i εr “ = εmetal / εenv.  

 

Figure 26. Schematic representation of a metallic nanoparticle under incident light for the Rayleigh 
model 

b. Short introduction to Mie Theory 

 

Rayleigh model is valid for small spheres, for which the position of the resonance does not depend 

on the particle size. But for particles’ size larger than 50 nm, his model is no longer valid because of 

retardation effects. In 1905, the German physicist Gustav Mie extended Rayleigh’s theory of diffusion 

of light by nanoparticles [149] to bigger particles [150]. By solving Maxwell’s equations using polar 
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coordinates, he expressed scattering σsca, absorption σabs, and total extinction σext cross sections using 

harmonic functions described by those four equations: 
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Where 

 m is the ratio of refractive index of the sphere to that of surrounding medium nm, 

 x is the size parameter given as 2πnmR/λ,  

 R being the NP’s radius in m,  

 λ the wavelength in m 

 ψn and ξn are the Riccati-Bessel functions and the prime represents the first derivative. 

 

The size of the metallic NP for instance plays a role on the resonating electron’s cloud, and thus on 

the intensity of the induced electric field.  The spheres are not just dipoles like in Rayleigh model 

described previously (Figure 26). In addition, other modes (multipolar ones) can also exist (Figure 27). 

We will not detail them here. 

 

Calculations of those cross sections can be run by computers with different types of codes, like the 

one developed by Ivan Charamisinau for gold nanoshells [151] or on Mathematica by Sönnichsen 

[127]. For gold nanorods, Jain et al. [152] used the discrete dipole approximation method [153], 

which is a space discretization method similar to the Finite Elements one that will be later described. 
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Figure 27 Schematic representation of metalic nanoparticle under incident light for bigger particles in 

the case of the presence of multipoles [154] 
 

In terms of absorption, the existence of a wavelength at which the resonance occurs is translated by 

the existence of an absorption peak at this wavelength, as shown Figure 28, which is the absorbance 

spectra in the visible for gold nanodisks arrays of diameter 150nm. The LSPR is located around 780 

nm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c. Near-field local enhancement 

 

Another phenomenon related to LSPR, can be observed in the case of a metallic nanoparticle under 

an electromagnetic field: local field enhancement.  This was underlined by Near-Field measurements 

that we performed at the laboratory. In those experiments, gold nanodisks’ near field is imaged using 

an upconverter as surface scanning tip. We can visualize the near-field being enhanced in the vicinity 

of a metallic nanoparticle. 

 

Figure 28.Absorbance spectrum for gold 
nanodisks array. The diameter of the disks 

is 150nm. 
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Figure 29. Near-Field experiment in which the enhancement of local electromagnetic field is clearly 
demonstrated. a. Scheme of the experiment. A near-field scanning is done on a surface parallel to 

the surface of a 60 nm diameter nanodisk. b. The intensity of the field is stronger in two lobes close 
to the nanodisk. 

 

d. Qualitative adaptation to the case of nanorods 

 

Nanorods are strongly anisotropic, and it is well known that shape of particles have a significant 

impact on optical characteristics [148], [155]–[159]. There are two visible dipole modes: the 

longitudinal and the transversal one, which correspond themselves to two different resonance 

wavelengths for two different polarization, as pictured Figure 30 (the longitudinal mode is the second 

smaller bump, the first one corresponding to nanospheres also present in the sample). 

 

 
 

 

The longitudinal mode is provoked by electrons oscillating along the axis of the nanorods and 

happens at a longer wavelength. 

Figure 30. Resonance modes for nanorods. 
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The variation of the wavelength at which the absorption is maximal (LSPR) as a function of the 

nanorod aspect ratio AR (defined as the length of the rod over the diameter) will be later discussed. 

 

3.Implementation in solar devices 

 

a.Advantage and drawbacks of plasmonic NP 

 

The first time surface plasmons were incorporated in photovoltaic devices was in 1980 when 

Wenpeng Chen used a metallic diffraction grid close to a silicon amorphous diode. An increase of 

photovoltaic signal was observed [160]. 

There are several reasons why photovoltaic devices can largely benefit from plasmonic effect. Here 

we will in particular pay attention to thin-film solar cells. 

by generating a high intensity electromagnetic field (as shown in near-field imaging  

Figure 29) and by localizing it into absorbing layers, efficiencies of the devices can increase (light 

concentration). NPs act as effective antennas for the incident light.  Antennas are particularly useful 

in materials where the carrier diffusion lengths are small, so where the benefit to generate them 

close to the junction is big. 

 by scattering incident light, the optical path can be elongated, also increasing devices’ efficiencies 

(light trapping). The direction of scattered light is nearly symmetrical between forward and reverse 

directions [159][148], but this is no longer the case when the NP is at the interface between two 

dielectric, and in that case, it will scatter preferentially into the dielectric with the larger permittivity 

[161]. 

Some tests were run in 1991 on organic solar cell containing copper phtalocyanine CuPc [162]. 

Photocurrent was multiplied by 2.7 for copper NP insertions in the same type of solar cell, a 

publication later published [163]. Recent work studied the incorporation of such particles in 

perovskite solar cells [164], [165]. 

The increase of photogenerated current was also explained in 2000 by the schematic image of a 

bridge for free charge carriers to cross the Shottky contact between ITO and the organic material 

[163]. The existence of this bridge is due to metallic nanoparticles. Several work prove an increase of 

photocurrent (up to 80% [166] at LSPR) and efficiency of solar devices [166]–[171]. 

It was also shown that localized plasmonic resonance increases the probability for excitons to 

dissociate into free charge carriers by reducing its binding energy [172]. It’s in particular the plasmon-

exciton coupling that is in charge of this effect: the charge transfer between plasmon and exciton 

allows the overcome of the initial Colombian potential [173]–[176]. 

The major drawback of plasmonic NP implementation in solar devices is the absorption of the NPs. 

This term refers to the loss of photons that decay in the metal particle via nonradiative channels to 

produce heat [177]–[179]. This absorption is in direct competition with useful absorption in the 

photovoltaic material. It has been noticed that introducing plasmonic structures absorbing in a 

spectral region where the absorption of the absorber is already substantially complete can degrade 

the system [180].The ratio of parasitic absorption over useful near and far-field scattering in the 

metal is the key parameter to estimate whether plasmonic NPs will be an advantage for the device. 

This ratio can however be handled to some extent by modifying the size, morphology, material of the 

plasmonic structure and the position in the device. 
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Metallic NPs can also act as charge carrier recombination centers when they are placed in the 

absorber [177], [181], [182], often leading to a reduction of Voc and Jsc [183]. The chemical and 

physical compatibility of the solvents associated with respectively the metallic NPs and perovskite (or 

other absorbing material) can however be a major practical issue raised by the use of NPs in 

photovoltaic devices (which will be addressed later), as well as the costs of the precious metals used 

(usually gold and silver).  

 

b.State-of-the-art and fabrication methods 

 

Plasmonic resonance depending on several parameters such as the metal used, shape (nanospheres 

(alloys, pure or coreshells) [172][176] [184]–[186][187][188], nanorods[189], nano-antennas [190], 

nanoarrays[191]…), opto-geometrical parameters (surface density, size), wavelength, light 

polarization, incident angle, and of course the position of particles regarding the absorbing layer 

(Figure 31), with different advantages and inconvenient it implies. 

 

 
Figure 31. Plasmonic light-trapping geometries for thin-film solar cells. (a) metallic nanoparticles are 

placed on the “front” side of the device. Light is trapped in the semiconductor and scattered, 

resulting in an increase of the optical path length in the cell. (b) Nanoparticles are embedded in the 

semiconductor, and near-field results in exciton’s creation and separation. (c) Light is trapped by the 

coupling plasmon-polariton at the interface metal/semiconductor. [143] 

 

Smaller particles close to the semiconductor layer can couple a larger fraction of the incident light to 

the semiconductor, and increase more the optical path length than bigger ones [143]. 

When the NPs are placed on the “back” side (close to metallic electrode), destructive interference 

effect between incident and reflected fields can be observed. Placing the NPs on the “front” side of 

the solar cell fixes this one precise point. 

When metal stripes are placed on the surface of a solar-cell, the short-circuit can be enhanced by 

45% [192]. To be efficient, light-trapping nanodisks arrays’ optimization must take into account the 

coupling between NPs, ohmic damping (non-radiative relaxation through phonons), grating 

diffraction effects [193] and the coupling between surface plasmon modes [194]–[196]. 

 

In the two articles addressing plasmonic NPs in perovskite solar cells mentioned above, 

spherical metallic nanoparticles are respectively on top of FTO or inside the active layer. In the first 

case, they were Ag-Au alloy popcorn-shaped, which were embedded in the mesoporous TiO2 at a 

concentration of 0.7 wt %, and gave a relative PCE enhancement of 15.7%. In the second one they 

were Ag@TiO2 core-shell nanoparticles that were integrated to the mesoporous Al2O3 scaffold layer. 

Nanospheres can be deposited by different techniques, including layer by layer deposition (followed 
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by annealing, which creates clusters [187]), evaporation [163] or spin-coating of NPs [176].  A higher 

control of the inter-particles distance and dispersity of the sizes of the metallic NP can be obtained 

using other techniques such as e-beam lithography [197] or nanoimprint [198]. 

 

E-beam lithography is a process which consists in the patterning of photosensitive resin through 

focused electron beam scanning. In a second time, the resin is developed and the exposed parts are 

removed. Then the metal is deposited, and the rest of the resin is removed. The metallic pattern only 

remains on the substrate. It has been investigated for organic solar cells [197], [199], 

[200][162][191], polymer [187], DSSC [189] or silicon [188]. The major drawback is the slowness of 

this process that includes many steps, and even more the maximal dimension of patterns: a pattern 

of 15 mm diameter was printed in 9h with a resolution of 200nm [201] (which is clearly too low for 

200 nm-big disks), without mentioning the time of resin coating, developments and metal 

evaporation. This makes it unlikely to be used for industrialized process and even for a a 0.1 cm² cell. 

 Nanoimprint is a method that requires the use of a PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) mold 

whose shape fits the one to be printed. Then, again, two different methods exist. The first method is 

the degassing assisted patterning process, in which the mold is previously degassed and then applied 

on gel that has not dried yet (like sol-gel TiO2 right after spin-coating) [202], allowing it to match the 

contours of the mold by soaking it. The other method consists in first thermally evaporating metal on 

the mold and then bringing it in contact with the substrate [203]. It’s a very simple, scalable and cost-

effective method, which however takes some time to experimentally master, without mentioning 

potential dependency to another laboratory for the mold’s fabrication. Finally, the pattern is defined 

by the mold and cannot be tuned, unless another mold is fabricated, which is not the case for e-

beam. 

 

IV. Plasmonic enhanced upconversion – Case of a metallic nanosphere and an 
upconversion particle 

 

The proximity between a metallic nanoparticle and an upconversion nanoparticle allows the 

enhancement of the emission and the absorption of the UCNPs [204] when LSPR matches UCNPs’ 

absorption and/or emission. The other effects of surface plasmon close to an emitter are the 

increase of quenching and non-radiative decay rates of excited electrons, usually leading to losses, as 

well as the modification of energy transfer rates [205]. Quenching is a term that qualifies the 

decrease of fluorescence through its annihilation (for instance by an energy transfer from the UCNPs 

back to the metallic NPs). 

In this part, we will focus on emission and absorption’s enhancements. They rely on the 

strengthening of the local electric field intensity in the vicinity of an individual metallic nanostructure 

at the LSPR. The fluorescence enhancement can be maximized by optimizing the distance between 

the two particles and by tuning the LSPR of the metallic NP through shape modification. 

Decay rates are parameters describing the relaxation of an electron to a lower electronic level. They 

are powerful indicators for the lifetime of an excited level, and thus most of luminescence 

enhancements can be quantified through decay rates modification. 

Total decay rates are the sum of radiative decay rates ΓR  and non-radiative decay rates ΓNR. We can 

write that, for any transition from level i to level f, Γif
T = Γif

R + Γif
NR. 
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Total and radiative decay rates were expressed by Kim et al. involving the exact electrodynamical 

theory [206] for the case of a dipole (representing the UCNP as a single luminescent atom), close to a 

spherical metallic particle. The electrodynamical theory uses Mie theory to express those rates. 

In their simulation, the dipole/sphere interaction depends on the two possible orthogonal 

orientations: radial or tangential as shown Figure 32. The upconverting property of the luminescent 

material was not taken into account. 

More details on the expression of these rates are described in Ref [206]. 

 

 
Figure 32. Tangential (left image) and radial (right image) oscillation of Er3+ regarding the metallic 

nanoparticle [207] 

 

1.Luminescence enhancement outcome 

 

We will refer to the Equations 29 to Equation 33 listed velow from the work conducted by Liu 

et al. [204]. The expressions of excitation and emission enhancement factors come themselves from 

the work done by Esteban et al. [208] 

Let’s consider the simplified upconversion process described Figure 19 with three levels and 

two possible mechanisms (GSA+ETU or GSA+ESA). 

 

a.Excitation enhancement factor 

 

The excitation enhancement factor for ESA can be expressed as followed: 
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  is the electric dipole momentum, 

 0 are respectively the electric field under LSPR excitation and incident electric field 

 Γ10
TO is the total decay rate from level 1 to level 0 without the presence of the metallic 

particle 

 Γ10
T is the total decay rate from level 1 to the level 0 with the metallic particle 

There are two competing processes in the ESA mechanism that can be associated with the two terms 

of this expression: on one hand, the first term is the positive contribution from the fourth power of 

near-field, which is the ESA enhancement factor. This means that when the local electromagnetic 

field is enhanced, ESA is enhanced at the fourth power. On the other hand, the negative contribution 

from the total decay rate of the intermediate state which worth the inverse of the second term. We 

can say fex,ESA = ESA enhancement factor / decay rate of the intermediate level. 

The excitation enhancement factor for ETU can be expressed as followed: 
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Here, we ignore any change in efficiency of the ET process due to the metallic NP. We also assume 

identical field enhancement for the two atoms between which the transfer occurs. The negative 

contribution from the decay rate of the intermediate state has twice as much chance to occur, once 

to the sensitizer, and second to the absorber (thus the square power). 

 

b.Emission enhancement factor 

 

The emission enhancement factor can be expressed as followed: 
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η and η0 are quantum efficiency with and without the metallic particle respectively. 

 

 

c.Total enhancement 

 

We can thus distinguish the total enhancement factor for ESA and for ETU: 
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d.Modification of transition coefficients 

 

However, Fischer et al. showed that transition probabilities are indeed affected by the presence of 

the metallic nanoparticle in the vicinity of the UCNP [207]. We can thus express the modified Einstein 

coefficients in the presence of a plasmonic structure Aif,plasm as  
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2.Variation of the enhancement factor with distance 

 

In the following part we will briefly describe the situation in Figure 32 and vary the distance between 

the emitter and the metallic NP. 

 

a. Comparing quantum efficiencies  in the case of an optical emitter (Electrodynamic Theory) 

 

Mertens et al. [209] considered the situation pictured on Figure 32, the metallic NP being an Ag 

sphere of diameter 60nm, optical data taken from Palik [210], and the emitter emitting a simple 

luminescence due to a one-photon absorption. They averaged the dipole orientation over all solid 
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angles, which is representative of the case where transition dipole moments are randomly oriented. 

The emission wavelength was chosen in order to match the LSPR (433nm). 

The results giving radiative and non-radiative decay rates (and thus quantum efficiency given by 

Equation 10) as a function of the distance between the two particles, calculated using the 

electrodynamical theory, are shown on Figure 33. We can observe the existence of an optimal 

distance at which the non-radiative decay is small enough whereas radiative decay is still high 

(quantum efficiency is defined as the ratio of radiative decay over the sum of radiative and non-

radiative decays). Non-radiative decay is very high at small distances because of quenching is a short-

range phenomena as we can see on Figure 33.c. At the separation of 6 nm, the quantum efficiency is 

multiplied by 10 (compared to the case in absence of the metallic nanoparticle). These results 

depend on the initial choice of quantum efficiency and on the shape and material of the 

nanoparticle. 

 
Figure 33. Those curves are obtained taking 60 dipole plasmon modes (corresponding to the biggest 

value taken by n in equations 24 and 25) (a) Radiative decay rate as a function of metallic NP-emitter 

distance (solid line). The contribution due to the presence of the metallic NP is the dashed line, and 

the radiative decay rate taken as reference (absence of metallic NP) is the dotted line. (b) Non-

radiative decay rate as a function of metallic NP-emitter distance in the presence (solid line) and 

absence (dotted line) of the metallic NP. (c) Luminescence quantum efficiency of the emitter in the 

presence (solid line) and absence (dotted line, staging at 1%) of the metallic NP. [209] Quantum 

efficiency is defined as the ratio of radiative decay over the sum of radiative and non-radiative decays 

 

b. Comparing relative luminescence – Case of an upconversion emitter (Electrodynamic Theory) 

 

Also relying on electrodynamic calculations of radiative and non-radiative rates, Fischer et al. 

calculated relative luminescence [207] for different emission wavelengths in the case of a gold 

nanoparticle of radius 200nm. In this case, they used the calculation of Mertens et al (equations 24 

and 25) described above to calculate the radiative and non-radiative decay rates, and then they used 
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relation 34 to calculate new transition coefficients, and using equations similar to the ones described 

in the Annex 2.A., they were able to calculate occupancy of any level and thus the luminescence Li 

from this level, using the relation Li = niAif.  They averaged on the two dipolar orientations and they 

obtained an optimal distance around 15 nm for most transitions, as shown on Figure 34. The UC 

model they use is different from the one exposed earlier in this chapter but will not be developed in 

this work. 

 
Figure 34. Relative luminescence of an erbium atom close to a gold NP for different NP-Er distances 

averaged for both polarizations [207] 

 

Liu et al. obtained similar results by comparing enhancement factors (Equations 32 and 33, but they 

only took ESA into account) [204]. Since they considered both emission and absorption 

enhancement, which happen at different frequencies, the optimal distance for absorption and 

emission’s maximal enhancement was different. 

In all those cases, the LSPR is tuned in order to be the closest to the UC’s absorption peak. An 

unpublished study was performed at the laboratory relates near-field experiments where gold 

nanodisks’ near field is imaged using an upconversion nanocrystal as a surface scanning tip (just like 

picture in Figure 29). They noticed a difference between the wavelength at which the near-field 

intensity is maximum and the far-field resonance wavelength [211].  This shift between near and far-

field has been addressed recently ( [212],[213], [214]) and it was found that this difference increases 

for larger structures (above 100nm). This is the reason why a perfect match between absorption 

wavelength of the UC and the LSPR might not be the most effective way to enhance luminescence. 
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3.State of the art 

 

Plasmonic enhanced upconversion is a widely addressed topic, and we will here only mention a few 

examples of systems and the enhancements that were predicted or measured. 

 

By trying different shapes of plasmonic NPs, Sun et al. found the best shape for maximized 

fluorescence enhancement of NaYF4:3%Er3+:17%Yb3+
  was the pyramid (compared to linear gratings, 

bullseye, all  on top of the UC material) [205]. 

 Wang et al. compared numerical to experimental results in the case of several Ag Nano platelets 

surrounding an UC nanorod. In the case where the LSPR of the platelets is chosen to match the 

NaYF4:Er3+:Yb3+ UC’s emission, the enhancement ratio is 5 and in the case when it matches the UC’s 

absorption, the enhancement ratio is 22. This way, they could deduce a quantitative estimation of 

the impact of a single platelet [215]. 

For the same upconverting material, an enhancement factor of 3.8 was found using single gold 

sphere [216] by Schietinger et al. 

Lee et al. used downshifting (DS) material as well as upconversion, in a metal/insulator/metal (MIM) 

structure composed by silver film/UC layer/silver nanodisks/DS layer [203]. They measured a 

photoluminescence enhancement of 174 times for the UC and of 29 times for the DS. 

In the theoretical approach of Liu et al., the maximal enhancement factors varied between 120 and 

160 times for 640 and 540 nm respectively, in the case of a gold nanorod. 

In the particular experimental configuration of UCNPs coated with 1-2 nm-big Au NPs, the emission 

was also increased 3 times [217]. The control of surface coverage and thickness was found to be 

crucial to obtain an effective enhancement: if the coverage is complete and/or the shell is too thick, 

it will act as a quencher. 

 

Concerning the combination of both plasmonic and upconversion materials and their 

implementation in a photovoltaic device, it has been numerically  predicted that the light absorption 

by the absorber would be enhanced 10 times with only UCNPs, and 100 times increased by 

upconverting dielectric cores with metallic nanocrescents silver shells [218]. Experimentally, it’s been 

tried a few times: Meng et al. also coated Y2O3:Er/Au with TiO2 and they mixed the so obtained NPs 

to submicron TiO2 in order to form a multifunctional scattering layer in DSSC. They obtained an 

improvement of 27.6% in PCE by comparison to the cell without this layer [219]. By trapping 

upconverted light generated by NaGdF4:Yb3+: Er3+: Fe3+ using reflecting silver NPs, an increase of 

21.3% in PCE was observed in a DSSC [220]. The solar cell with both UCNPs and plasmonic NPs 

exhibited a higher PCE (7.1%) than the one with only UCNPs (6.2%), which exhibited itself a higher 

PCE than the reference solar cell (5.8%). The lack of any standard deviations for those two works 

mentioned above advises us however to be cautious when considering these results. 

V.Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) Simulation principle 

Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) is a rigorous resolution method using partial derivative that 

implies neither approximation nor theoretical restriction [144] [221]. It was developed by K.S. Yee in 

1966 [222]. As calculation times and informatics tools became more and more accessible and fast, 

the number of studies applying FDTD grew rapidly.  
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A well-known application of FDTD method consists in Maxwell equation resolutions. They describe 

the temporal variation of electric or magnetic field as a function of magnetic or electric field. 

FDTD consists in solving a partial differential equations system (corresponding to Maxwell equations) 

by discretizing time and space. 

The equations used to solve Maxwell equations are given in Annex 5. 

 

A higher accuracy is obtained for smaller mesh lattice (the mesh lattice corresponds to the spatial 

division of the calculation region, as detailed in Annex 5). However, this implies a drastic increase of 

calculation time. In order to limit calculation time and informatics resources, the simulation domain 

can be restricted. In order to do so, several solutions exist when boundary conditions in simulation 

domain are defined: 

 PML, Perfect Matched Layer: they allow simulating an artificial absorbing layer in order to 

truncate computational regions by including a damping factor 

 periodic conditions lead to the infinite repetition of the structure using one simulation 

boundary as the other boundary. 

 

Simulation can stop when convergence or divergence criteria is obtained. These criteria can be 

defined using different methods: 

 when electric and magnetic field don’t vary as function of time anymore 

 when the integration in the simulation domain of the field is close to zero (all the waves have 
been reflected, transmitted or absorbed) 

 when this same integral diverges 

 when the maximal time for calculation is reached. 
 

The software needs several inputs in order to run the simulation: 

 refractive index, permeability and permittivity of used materials. For common material, there 
exists a library of those data, that we actually used in this work 

 boundary limits of simulation domain 

 meshing in the three directions 

 time meshing 
 

Total simulation time defined by the user that is cut into temporal steps of Δt. 
In this work we used a commercialized software called FDTD Solution © distributed by Lumerical ©. 
 

 

This chapter allows us a better theoretical understanding of the phenomenon behind plasmonic 

enhanced upconversion as well as a good overlook on photovoltaic devices characterization. 

In order to obtain the to most promising results regarding the incorporation of those two types of 

nanoparticles in a solar device, this one has to be as well optimized as possible. Next chapter will be 

dedicated to standard perovskite devices optimization. 
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Chapter 2. Fabrication and characterization of solar cells 
 

This chapter mainly addresses fabrication processes of solar cells and their optimizations. Solar cells 

performances’ analysis will first be discussed before exploring optimization leading to the device on 

which UCNPs implementation’s optimization will be later operated. 

I.Obtaining and comparing data for efficient optimization 

Before describing the solar cell fabrication and different layers’ 

optimizations, a little notice should be given on how to obtain results 

and analyze them in order to draw the most useful and reasonable 

conclusions. 

We will first expose the measurement methods before critically 

discuss the best way to analyze the results. 

 
1.I-V curve measurement 

 

a.Set-up 

 

The set-up used to measure I-V curve consists in a solar simulator, to which the cell is exposed 

through the transparent FTO/Glass side, and a computer-controlled Keithley 2612B source 

measurement unit. The solar simulator (ASTM model, class AAB from Abet Technology) delivers an 

AM1.5G operated at 1 sun. The light intensity was first calibrated by a calibrated Si reference solar 

cell. 

Two pin-electrodes are connected to the two electrodes of the device (FTO and gold) by simple 

contact. The current is measured as the bias varies from 1.1V to 0V with 0,01 V steps in reverse and 

forward scanning directions. Each step lasts 50 ms, which implies a scan rate of 200mV/s. 

In this work, fewer attention was paid to hysteresis phenomenon or scan rate influence. The scan 

rate was fixed for all measurements. We mainly focused on the parameters obtained under those 

measurement conditions: Jsc, Voc, FF and PCE, as described in Chapter 1. 

The output files are Excel files delivering a column giving the current density and another giving the 

bias. 

 

b. C- program data analyzer 

 

In order to automatize the analysis of the results, a C-program was written. All the I-V curves are 

recorded and named with an integer from 1 to the maximal number of cells for the same 

experimental conditions and put in the same file document. The program then analyzes the data and 

gives, for each cell, Jsc, Voc, FF and PCE. 

From those results, three lines are printed in the output document: the parameters (Jsc, Voc, FF and 

PCE) of the cell with the maximal PCE, the average for each parameter, and the standard deviation Σ 

for each parameter, calculated as 
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Where 

 N is the total number of cells, 

  the average of the parameter x, 

 and xi the values taken by the parameter x ( Jsc, Voc, FF or PCE). 

 

2. Extern Quantum Efficiency (EQE) 

 

EQE is based on wavelength by wavelength current-measure. It is the ratio of the number of 

collected charge carriers to the number of incident 

photons for each wavelength. The monochromatic 

light beam was obtained from a white light source 

and an Oriel Cornerstone monochromator (and 

appropriate order sorting filters to eliminate higher 

order grating reflections). The monochromatic 

illumination was chopped at 37 Hz and calibrated 

by using a NIST-calibrated Si photodiode before 

each measurement session. The solar cell’s short-

circuit current Isc under each monochromatic 

wavelength was measured in air by a Stanford 

Research systems SR570 low-noise current 

preamplifier and a SR810 DSP lock-in amplifier. The 

EQE spectrum was determined by 
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Where 

 P (in W) is the power of the monochromatic illumination, 

 λ the wavelength in nm and 

 Isc the short circuit current obtained at this wavelength. 

 

An example of EQE obtained for FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3 is shown Figure 35. 

In this work, the devices comparisons are mainly based on are I-V curves. 

 

3. Data acquisition and analysis precautions 

 

On which statistical tool can we rely in order to deduce that the experimental conditions of one set 

of data are more likely to give better performances in the long term? 

Figure 35. EQE of FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3 measured in 
collaboration with Zhelu Hu. 
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a.Variability and repeatability of experiments 

 

Experiments are run in batches. Each batch includes maximum 24 substrates. This number is imposed 

by the number of substrates that fit in the mask used for gold evaporation (we can use two masks at 

the same time which both have the room for 12 substrates, as we can see Figure 48). Each substrate 

has 5 pixels on it, and each pixel is considered as an independent cell of area fixed at 0.107 cm². The 

incertitude on this measure is later discussed. However, often, one pixel or two are inoperable, 

either because the pixel is overlapping the FTO electrode (thus creating a short-circuit), or because of 

other local defects. 

 

Every experimental condition (same cell architecture, spin-coating speeds, temperature and time of 

annealing), was repeated twice, or three times for results with a stronger statistical weight. We have 

in the best case up to 10 or 15 solar cells fabricated in the same conditions. 

However, we observed strong variability for the same condition: if we look at  

Table 2, which gives parameters obtained for 9 cells which have followed identical fabrication 

process, we can notice a deep variability between the device with the best PCE (16.3%) and the 

smallest (3.7%). In this example, we would assume the two worst devices are abnormal (local 

defects), and don’t consider them in average calculation, but the threshold remains mainly 

subjective.  

Device N° Jsc Voc FF PCE 

1 16.1 0.79 38 4.8 

2 20.8 1.07 56 12.6 

3 25.2 1.08 59 16.3 

4 17.5 0.65 32 3.7 

5 19.0 1.06 59 12.0 

6 19.5 1.06 51 10.6 

7 22.3 0.88 54 10.7 

8 20.8 1.0 48 10.0 

9 23.1 1.0 54 13.4 

 
Table 2. Experimental results for a perovskite solar cell with a TiO2 compact layer and KY7F22 on the 

rear side, for which 3 substrates were fabricated on the same day and following the identical process.  
Jsc stands for short-circuit current, Voc for open-circuit voltage, FF to Fill Factor and PCE to Power 

Conversion Efficiency 
 
Those results come from only 9 pixels up on the 15 devices and the 6 other available pixels were 
inoperable for the reasons given above. For their definitions you can refer to Chapter 1 Section I.2.b. 
These differences are related to slight changes often not controllable or noticeable by the 

experimenter, creating local defects that affect the cell. Local defects can be due to inhomogeneity 

of thickness (too thick in the center of the substrate or too thin in the corners), dusts, hole created by 

a wrong position of the anti-solvent tip, processing temperature during fabrication, or solvent vapors 

affecting perovskite composition [223]. 

 

The variability of results from one batch to another using same experimental condition is even 

bigger, as shown Table 3, which represents results for solar cells that followed the same 

experimental procedure than the ones in Table 2, 27 days later (using fresh precursor solutions). 
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Device N° Jsc Voc FF PCE 

1 18.4 0.8 38 5.6 

2 12.0 0.9 41 4.5 

3 11.9 0.9 44 4.9 

4 11.4 0.9 42 4.5 

5 11.2 0.8 38 3.5 

6 13.0 0.9 42 5.0 

7 13.8 0.9 43 5.7 

8 12.8 0.9 42 5.2 

 
Table 3. Experimental results obtained for identical experimental than the results given in  

Table 2, 27 days later. 
 

These differences are still not fully understood and can be due to numerous factors from 

uncontrollable solution aging to meteorological conditions, or polydispersity of polymeric HTL [224]. 

Saliba et al. mention for instance the existence of a “bad batch” with low device efficiencies “without 

any easily discernible explanation” [223]. 

A lot of articles address the stability of perovskite solar cells, which are, as mentioned in the first 

Chapter, very sensitive to moisture, temperature, UV-light and oxygen [225][59][226], but fewer 

address reproducibility and batch-to-batch or in-batch variations. Reproducibility issues are 

sometimes quickly mentioned in the literature (“To avoid batch-to-batch variations”) [35][224][227], 

sometimes qualitatively (“large batch-to-batch as well as in-batch variations with such films” [228]), 

and sometimes considered as obstacles to data comparison (“the differences in Jsc observed in 

[figure 1] simply reflect batch-to-batch variation in the perovskite layer, rather than any significant 

difference between the two fabrication processes” [229]).  The treatment of this phenomenon is 

disproportional to its reality, unfortunately strongly influenced by the long tradition of “positive 

publishing”. It is “hampering the entire research field [as] it is hard to pinpoint “hidden” variables 

influencing this system (apart from preparative errors)” [223]. 

 

It is however possible to address those high variations and inexactitudes by proceeding to a reliable, 

transparent and solid statistical analysis of the results.  

 

b. Comparing results - Ideal case 

 

Many statistical tests exist in order to determine the certitude with which we can assert the 

superiority of the results of the batch i compared to the batch j. 

The level zero of the proof consists to verify the hypothesis 
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Where  is the average of the value x for the batch k and Σk its standard deviation. Usually we can 

compare PCEs, however, the comparison of Jsc, Voc of FF only can also bring interesting highlights 

about one specific aspect of the device. 

A statistical test called student t-test can also be used to compare two Gaussian distributions. Those 

distributions follow Equation 38 
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The case where the distributions are not Gaussian will not be given here and different tests apply 

then. The t-test can be used to verify whether a distribution is Gaussian or not. 

 

The null hypothesis is: the two batches i and j possess the same distribution (which imply the same 

mean value and standard deviation). The aim is to proof it’s wrong. In order to do so, we calculate 

from the data of the batches a number called t-value, which can be calculated as  
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With  
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Where Nk is the number of samples in the batch k. 

The absolute value t-value is then compared to a value available in the so called t-table, which we 

can find in Annex 6. This value depends on the number of samples in the batch, and on the 

confidence level, or p-value. The confidence level describes the confidence with which the null 

hypothesis can be rejected (and thus with which we can assert that one batch leads to higher 

efficiencies than the other one). 

For instance, if the t-value for the comparison between two batches with 11 samples is equal to 1.8, 

there are 95% of chances that it is correct to say that the two batches are leading to different results. 

The case where the two batches have a different number of samples is briefly addressed in the 

Annex 6. 

 

c.Comparing results – the reality 

 

Most of the time, articles mention the number of devices they use to produce their results. (For 

instance : 18 for [230][223], 50 for [231], 48 for [172]). However, it happens often that authors 

compare best performing devices [47][232]. If any error bar is given, the number of devices to which 

it corresponds is not always precised [115]. 

In their paper showing the best-performing solar cell 

known as this work is written, Yang et al. used 80 devices 

(from different batches, which implicitly suggests a good 

reproducibility) and fit the results obtained by a curve 

(probably Gaussian, this was not precised), as shown in 

Figure 36. Even if cells with higher PCE were obtained, 

they chose to give the most reproducible result, 

displaying 21.6%, rather than the best performing one 
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[5]. A similar approach was also done by Zheng et al. [233] but with less samples (20). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 36. Results obtained by Yang et al., displaying the distribution of PCE of their devices. 21.6% 
was chosen to be the reproducible average device. 

d.Comparing results – what we chose to do 

 

In this work we will be the most transparent on the comparison tools we used (even when they are 

under publishable expectations). Most of the time, we have at our disposal less than 10 operable 

cells for the same experimental condition. We will mainly compare best and average performing 

devices. In the optimization section in Chapter 4, student t-test will be run. 

In the main text, best performing devices’ I-V curves will be plotted, while Tables displaying the 

average, best and standard deviations values of Jsc Voc FF and PCE will be given in the Annex 8. 

For the reasons mentioned above, compared results will always be from the same batch. We will 

usually compare 2 experimental conditions in which only one parameter has changed (spin-coating 

speed, concentration in UCNPs, precursor solution recipe, annealing time and temperature…) and 

the conclusion on relative improvement using one or the other condition will be qualitatively drawn 

by comparing both best performing devices and average values of Jsc Voc FF and PCE for each 

condition. The number of devices used for this comparison will be given. 

II.Solar cell fabrication 

 Solar cell fabrication is a complex procedure, and the slightest modification in any step can lead to 

drastic change in the resulting device. Any layer’s purity, compactness, crystallinity, thickness easily 

vary as experimental parameters vary, and so does the 

performance of the device. This is the case for experimental 

parameters such as temperature and time annealing, spin-coating’s 

speed ramps, solvent engineering timing, angle and relative 

position of the tip releasing the anti-solvent, and of course any 

difference of composition of precursor solutions. The measurement 

method (fixed in this work) can also influence the result: for 

instance, scan rate or measurement method (I-V set up or incident 

photon to current efficiency set up) has an impact on Jsc and Voc 

[234]. 

Precision, high attention and transparency are required from the 

experimenter, and we shall endeavor to present results which 

possess those three qualities.  

As mentioned in the first chapter, a perovskite solar cell as the one we can see on Figure 37 is a 

stacking of several layers. In order to improve and optimize the incorporation of UCNPs in a solar cell, 

the standard device (to which the optimized ones will be compared) must be already as optimized, 

reproducible and mastered as possible. Even though this experimental investigation is a prerequisite 

step to the UCNPs and Au NRs implementation, it occupied a non-negligible experimental time and 

1.5cm

m 

Figure 37. Photography of a 
standard perovskite solar cell 
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by giving the details of the standard device optimization journey, we hope to simplify further work 

addressing similar problematics. 

In the upcoming part the experimental protocols of the depositions of those layers will be given, in 

the order of deposition, followed by their optimizations. UCNPs and Au NRs’ deposition processes 

will be addressed in Chapter 4. Here is the list of the layers (as reminded Figure 38): 

 Electron Transport Layer (ETL): in this work, we used compact and crystalline TiO2. Two 

compositions were compared before an optimum with ETL-free device was found. 

 perovskite layer: four different perovskite compositions were tried out. The most 

reproducible results were obtained with 

FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3. 

 the Hole Transport Layer (HTL): Poly-TPD was compared 

to Spiro-oMeTAD, that was itself afterwards optimized. 

 top electrode made of gold (no optimization).  

One of the difficulties of optimizing three layers is that a device’s 

performance can be impacted if only one of them is deficient. 

The consequence is that the optimization of a certain layer 

alone might not lead to fully optimized devices, and, worse, if 

we consider two layers are deficient, the improvement of the 

first one might not correspond to the optimal device as  the second one is improved to, which implies 

back-and-forth optimizations steps. 

 

1.Pre-treatment and general precautions 

 

The substrates are FTO (Fluoride Tin Oxide, as in Figure 39) coated glass substrates purchased from 

Sigma Aldrich (resistivity sheet around 7Ω/square). It is the anode of the device. 1.5 cm x 1.5 cm 

square substrates are cut from the bigger slice 

with a diamond tip. 

In microelectronic fabrication processes, 

cleanliness is an absolute fundamental rule. Any 

contamination with chemical, dirt or dust leads to 

severe losses of performance for the device. 

Substrates must be hold by plastic tongs each 

time they are manipulated. Before cleaning the 

substrates, a number is engraved using a 

diamond pen on the backside of the substrates, 

which will be later used to differentiate them. 

Substrates are cleaned through 5 steps of 

sonication lasting 30 minutes each, the first one 

in acetone, the second in isopropanol (IPA), the third one in deionized (DI) water and a last IPA 

cleaning bath. They are dried using an air gun and then conditioned in their boxes. Right before being 

used, the last cleaning step is executed: 10 min in oxygen plasma. It removes the last organic 

components on the surface. 

In order to be able to make a contact between the two electrodes, which is necessary for all electrical 

measurements, a tape is applied on a same corner of the substrate before each deposition, apart 

from gold, and removed after each deposition, ensuring an access to FTO layer.  

Figure 39. FTO microstructure on the SEM 
(Scanning Electron Miscroscope) 

Figure 38. Schematic stacking of 
layers composing a solar cell 
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All the layers apart from gold are deposited using a spin-coater. Spin-coating is a process relying on 

centrifuge force which deposes a thin layer using a solution precursor of this layer. It is usually 

followed by annealing for solvent evaporation and sometimes crystallization. Annealing can be a key 

step of the process, since high temperatures may degrade the material (so annealing time and 

temperature may have to be adjusted). For a given precursor solution concentration, the thickness of 

the layer is mainly determined by the rotation speed and speed ramps. The speed can be empirically 

adapted starting from literature’s value and adjusting regarding thickness measurements and 

devices’ performances. Thicknesses are measured using a profilometer Dektak. The chemical 

products providers can be found in Annex 8. 

The best results are obtained when all the fabrication steps are executed in a row (starting from 

oxygen plasma) within 1,5 days and shortly after precursor solutions preparations, following this 

timetable: 

Day -7 to Day -1: Perovskite solution preparation, HTL solution preparation 

Day 1: Oxygen plasma, optional TiO2 deposition and sintering, perovskite deposition, HTL deposition, 

stored in the dry box overnight in the case of spiro-OMeTAD as a HTL (for oxidation). 

Day 2: Gold evaporation. Electrical measurements such as I-V curve measurement were also done in 

a row. Even if devices are further stored in a dry box (or in a glove-box when tests must be run long 

after the fabrication), performances can rapidly deteriorate because of air and humidity. 

TiO2 solution has to be kept for duration of maximum 3 months, Spiro-OMeTAD for two weeks, 

perovskite solutions for one week. 

 

2.Electron Transport Layer – TiO2 

 

a.Sol-gel method 

 

As explained in the first chapter, titanium dioxide is an n-type ETL. It is usually called blocking-layer, 

as it blocks holes which would short-circuit the cell by escaping through the FTO electrode [235].  It is 

the first layer deposited after cleaning the substrates. It’s deposited by spin-coating, and later 

annealed in order to form the final titanium oxide phase (anatase) at 400°C. Surface morphology and 

film resistance are crucial for the performance of a device: any pin-hole represents a leakage route 

for holes and has to be avoided. We can sometimes observe cracks, examples shown Figure 40(a) 

and (b).  This can happen when the film is subject to high humidity or because of inappropriate 

deposition speed, thermal shock, solution aging or internal stresses. 

A flawless layer looks like Figure 40(c). It’s a thin layer (thickness around 50 nm). We can see the FTO 

surface underneath.  

The film formation is called sol-gel. 

Sol-gel technique is an fabrication method often used for inorganic oxides that relies on two steps: 

hydrolysis and condensation, followed later by calcination. Hydrolysis is described by the reaction of 

an alcoolate M(OR)n where M is a metal and R an alkyl (in our case, M=titanium, R=isopropyl and 

n=4), with water, leading to the component M(OH)n (and the corresponding alcohol ROH): 
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Condensation relies on the formation of M-O-M bonds: 
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During the annealing process, water and alcohol are evaporated and the titanium dioxide solid 

remains and crystallizes. 

 

 
Figure 40. SEM pictures of TiO2. (a) 3Ti recipe with a second step at 2000 rpm. We can observe long 

and deep cracks that are responsible of unusually low performance of the device. (b) 2Ti that was not 
further used for device fabrication. The surface is neither smooth nor compact (c) 1Ti diluted in water 

1:1. This detail is representative of the whole sample. 
 

In this work we have carrier out some tests on three different recipes, summarized in the table below 

in the order of use: 

 

Recipe’s 
name 

Solution preparation Deposition 
speed 

Annealing step 1 Annealing step 2 Thickness 
(/nm) 

Ref 

1Ti 10 mL DI water 
100µL HNO3 69 wt % 
2mL TTIP 
stir in oil bath at 60°C 
for 6 hours 

2000 rpm 
60s 

3 min 125°C 30 min 500°C 130 (50 in 
the 
reference) 

[1][236] 

2Ti 0.15 M Titanium 
diisopropoxide 
bis(acetylacetonate) in 
butan-1-ol 
 

5000 rpm 
30s 

5 min 125°C 
then repeated 
twice with 0.3 M 
Titanium 
diisopropoxide 
bis(acetylacetona

15 min 500°C 300 [237] 
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te) in butan-1-ol 
3Ti 15 mL EtOH 

100 µL HCl 37 wt % 
0.9 mL TTIP 

500 rpm 5s 
5000 rpm 
25s 

15 min 200°C 1h 500°C 30/80 Adapted 
from 
[238] 

Table 4. Summary of the compact TiO2 recipes experimented in this work. TTIP = titanium 
isopropoxide. rpm = round per minute 

The annealing process is a sensitive step: any temperature shock has to be avoided in order to 

reduce intern stress in the layer. Thus, before transferring the substrates from the hot plate to the 

oven, we would rather wait the sample to cool down, or to put them in an already preheated oven, 

using a preheated petri dish. 

 

b.Optimization of two recipes  1Ti and  3Ti 

 
2Ti was not optimized as the whole process was longer and the first tries gave relatively mediocre 

performances (Figure 40(b)). 1Ti and 3Ti were optimized and then compared. In order to do so, we 

compared results for different recipes or for the same recipe but varying many parameters: 

 Concentration in TTIP (water dilution for 1Ti, in order to decrease thickness that exceeds 100 
nm) 

 Spin-coating speeds for deposition and length of the ramp 

 Age of the solution 

 Recipes between them 

 Annealing time and temperature (2 annealing steps); 

We tried to draw conclusions in order to obtain the process and recipe giving the highest device 
performance. 
We will only give results (consisting in IV curves) that concern speed optimization and comparing 

recipes between them. As described in the section I.1, this measure consists in measuring the current 

between the two electrodes as the voltage varies from 1,1 V to 0. We can notice that the open-circuit 

voltage presented here are relatively low. Voc values increased when perovskite’s precursor 

solutions were later improved. 

 

Speed optimization mainly relies on variation of thickness of the deposited layer. As a comparison, 

Wu et al. deposited TiO2 by Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) and the thickness was 50nm [239]. For a 

sol-gel deposition method, Wojciechowski et al. found optimized TiO2 thickness of 45 nm [240]. 
1Ti’s deposition speed was optimized at 2000 rpm after having compared devices resulting from 2000 

rpm and 4000 rpm. Jsc, Voc, FF and PCE average, best and standard deviation values are given in 

Table 10 and Table 11 of Annex 7. Best devices’ IV curves are shown  Figure 41(a) By looking in those 

tables, we can see that average PCE is around 3.5 times higher when a speed of 2000 rpm was used, 

which is surprising as the thickness of 190 nm obtained in this case (compared to 140 nm for 4000 

rpm) is much bigger than the average TiO2 thickness mentioned in the literature. This might be 

related to the existence of a thickness range that particularly has to be avoided and under or over 

which the resulting device is better (maybe because of destructive interference). A thickness of 190 

nm leads to better devices than 140 nm. 
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A similar experience was conducted regarding 3Ti’s deposition speed. We can see in Table 12 and 

Table 13 of Annex 7 which compare performances of devices on which 3Ti was spun at 5000 rpm 

versus 2000 rpm, that the average for devices at 2000 rpm is 1.8 times the one at 5000 rpm. Best 

devices for both conditions are shown Figure 41(b). We notice that this increase of PCE is mainly due 

to a much larger Jsc (almost two times higher for 2000 rpm). The thicknesses are respectively 80  

 

(2000 rpm) and 30 nm (5000 rpm). It seems that 30 nm is not thick enough for this layer.  

We finally compared 1Ti and 3Ti recipe, since thickness of 1Ti seems to be too big compared to the 

optimal thickness reported  in the literature. As we can see on Table 14 and Table 15 of Annex 7, the 

average PCE is 2 times higher for 3Ti then for 1Ti. The best devices for each respective condition are 

shown Figure 41.c. 

Those experiments led us to use 3Ti for other parameters’ optimization.  

Some of our UCNPs-incorporated devices adopted an ETL-free device structure. It’s well known that 

ETL-free structure devices can also lead to efficient devices (and represent a significant advantage to 

have a simpler structure) [13][241][242][243][244].  

A mesoporous layer, often made of aluminum oxide or titanium dioxide nanoparticles can be 

deposited on top of the ETL. It acts as a scaffold that improves charge transport, perovskite 

 Figure 41 Best devices for a.1Ti deposition speed variation b. 3Ti deposition speed variation 

c.Comparaison between 1Ti and 3Ti. 
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crystallinity and optimizes its thickness, by reducing the distance crossed by electrons before being 

injected in the TiO2 [245]. Different mesoporous scaffold recipes were experimented during the early 

stage of this thesis work but unfortunately, we did not reach a satisfactory optimization. Therefore, 

we did not use mesoporous recipe for UCNP implementation. 

 

3.Perovskite 

 

We will now discuss the optimization of the absorber layer. 4 recipes will be related and discussed in 

this work. They are related in the Table 5. 

 

Recipe’s name Solution 
preparation 

Deposition speed Annealing process Ref 

MAPbI3-xClx 54 mg PbCl2 
103 mg MAI 
In 0.5 mL DMF 

2000 rpm for 60 sec 100°C 50 min [246] 

1MAPbI3 202 mg PbI2 

70 mg MAI 
In 0.5 mL DMF 

2000 rpm for 60 sec 100°C 20 min [246] 

2MAPbI3 333 mg PbI2 
182 mg MAI 
In 1 mL DMSO 

1000 rpm for 15 sec 
6000 rpm fpr 40 sec 
100 µL CBZ dropped 
between the 10th and the 
15th of the second step 

115°C for 15 min [247] 

FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3
 178 mg FAI 

55 mg CsI 
208 mg PbI2 
275 mg PbBr2 
1 mL DMF 
36 µL HBr 
72 µL HI 

2000 rpm for 1 min 
100µL of CBZ dropped 
between the 10th and 15th 
second. 
 

70°C for 1 min 
100°C for 40 min 

[248] 

Table 5. Summary of the perovskite recipes experimented in this work. CBZ = Chlorobenzene. DMF = 
Dimethylformamide. FAI = formamidinium iodide. MAI = methylammonium 

Layers are prepared and annealed in an argon-filled glovebox. The thickness of the perovskite’s layer 

is usually between 400 and 600 nm depending on the process and the precursor solution. 

The reason why so many different recipes were chosen is because each of them represented an 

improvement compared to the previous one: MAPbI3-xClx and 1MAPbI3 showed relatively low Voc and 

FF (Figure 42.b.), even when TiO2 was optimized. Those problems were then partially solved by 
2MAPbI3, for which we obtained higher Voc (around 1V, Figure 44), but the FF remained low (around 

50%). This is why we finally adopted the ETL-free FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3 (which gave more 

satisfactory FF) to implement UCNPs. 
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a.HC(NH2)2I (FAI) and CH3NH2I ( MAI) synthesis 

 

FAI and MAI are either used in perovskite precursor solutions. 

 

Synthesis of  FAI (in collaboration with Zhelu Hu). FAI was prepared according to the method 

reported by Wozny et al. [249] with minor modifications. In a typical preparation, 12.60 g of 

formamidinium acetate was added to 125 mL of methanol in a 250-mL-volumn Erlenmeyer flask that 

was immersed in an ice bath. 24 mL of hydriodic acid (57 wt %) was then added dropwise. The 

reaction was left stirring for approximately 2 hours at room temperature. The precipitate was 

collected by evaporating the entire reaction product at 55 °C during 2 hours. After evaporation, the 

obtained solid was dissolved in isopropanol and precipitated by adding diethyl ether and subsequent 

centrifugation. This precipitation and centrifuge procedure was repeated three times. The final white 

powders obtained was dried in a vacuum oven at 50 °C overnight before being transferred to an Ar-

filled glovebox for storage. 

 

Synthesis of MAI. CH3NH2I was synthesized according to a method described by Roldan-Carmona et 

al. [250]. In an ice bath for 2 hours, 21.6 mL methylamine (40 wt % in water) and 30 mL hydroiodic 

acid (57 wt % in water) are mixed together. Solvent is evaporated once the mixture has recovered a 

room temperature using a rotatory evaporator. The so-obtained solid is then kept under vacuum at 

50°C for 30 min, and then dissolved in IPA before being washed with diethyl ether, centrifuged, and 

washed again with EtOH/diethylether (volumic ratio 1:3), centrifuged,  washed with pure EtOH, until 

the powder turns totally white. It’s then further dried out in a vacuum oven at 50°C overnight, and 

then stored in argon-filled glove-box. 

 

b.1 MAPbI3 and MAPbI3-xClx in DMF (N,N-dimethylformamide) 

 

MAPbI3 and MAPbI3-xClx are the two most commonly studied perovskites as solar converter [246]. 

The film deposition has a critical influence over the film morphology and on the cell performance 

[251]. The role of chlorine has been reported as a crucial actor to increase of the perovskite crystal 

size, resulting in an increase of  the electron diffusion length [252][3]. 

The preparation of the precursor solutions for these two perovskites were inspired by a work from 

Tidhar et al. [246]. 1MAPbI3 precursor solution contains 202 mg of PbI2 and 70 mg of MAI in 0.5 mL 

DMF (0.88 M equimolar), and MAPbI3-xClx  precursor solution contains 54 mg of PbCl2 and 103 mg of 

MAI in the same volume of DMF (0.88 M, molar ratio 3:1 MAI:PbCl2, as described in [56], [253],[254]). 

 

They were both deposited on the TiO2 layer by spin-coating at 2000 rpm for one minute and 

annealed at 100 °C for 50 min (lead chloride case) and 20 min (lead iodide case) until they took a dark 

coloration. Both recipes give comparable results, as we can see from Figure 42(a) The PCE of the PbI2 

based device shown here is 6.4% and the one of the PbCl2 device is 6.1% 1Ti was used as TiO2 layer, 

and 1Spiro as HTL. 
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The PCEs of those devices are under lower than one would expect from this type of perovskite. This 

can be explained by the quality of the perovskite film, as we can see on a SEM picture of MAPbI3-xClx 

(Figure 42.c): the discontinuity of the film and micrometer size holes allow a contact between the 

HTL and the ETL, and increase the probability of short circuits, thus decreasing Jsc and Voc. 

Crystallographic investigation was run and let us conclude that the crystallographic structure itself of 

the perovskite film does not correspond to the one of the pure film from the literature, as we can see 

on Figure 43. The presence of impurities is observed (e.g. PbI2 or MAPbCl3). 

Figure 42. a.I-V curves comparing best devices obtained  with two different and not fully optimized 

perovskite formulas. b. Datas for curves plotted in a. There are no average data Tables available for 

these conditions since we only obtained one exploitable pixel for each device. b. SEM Image of 

MAPbI3-xClx  on FTO substrate. 

 

 
 

Figure 43.XRD of MAPbI3-xClx (a) prepared as described above (b) from the literature [50]. The dot 
corresponds to the presence of PbI2 and the star to the presence of MAPbCl3. The peak at 33° could 

be attributed to FTO. 
 

(a) 

(b) 
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For those reasons, we decided to improve the crystallinity of the perovskite layer and tested two 

solvent engineering methods. Such solvent engineering method consists in dropping 100 µL of anti-

solvent (CBZ in this work) at a precise point of the spin-coating step. This solvent is chosen in order 

not to dissolve the perovskite. This drop-casting step improves crystallization because it prevents the 

precocious crystallization that happens during rotation which results into inhomogeneous islands 

with low coverage. The anti-solvent method forms a uniform and amorphous layer, with a full 

surface coverage and low roughness (as confirmed qualitatively and quantitatively by respectively its 

brilliance and XRD measurements by Jeon et al.)  [255] 

 

c. Solvent engineering methods - 2MAPbI3 in DMSO, FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3 in DMF  

 

²MAPbI3 was prepared following the method described in [247] by dissolving 333 mg PbI2 and 182 mg 

MAI (1.2M equimolar) in DMSO (dimethylsulfoxide). The spin-coating deposition is run in two steps: 

first step at 1000 rpm for 15s with 10s acceleration, followed by a step at 6000 rpm for 40s with 3s 

acceleration. Between the 10th and the 15th second of the second step, 100 µL of CBZ was dropped 

on the center of the rotating sample. Substrates were  annealed at 115°C for 15 min (temperature 

and time annealing were optimized but these optimizations won’t be discussed here). 

 

FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3 was prepared as described in [248] by dissolving 178 mg of FAI, 55mg of CsI, 

208 mg of PbI2, 275 mg of PbBr2 in 1 mL DMF and adding 36 µL HBr and 72 µL of HI. The deposition 

was done at 2000 rpm for 55s. 120 µL of CBZ were dropped between the 10th and the 15th second of 

the process. Substrates were annealed 1 min at 70°C right after deposition and then on air at 100°C 

for 40 min. This recipe is compatible with an ETL-free device. 

FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3 was developed after we noticed some inexplicable and slow (over 4 months) 

degradation of the performance of ²MAPbI3- devices. FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3 showed much higher Voc 

and FF than ²MAPbI3 as we can see on Figure 44 and on Annex 7 Table 16 and Table 17 (1.06 against 

0.87 V for average Voc and 60 against 45 % for average FF). 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
Figure 44. IV curve comparison between 

FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3  and ²MAPbI3. Jsc Voc FF and PCE tables can be found in Annex 7  Table 16 and 
Table 17. 
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4. HTL 

 

The HTL is a matching layer whose HOMO (Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital) is chosen close to 

that of perovskite. In this work, we mainly used Spiro-oMeTAD (2,2',7,7'-Tetrakis[N,N-di(4-

methoxyphenyl)amino]-9,9'-spirobifluorene) and Poly-TPD (Poly(N,N'-bis-4-butylphenyl-N,N'-

bisphenyl)benzidine), both chemical formulas are given Figure 45. HTLs are deposited in an Argon 

filled glovebox. The thickness of a HTL is between 200 and 400 nm. 

 
Figure 45.a.Poly-TPD b.Spiro oMeTAD. [1] 

 

a.Poly TPD and 1Spiro comparison 

 

12mg of Poly-TPD were dissolved in 1mL DCB (dichlorobenzene) during 1 hour at 80°C following a 

method described in [1]. 40µL of the solution were deposited on the substrate and spun for 1 min at 

4000 rpm, and the substrate was then annealed at 80 °C for 15 min. 
1Spiro was the first optimized Spiro-oMeTAD solution, and it was prepared by dissolving 67 mg of 

Spiro-oMeTAD in 1mL CBZ following a method described by [238]. 30 µL of TBP (4,tert-butylpyridine) 

were added to the solution, which was stirred for 1 hour before adding 20 µL of  a Li-TFSI solution 

(520mg/mL in acetonitrile). The solution was kept 24h under stirring before being used. It was then 

deposited at 4000 rpm for 40s with 4s acceleration, and kept overnight in a dry box to allow 

oxidation.  

Li-TFSI stands for Lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide. Li-TFSI acts on the polymer film as a p-

dopant [256]. It increases the conductivity of the film. Ambiant air exposure results in a redistribution 

of Li-TFSI across the Spiro-oMeTAD layer and increases its conductivity [257]. Since water damages 

the perovskite layer, air exposure is replaced by oxidation in a dry box. 

 

Comparison between the two recipes (all other parameters being equal) was run and lead to I-V 

curve comparison shown in Figure 46. The device using Poly-TPD as HTL shows much worse 

performances than the one with 1Spiro (average performance of 0.4% against 4.7%), as we can see 

on Table 18 and Table 19 of Annex 7. 

The reasons of the unexpectedly low performance for the device with Poly-TPD have not been 

further inquired. 
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Figure 46. IV curve comparison for Poly-TPD and Spiro1. Jsc Voc FF and PCE tables can be found in 
Annex 7 Table 9 and 10. 

b. 1Spiro vs ²Spiro 

 

²Spiro’s recipe is similar than the one for 1Spiro (it’s more concentrated in Spiro-oMeTAD and 

contains slightly less TBP and Li TFSI): 96.5mg of Spiro-oMeTAD were dissolved in 1mL CBZ. 10 µL of 

TBP and 32 µL of LiTFSI (170 mg/mL in acetonitrile) are then added as described in Ref [258]. The 

comparison between 1Spiro and ²Spiro is shown Figure 47. We notice that the ²Spiro gives a higher 

PCE, Jsc and Voc than 1Spiro (data available in Table 20 and Table 21 of Annex 7): 7.6 % against 4.7% 

for average PCE, 15.7 against 12.3 mA/cm² for Jsc and 1 against 0.9 V for average Voc. 

 

We therefore applied ²Spiro as the HTL in all other experiments carried out in this work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 47. IV curve comparison for 1Spiro and ²Spiro . Jsc Voc FF and PCE 
tables can be found in Annex 7 Table 20 and Table 21. 

5. Gold 

 

Gold is the top electrode. A thickness around 80 nm is deposited with a metal evaporator under 

vacuum (around 3.10-6mbar at the beginning of the deposition to 10-5 mbar at the end). A mask was 

fabricated at the workshop of the laboratory starting from a thin metal plate cut in a 15 cm x 15 cm 

square, in which 3.5 mm holes were drilled, as we can see in Figure 48 (a) . Holes measure an average 

of 3.7 mm after drilling, which makes a surface of 0.107cm². We estimate the error on the diameter 

to be around 0.2mm, which makes an error on the surface of 0.02cm². 
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5 holes per device’s spot were drilled, and there are 12 spots for 12 devices on the mask. Devices 

were stick on their edges to the mask using carbon tape. The mask with attached samples was then 

stuck to the top rotating plate in the evaporator with vacuum tape. The deposition rate wwas kept 

around 1Å/s. 

The surface of a gold pixel is shown on a photography taken with a microscope of magnification of 5 

in Figure 48 (b). A few black holes can be observed on the surface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 48. (a) Photography of the front side of the mask used for gold evaporation. (b) Photography 
of the surface of a pixel after gold deposition 

 

The fabrication of solar cells, the data acquisition, and data analysis being now well defined, we can 

consider the synthesis of both nanoparticles (upconversion or plasmonic structures) that will later be 

implemented inside the devices. 
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Chapter 3. Synthesis, Optical and Structural characterization of nanorods and 

upconversion nanoparticles 
 

This chapter is dedicated to the detailed protocols of upconversion nanoparticles and gold nanorods 

synthesis, as well as exposing the few methods that were used to characterize those two types of 

nanoparticles. 

I.Nanoparticles characterization’s methods 

a. Absorbance measurements 

 

On powder ( UCNPs) 

 

The Kubelka-Munk (KM) model describes the interaction of incoming light with a layer of highly 

scattering material, such as powder, supposed to be uniform, isotropic, non-fluorescent and non-

glossy. The model is widely described by Džimbeg-malčić et al.[259] and is used in particular in 

diffuse reflectance spectroscopy. 

The expression of the absorbance as a function of reflectance R is given by 
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The absorbance of KY3F10:5%Er3+:20%Yb3+ is shown Figure 49. 

 
Figure 49. K-M Absorbance of KY7F22:5%Er3+:20%Yb3+ obtained by diffuse reflectance measurement. 

 

The large absorption peak around 960 nm is the ytterbium’s one. Peaks around 380, 480, 520 and 

650 nm are attributed to absorption of Er3+ [260]. 

 

UV-vis Absorbance (for Au NRs) 

UV–vis absorption spectra were measured in air using by an Agilent Cary 5E. 
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b. PhotoLuminescence Quantum Efficiency (PLQE) 

 

The Photoluminescence Quantum Efficiency or PLQE defines the ratio of emitted photons on 

absorbed photons (in percentage). It can be measured through a set-up (Figure 50) that includes an 

integrating sphere, a NIR laser and a spectrophotometer covering the spectral range of emission and 

excitation, as described by Faulkner et al. [261].  

In a typical experiment, two spectrums are recorded under the following conditions: 

 Excitation source incident inside the empty sphere 

 Sample inside the sphere and hit by the laser (in the beam path) 

 

The PLQE is then expressed as  
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Where 

 Pb is the PL peak integrated over the emission range, and  

 La and Lb the excitation peak in case of empty sphere (a) and with the sample inside (b) 

integrated over the excitation range. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 In our case, PLQE were measured on UCNP powder. 

The PLQE of KY3F10: :YF3:5%Er3+:20%Yb3+  was measured by using the 2MM (two Measurements 

Method, different from the 3MM which will not be given here), integrating the signal plotted in 

Figure 51, and a PLQE of 6.7% was found. This value is higher than the one found by van Veggel and 

Boyer, for NaYF4:2%Er3+:20%Yb3+
  (around 4%)  [101]. In that range of values, standard deviations are 

relatively high as we can see Figure 18, so we consider those two results as values belonging to the 

same order of magnitude.  

 

This technique is limited by different experimental parameters: 

 Spectrometer detection limits: luminescence being correlated to particles’ size (see 

discussion Chapter 1.II.5), the luminescence of small particles is too small to be detected by 

the spectrometer. This was for instance the case for NaYF4:Gd3+:Er3+:Yb3+, whose diameters 

Figure 50.Photography of the PLQE set-up. 
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were between 20 and 40 nm. For the same reason (relative low luminescence), those 

particles are less likely to be good candidates for solar cells’ improvement. 

The topography of the powder also plays an important role: since the intensity changes 

radically when the laser hits a hill or a valley of the powder, only the spot hit by the laser 

might determine the possibility to measure PLQE or not. 

 The fact that it’s not possible to obtain at the same time no saturation of the excitation peak 

and a detectable luminescence peak led us to find a solution by changing integration time 

between the two measures (the luminescence with a long integration time 1 to 2s, the laser 

with a smaller integration time around 5ms. The background subtraction has to be done each 

time the integration time is changed). The signal is then corrected in order to obtain the 

same scale bar. This is allowed by the linear variation of intensity with integration time (a 

doubled integration time will lead to a doubled integrated intensity). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To have an idea on error bars on PLQE measurements with the set-up used in this work, the reader 

can have a look at Figure 24 of Chapter 1. The error bar is around ±2% for a PLQe of 4%. 

The PLQEs of all of the UCNPs on which it was measurable are given in the section II.6.b. of this 

chapter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 51. PLQE measurement: PL and excitation peak of a 
KY3F10:YF3:5%Er3+:20%Yb3+  IPA solution are measured as the sample is 
either not placed in the sphere (empty) or is placed in front of 980 nm 

laser (on). For the sake of visibility, a different scale is used for emission 
and excitation intensities. 
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c. PhotoLuminescence (PL) spectrum 

 

A PL spectrum corresponds to the emission of the UCNPs under excitation at a wavelength that 

corresponds to UC’s absorption (980 nm in the case of ytterbium and erbium doped fluoride matrix). 

The normalized PL spectrum of doped KY3F10:YF3 and KY7F22 are shown Figure 52. 

 

 
Figure 52. Normalized PL Spectrum of doped KY3F10:YF3 and KY7F22. Excitation 975 nm. 

 

The peaks around 650 nm and 550 nm correspond respectively to 4F9/2  4I15/2 and 4S3/2  4I15/2 (the 

small peak around 525nm corresponds to 2H11/2  4I15/2). 

The different peaks observed on a PL spectrum correspond to the possible relaxations and their 

intensity is proportional to the population of the level from which the relaxation is emitted. The PL 

spectrum depends on the close surroundings of the UCNPs through its influence on the energy level’s 

populations. Peaks’ intensity ratio can also be of great interest for thermal measurements. For 

instance, levels ²H11/2 and 4S3/2 of Ytterbium are in thermal equilibrium [262]. 

PL spectrums were measured by exciting the substrate (glass slide with UCNPs deposited by spin 

coating on top) by a NIR laser at 980 nm. The laser spot (with a diameter of  30 to 50 µm) was 

focused onto the UCNPs with the help of a NIR sensitive camera: at low fluence, the laser’s position 

was adjusted in order to obtain the smallest and most focused spot in the center of the image. 

Fluorescence spectrum was recorded by a Horiba Triax 180 spectrometer.  

A high pass filter (< 800 nm) was put between the laser and the substrate in order to cut second 

order emission from the laser. A low pass filter wass put between the substrate and the 

spectrometer in order to cut residual laser radiation. 

Quantitative comparison between two PL spectrum measured on two different substrates is not 

reasonable: because of the high sensitivity of the measured intensity to the UCNPs’ concentration, 

any aggregation will result in an artificially high intensity that might not be related to the UCNPs 

themselves. Another limitation is also caused by the slight change of focalization which inevitably 

happens by changing substrate, even if the laser is readjusted each time. For those reasons, only 

qualitative comparisons will be made. 

However, a more precise comparison can be made in the case where the difference of experimental 

conditions concerns the same substrate: for instance in the case where nanorods are deposited first 
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on only half of the substrate (by covering the other half with a tape), and then UCNPs deposited on 

the whole substrate. By measuring the two spectra while only displacing the substrate, we avoid the 

optical variation. This will be discussed in Chapter 4.  

 

d.Excitation power dependence of luminescence intensity 

 

As we mentioned in the first chapter, the power dependence of the luminescence intensity gives 

indications on the upconversion mechanism. The population level N (and thus the intensity of the 

luminescence peak emitted by it) is proportional to Pexc
x where Pexc is the excitation power and x an 

number. The number of photons implied in the process is the smallest integer above x. 

A measurement set-up composed by a 980 nm laser focused on the glass substrate on which UCNPs 

were deposited by drop-casting (maximizing the concentration of UCNPs). High and low pass filters 

were used as in the PL measurement. The power of the laser was modified by using density filters. 

The power of the laser was measured with a power meter after the set of measures. 

This technique has several limits. We therefore need to prudently consider its results: 

 If the laser moves unintentionally (in particular at the moment when the density filter is 

changed), the laser spot on the substrate will inevitably move as well. In this case, the power 

density may change, and the resulting PL intensity may change as well. 

 The displacement of the laser beam has an impact on the collection photons cone which 

might be reduced or increased, thus modifying the PL measure.  

 The laser needs to be removed from the set-up for the power measure because of lack of 

space at emplacement of the substrate. There may be a small error between the measured 

power density and the one that reaches the sample. 

The results of this measure carried out on KY7F22:5%Er3+:20%Yb3+ are shown Figure 53. It is obtained 

by plotting the logarithm of the PL intensity at two wavelengths (540 and 652 nm, corresponding 

respectively to 4S3/2 and 4F9/2 relaxation to 4I11/2) as a function of the logarithm of the incident 

excitation power.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 53. Power dependence of PL intensity for two luminescence 

wavelengths: 540 and 652 nm. The plots correspond to log10(Ilum)=f(log10P). 
The linear fitting gives a slope of 2.1 for the emission at 652 nm, and 1.7 for 

the one at 540 nm. 
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A linear regression approaches the points by a straight line with relatively good determination 

coefficients (0.9908 and 0.9877). The slopes are respectively of 1.7 and 2.1. Even if the smallest 

integer below 1.7 is 1, the theoretical model predicts that those relaxations are 2-or-more photons 

phenomenon. This difference might be explained by the points mentioned above. 

However, it’s worth noticing that in the literature, both linear and non-linear behavior were 

observed: Ye et al. observed a linear increase of PL intensity with excitation power for NaYF4:Yb,Er 

[263], whereas Nigoghossian et al. observed a non-linear (n=2.5) behavior for NaGdF4:Yb3+:Er3+
 [264]. 

Both behaviors can even be observed for the same particles at different laser powers: for instance, 

Lu et al. noticed an evolution from quadratic to linear dependence as the excitation power increased, 

which suggests a phenomenon of saturation at high power [265].  

This prevents us from generalizing the evolution of PL intensity with incident excitation power. 

e. Transmission and Scanning Electron Microscopy 

 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) is an imaging technique in which an electron beam scans the 

surface of the substrate. Briefly, the incidence angle will determine the amount of secondary 

electrons that can be collected by the detector, and counting those electrons gives access to the 

topology of the material. SEM images were acquired by a FEI MAGELLAN 400 SEM with standard filed 

emission gun source, operated using the Through the Lense Detector, with a working distance usually 

around 4 mm, an acceleration for electrons of 5 kV and a current of 13pA. 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) is also an imaging technique that collects electrons, but 

those ones are simply transmitted through an ultrathin sample (less than 100 nm). TEM 

characterizations were performed by a JEOL 2010 microscope operated at 200kV. All TEM 

measurements were executed with the help of Xiangzhen Xu who is in charge of the use and 

maintenance of the instrument. 

 

 

f. X-Ray Diffraction method 

 

The X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) is a structural characterization technique that determines the crystal 

structure of a solid. In our case experiments were executed on powders. Analysis of the intensity of 

diffracted X-rays at a specific angle that varies along the measure allows the deduction of the 

distances between lattice planes and allows the deduction of the crystallographic structure. 

XRD spectrum were obtained by a PANalytical X’Pert X-ray diffractometer using Cu-K (λ = 1.5406 Å) 

radiation for most of the XRD diffractograms presented in this work. 

The reference diffractogram of KY7F22 that was measured at the European Synchrotron Radiation 

Facility (ESRF) at a working wavelength of 0,501234 Å (Figure 59 discussed on page 78), and the 

diffractogram of KY3F10  (Figure 59 (b) discussed on page 78), that was measured with a D8 Bruker 

diffractometer using a Co-K ( = 1.788965 Å). 

The diffraction patterns were scanned with a 2 angular resolution of approximately 0.04°. 
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g. Fluorescence lifetime 

 

Fluorescence decay measurement, or fluorescence lifetime, allows a dynamic and absolute 

description of fluorescence, when PL only gives an average and relative description.  An electronic 

level’s lifetime is defined as the inverse of the sum of the radiative and non radiative rates which are 

implied in relaxation starting from this level. 

The sample was excited by a pulsed Nd:YAG Q-switched laser (Ekspla NT342B-SH) with 6 ns laser at 

970nm and the emission’s intensity was measured by placing a Jobin-Yvon HR250 monochromator 

between the sample and the photomultiplier tube in order to filter out the targeted relaxation.  

II. Upconversion nanoparticles : characterization and synthesis 

UCNPs synthetized for solar cells improvement must possess several characteristics: 

 High PLQE. This implies UCNP’s size above circa 70 nm, for the reasons given in the discussion 

on relation between size and luminescence in chapter 1. 

 Size upper limit. The size of the UCNPs should not exceed the perovskite or HTL’s one in 

order to be entirely covered by it. Typically, the perovskite layer has a thickness around 400 

and 600nm and the spiro-OMeTAD on top around 400 nm). 

 Ease to disperse in a perovskite-compatible solvent. 

 Preferably clean UCNP surface (organic ligands may create charge-collection barriers). 

Four different types of particles were thus synthesized, analyzed and compared in order to find the 

best compromise for devices fabrication. 

 

1.NaYF4 :1%Er3+ :10%Yb3+ hydrothermal 

 

a.Syntheses A to C - Sodium citrate ligand 

 

This recipe is adapted from Zhao et al. [266]. Here is the protocol for Synthesis A (B and C follow). 

The total volume of the solution is 15 mL. The molar ratio NaF/citrate/Ln ratio is 12/0.5/1. 5 mL of 

lanthanide aqueous solution with a total molar quantity of 5 mmol in rare earth is prepared with the 

ratio 89/10/1 in Y/Yb/Er by mixing 1704.4 mg of yttrium nitrate hexahydrated (4.45 mmol), 224.6 mg 

of ytterbium nitrate pentahydrated (0.5 mmol), and 22.2 mg of erbium nitrate pentahydrated 

(0.05mmol) into 5mL water. 5mL of water containing 735.2 mg of sodium citrate is then added. 5mL 

of aqueous solution of NaF at 60 mM is then added within 2 minutes. The milky white solution is 

stirred for an hour and then put in an autoclave for 2 hours at 200°C. 

After thermal treatment, the solution is washed twice with DI water and redispersed in water. 

The dried powder has to be annealed at 300°C for 30 minutes to reduce quenching centers and 

improve luminescence as we can see on Figure 54(d)  The fact that the product is in a form of a UCNP 

powder allows the preparation of solutions with known mass concentration. 

 

This synthesis is based on the dissolution-recrystallization mechanism  [266]. The phase control of 

the final products is tuned by the growth regime (thermodynamic vs kinetic). The ligand is the key to 

the size of particles and to the anisotropic growth. The ratio citrate/Ln has an impact on the 

crystallography of the NPs: with a ratio of 0.5, a mixture of cubic and hexagonal UC submicroplates is 

obtained, whereas for a ratio between 1 and 1.5, pure UCNPs with a narrow size distribution are 
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obtained, implying that the crystal growth is restricted. As for NaF, it affects the shape, the size and 

the crystal structure. F-
 anions act as reactant as well as mineralizer and its presence in excess lowers 

the crystallization temperature. Hydrothermal time and temperature also play a major role in the 

size shape and crystallization of the UCNPs: lower hydrothermal temperatures favors the formation 

of smaller size UCNPs, and higher temperature benefits the formation of mix-shaped UCNPs. 

Extending hydrothermal time increases NPs size slightly and their surface becomes smooth. It also 

improve crystallization [266]. 

This synthesis A is indicated as the one exclusively leading to the hexagonal (β) phase of NaYF4 

crystal, which is more luminescent than the cubic one (α) [267]. However, the size of the synthetized 

particles is too large (1 µm long and 500 nm large) for the purpose they’re designated for, as we can 

see on Figure 54(a) For this reason, the identical synthesis was repeated twice by changing 

temperature and NaF/citrate/Ln ratio in order to obtain smaller particles, as predicted in the 

observations made in the paragraph above. 

Smaller particles (300 nm) were obtained for a higher concentration in citrate (Figure 54(b)), but this 

size being still too large for the implementation in solar devices, the hydrothermal time was then 

reduced. But instead of leading to smaller particles, this synthesis only lead to the separation 

between big particles of 1 µm and small particles of 20 nm (Figure 54(c)). 

The different synthesis and resulting particles’ sizes can be found in Table 6. 

 

 NaF/citrate/Ln ratio Annealing time and 
temperature 

Average size (length) 
and size distribution 

Synthesis A 12/0.5/1 200°C 2 hours 1µm. Narrow size 
distribution. 

Synthesis B 12/1.5/1 180°C 2 hours 300nm. Narrow size 
distribution. 

Synthesis C 12/1/1 180°C 1 hour 1µm and 20 nm. Two 
types of particles. 

 

Table 6. Summary of hydrothermal syntheses of NaYF4 :1%Er3+ :10%Yb3+ with sodium citrate ligand 
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Figure 54. SEM images of (a) synthesis A (b) synthesis B (c) synthesis C. The scale bar is accurate for 

the three images (d) Influence of annealing at 300°C for 30 min on PL intensity. 
 

Since the two variants did not lead to reasonable size (70-150 nm), citrate sodium was replaced by 

EDTA (ethylene diamine tetra-acetic), which is supposed to give smaller UCNPs, as described in [268]. 

 

b.Synthesis D and E - EDTA ligand 

 

In order to decrease the size of the UCNPs, we performed in collaboration with Hengyang Xiang a 

similar synthesis with other ligands. 

1 mmol EDTA (372 mg) in 5 mL DI water is mixed with 1 mmol lanthanide solutions in 5 mL DI water. 

Two lanthanide ratios were tried out in synthesis D and E as summarized in Table 7. 

 Molar ratio 
Y3+:Yb3+:Er3+ 

Mass of 
Er(NO3)35H2O 

Mass of 
Yb(NO3)35H2O 

Mass of 
Y(NO3)36H2O 

Synthesis D 89:10:1 4.4 mg 44.9 mg 340.8 mg 

Synthesis E 78:20:2 8.9 mg 89.8 mg 298.7 mg 

Table 7. Summary of hydrothermal syntheses of NaYF4 :1%Er3+ :10%Yb3+ (EDTA ligand) 
 

12 mmol NaF (1007.7 mg) was then added to the solution that was then stirred for one hour, and put 

in the autoclave for one hour at 120 °C. The last step to obtain the powder was the same than in the 

case with citrate sodium as ligands. 

The so-obtained UCNPs have lower average diameter: from around 65 to 130 nm for Synthesis D, and 

from 70 to 120 nm for Synthesis E, as we can see on SEM pictures (Figure 55).  

As described by the DLVO theory (from Derjaguin Landau Verwey and Overbeck), for smaller 

particles’ radius (the critical radius depending also on the geometry of the particles and their 
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chemical nature), the attractive Van der Waals force becomes stronger than the repulsive coulombic 

one, and they tend to aggregate [269]. Obtaining a homogeneous suspension was more difficult in 

the case of those two syntheses and the sonication time had to be increased up to a couple of hours 

in order to obtain a temporarily stable solution. 

 

Figure 55. SEM images of (a) synthesis D (b) synthesis E 
 

c.XRD 

 

The good correspondence between the measure diffractogramm and the one from the literature 

suggests that this synthesis majorly lead to the formation of hexagonal NaYF4 matrix, as we can see 

on Figure 56 that compares both diffractograms. The peak around 37° can be attributed to FTO 

substrate. 

 
Figure 56. XRD Diffractograms of hexagonal phase NaYF4 : 1%Er3+ :10Yb3+

 Synthesis A (a) from the 
literature [266] (b) measured. 

 

 2. KY7F22 and KY3F10:YF3 :5%Er3+:20%Yb3+ Coprecipitation 

 

The two following recipes were experimented and characterized  in collaboration with Patrick Gredin 

and Karmel de Oliveira at Institut de Recherche de Chimie Paris. The presence of hydrofluoric acid 

requires specific equipments (air glove box), as well as extra care paid during the synthesis.  

 

(a) 

(b) 
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a.Synthesis 

 

KY7F22: 5 mol % Er3+: 20 mol %Yb3+ NPs were synthesized by coprecipitation of an aqueous solution 

(10mL) of potassium fluoride, yttrium, erbium and ytterbium nitrates in stoichiometric proportion in 

a large excess (10mL) of hydrofluoric acid 40% at room temperature (58.9mg of KF, 1.817mg of 

Y(NO3)3•4H2O, 630mg of Yb(NO3)3•5H2O and 157mg of Er(NO3)3•5H2O). After centrifuging the as-

obtained solution and removing the supernatant, the obtained powder was rinsed and centrifuged 

again four times in deionized water before the final centrifugation. The final obtained UCNPs were 

dried in air at 60°C for two days followed by thermal annealing at 300°C for 3 hours under dried 

argon atmosphere to remove hydroxyl and/or nitrate groups adsorbed at the surface of the 

nanoparticles.  

KY7F22  decomposes in KY3F10:YF3 when the annealing temperature exceeds 385°C. This can be justified 

by thermogravimetric analysis/differential thermal analysis (TGA/DTA), which consist in annealing a 

substrate while measuring the temperature on the substrate and in the annealing chamber. These 

analysis were run on KY7F22 (Figure 57) and show a decomposition peak at 385°C as well as 

continuous weight losses between 100 and 400°C, attributed to adsorbed groups’ desorption. 

The products of the decomposition were determined by XRD run before and after annealing. 

 

We will from now on refer to KY7F22 or KY3F10: YF3 for products of this synthesis. The mass ratio 

KY3F10/YF3was estimated around 50% by calculations relying on molar quantities. 

 
Figure 57. TGA/DTA analyses of Yb3+ and Er3+ co-doped KY7F22. The dash curve corresponds 

to the weight loss (%) and the plain curve to the DTA signal. The strong sharp peak centered at 
385°C is attributed to the decomposition of the KY7F22 phase (which is endothermic). 

 

The synthesis of these monocrystalline (confirmed by TEM observation) nanoparticles relies on the 

germination followed by growth (this does not exclude aggregation). 

The use of potassium fluoride as potassium source rather than potassium nitrate results in the 

decreasing number of  impurity (YF3), but UCNPs are of a smaller diameter and less well crystallized 

(atoms are not as well aligned as in well-crystallized particles) in that case. This might be related to K-

F bond stability in presence of hydrofluoric acid. Size is controlled by many different factors from 
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initial number of seeds, reaction’s speed, ions’ availability, solution stirring, surface energy and 

charge… 

During the synthesis, nitrate and water molecules are adsorbed at the surface of the UCNPs. If they 

are left on the surface of the UCNPs, they would quench the luminescence. Therefore, getting rid of 

them through annealing is a compulsory step of the synthesis. During the annealing, the desorption 

of nitrate groups occurs and they are probably evacuated under the form of nitric acid by reacting 

with water, and probably of nitrogen oxide as well. Hydroxide groups are also adsorbed but are less 

harmful to luminescence. 

The annealing temperature has to be very carefully chosen in order to avoid phase transition. 

 

b.XRD 
 

The X-ray powder diffraction pattern was indexed by comparing the XRD pattern with the one from a 
sample of KY7F22 previously synthesized and used as reference (Figure 58 

 
Figure 59(a)). The chemical formulation of this reference compound was confirmed by energy 
dispersive X-ray fluorescence spectrometry and the reference diffractogram was recorded at the 
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF). The analysis of this X-ray pattern revealed that KY7F22 
crystallizes in a cubic system with a cell parameter of 15.4655(1) Å. 

 
 

Figure 59. Measured (points) and calculated (full curve) X-ray powder patterns of (a)KY7F22. Reference 
pattern measured at Synchrotron. (b). doped KY7F22, presenting additional resulting from the doping 

The short vertical lines below the profile curve mark the positions of all possible Bragg reflections. 
The lower curve shows the difference between measured and calculated profiles. The matching 

between measured and calculated curves shows that the phases are pure. The angular coverage is 
different because the two diffractograms are not obtained at the same emission wavelength. 

 (c) doped KY3F10:YF3. 
c. PL Lifetime 

 

PL lifetimes were measured for both doped KY7F22 and KY3F10:YF3 (Figure 60). The measurements 

underline the fact that KY7F22 exhibit longer lifetimes both at 656 and 543 nm than KY3F10: 556 µs and 

266 µs at respectively 656 and 543 nm for KY7F22, against 123 and 33 µs for KY3F10:YF3. This 

represents an advantage once implemented in a solar cell: longer lifetimes imply an increased 

probability of energy transfer from the UCNPs to the perovskite. 

 

PL spectrum of KY7F22 is shown Figure 52. 
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Figure 60. PL lifetime measurements obtained for two relaxations (starting from level 4F9/2 and 4S3/2 

for KY7F22 and KY3F10:YF3. The red and green curves represent the two single exponential fits (at short 

and long time) of the experimental data.  

 

 

 

d. SEM 

 

SEM characterization was done and the resulting SEM pictures are shown Figure 61. Their diameters 

are between 200 and 250 nm with relatively narrow size dispersion. 
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Figure 61. SEM pictures of (a) KY7F22 and (b) KY3F10:YF3 
 

3. KY3F10:5%Er3+:20 %Yb3+ hydrothermal 

 

This synthesis and the characterization were done in collaboration with Karmel De Oliveira. 

a.Synthesis 

 

KY3F10: 5% Er3+, 20% Yb3+ particles was 

performed by a polyethylene glycol (PEG) 

assisted hydrothermal method. 2 mmol of 

RE(NO)3  was dissolved in 10 mL of water, and 

5 wt % PEG aqueous solution was introduced 

to form a clear solution by stirring. 

Afterwards, 25 ml of aqueous solution 

containing 8 mmol of KF was dropwise 

added. After agitation for another 15 min, 

the as-obtained milky solution was 

transferred into a Teflon bottle held in a 

stainless steel autoclave, and maintained at 

220°C for 12 h. After this time, the particles 

were separated by centrifugation, washed 

with ethanol and deionized water, and then 

dried in air at 80 °C for 24 h. 

The mechanism of reaction is similar to that of NaYF4 hydrothermal described page 72/74. 

Contrary to the coprecipitation synthesis, this synthesis only led to pure KY3F10, as a XRD 

diffractogram proves it (Figure 62). 

b.TEM 

 

The size distribution obtained for this synthesis is much wider than the one obtained by 

coprecipitation. The particles are irregular, cubic or spherical, and their size varies from 20 to 150 nm 

(Figure 63). 

Figure 62.XRD Pattern of KY3F10 synthetized by 
hydrothermal route 
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c. Infrared vibrational spectra 

 In order to verify 

whether PEG ligands are still adsorbed on the 

surface of the UCNPs after annealing, infrared 

vibrational spectra was carried out on those particles (Figure 64(a)). The absorption around 3400cm-1
 

can be attributed to –OH stretching vibration from water and PEG. The absence of absorption at 

2960, 2930 or 2855 cm-1, characteristic to asymmetric and symmetric stretching of methylene [270], 

[271] would tend to confirm the absence of PEG on the surface of the UCNPs. 

 

 
 

Figure 64. (a) IR vibrational spectra of KY3F10 hydrothermal. (b) Chemical formula of PEG. 
 

 

 

4. NaYF4:30%Gd3+:2%Er3+:18Yb3+  

 

a.Synthesis 1 – Octadecene ligand – Solvothermal 

 

Figure 63. TEM Picture of KY3F10:5%Er3+:20 %Yb3+ 
synthetized via hydrothermal synthesis 
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This recipe is adapted from Wang et al. [272] 

3 mL of oleic acid, 7 mL of octadecene, and respectively 1mL of YCl3, 0.6mL of GdCl3, 360µL of YbCl3 

and 40 µL of ErCl3, all at 0.2M in methanol were mixed under vacuum for an hour at 90°C. Then, it 

cooled down to room temperature. 

5mL of methanol with a concentration of 1.6 mmol of NH4F and 1 mmol NaOH are then added under 

argon. The solution was then put again under vacuum. It turned milky white. It was heated up again 

to 100°C for 30 min (starting from the moment when it reaches 100°C), and then to 300°C for 1h30. It 

was then cooled down to room temperature, purified three times with methanol and ethanol, and 

then dispersed in cyclohexane. 

During the first step of the synthesis, methanol was evaporated and rare earths were solvated by the 

ligands. During the second step, the UCNPs’ formation and growth occurred, controlled by the 

presence of two types of ligands. The basicity of the solution helped ionizing the ammonium fluoride 

to free F- for reaction. 

 

b.Synthesis  2 – oleic  acid ligand – Hydrothermal 

 

This recipe was adapted from Li et al. [217]3.375mL of DI water, 0.0675g of NaOH, 11.25 mL of 

ethanol and 11.25 mL of oleic acid were mixed together. 136.8 mg of YCl3, 62.8 mg of YbCl3, 71.1 mg 

of GdCl3 were dissolved in 4.5 mL of an aqueous solution prepared by mixing 17.9mg of ErCl3 and 12 

mL of DI water. The solution stirred until complete dissolution and was then put in the autoclave at 

200°C for 2 hours. It was washed with Ethanol three times and dispersed in cyclohexane. 

Its mechanism is similar to that of hydrothermal NaYF4:1%Er3+:10Yb3+ 

The characterizations below correspond to Synthesis 1. 

 

b.TEM 

 

The TEM images for two different tests of Synthesis 1 show a relative good reproducibility, as we can 

see by comparing Figure 65(a) and (b). We can notice that this synthesis seems to lead to a narrow 

size dispersion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 65. (a) and (b)TEM Images of NaYF4 :30%Gd3+ :2%Er3+ :18Y3+
 

(two different batches) 
c.XRD 
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The good correspondence between the measured diffractogramm and the reported one suggests 

that this synthesis principally leads to the formation of hexagonal NaYF4 matrix, as we can see on 

Figure 66. The presence of the cubic phase is also confirmed by XRD. 

 

 
Figure 66. XRD Diffractogramms of hexagonal phase NaYF4 :30%Gd3+ :2%Er3+ :18Yb3+

  (a) from the 
literature [267] (b) measured. The diffraction peak corresponding to cubic NaYF4 is marked with a 

square box. 
 

5. Ligands’ problematic  

 

Ligands are usually organic molecules (PEG, EDTA, citrate sodium, oleic acid, dodecanethiol are the 

five ones that were used in this work, 

whose chemical formula are shown 

on Figure 67). They are used to allow 

and control NP’s growth. However, in 

order to minimize the number of 

defects they could introduce in the 

devices (charge recombination, 

trapping states incorporation, charge-

transfer barriers…), we have to make 

sure that they are eliminated at some 

point of the solar cell fabrication 

process. 

 

The ability of UCNPs to cluster and the wettability of the upcoming layer depend, amongst others, on 

the size of the UCNPs, their volume to surface ratio, but also on the presence of ligands [273]. 

Annealing between 300 and 400°C allows to burn ligands and eliminate default sites and quenching 

centers [266], which can enhance the photoluminescence intensity. Annealing can also result in an 

possibly irreversible aggregation of the UCNPs.  The annealing temperature has to be cautiously 

chosen because it can modify the crystallographic phase. 

This was the route chosen for KY3F10:5%Er3+:20%Yb3+, KY7F22:5%Er3+:20%Yb3+ and 

NaYF4 :1%Er3+ :10%Yb3+ (in the case of synthesis by coprecipitation, it’s not ligands that are covering 

the particles, but rather adsorbed nitrate groups). 

 

 

But due to their small diameters, this approach was not applied for NaYF4:30%Gd3+:2%Er3+:18Yb3+ 

(aggregation occurs for smaller particles, as explained in section II.1.c, and obtaining a powder could 

Figure 67. Chemical formula of ligands used in this 
work 
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have resulted in irreversible aggregation). We thus decided for those UCNPs to get rid of ligands after 

deposition. 

In order to do so, the best option is oxygen plasma treatment, as we can see on Figure 68, where PL 

intensities are compared for different post-deposition treatments. 

The case where both oven and plasma treatments are operated on the sample shows much lower PL 

intensity as in the case of plasma treatment alone (around 2500 counts against 15000 for the PL 

intensity at 530 nm). If the plasma treatment is followed by oven annealing, the PL intensity is even 

lower, which suggests that oven annealing has for this type of particles an irreversible damaging on 

the luminescence of the particles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 68. Influence of post-deposition treatment on PL intensity for NaYF4:30%Gd3+:2%Er3+:18Yb3+ 

solvothermal synthesis. UCNPs were deposited by spin-coating (2000 rpm for 30 sec, annealing at 

100°C for 10 min). Oven treatment corresponds to 45 min at 300 °C followed by plasma treatment to 

45 minutes of oxygen plasma. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Influence of post-deposition 

treatment on PL intensity 
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6.Qualitative comparison 

 

a.Ratio of luminescent particles 

 

6 types of particles from different synthesis were compared on microscope pictures taken under 

white light illumination and NIR laser illumination (Figure 69). The aim is to qualitatively characterize 

the luminescent centers portion of a sample. The concentration depositions are different, which 

implies different surface coverages. We can observe on these optical images a relatively high ratio of 

luminescent particles for KY3F10, KY3F10:YF3 and for KY7F22. The ratio seems also quite high for 

NaYF4:1%Er3+:10%Yb3+synthesis A (even if the time acquisition is longer), but a relatively low ratio for 

NaYF4:30%Gd3+:2%Er3+:18%Yb3+
 and NaYF4: 1%Er3+:10%Yb3+ synthesis C (for which a non-negligible 

ratio of the particles is below 20 nm). The substrate used in the image with KY7F22 presents a part on 

which there are no particles and a part on which there are particles, in order to clearly see the 

difference between the two cases. 

From this experiment, we would conclude that KY3F10, KY3F10:YF3 and KY7F22 seem to be the most 

promising samples.  
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Figure 69. Microscope pictures of 6 different UCNPs on glass, under white light illumination (left 

columns) and 980 laser illumination (right columns). The acquisition time of the one acquired under 

980 laser illumination is different for the two series: 490 ms for the a-c serie, 3s for the d-f. 

 

b.The elimination 

 

Among the four types of UCNPs that were synthetized for this work, two types were eliminated 

because they did not fit the prerequisite for device implementation:  

 NaYF4:30%Gd3+:2%Er3+:18Yb3+
 showed low fluorescence , probably because of their small size 

(below 70nm) which implies a low luminescence intensity. Getting rid of their ligands was 

also a supplementary step in the device fabrication, which was not the case for the three 

other UCNPs. 

 NaYF4:1%Er3+:10Yb3+, synthesis A B and C, because their size were too large to be inserted in 

the device. 

 

For reasons given in III.1.c, comparison of samples is not fully accurate when based on PL intensity 

only. PLQE is the most suitable technique in order to compare sample synthetized by different 

synthesis. The PLQEs for the different samples are shown Table 8. 
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We mainly focused our device fabrications on the incorporation of KY7F22 and KY3F10:YF3, which both 

exhibit similar PLQE, and were both synthetized in collaboration with Patrick Gredin and Karmel de 

Oliveira. One attempt was also made by incorporating NaYF4 (synthesis D) and KY3F10 to solar devices. 

 

UCNP PLQE 

NaYF4 :1%Er3+ :10%Yb3+ hydrothermal A 3.3% 

NaYF4 :1%Er3+ :10%Yb3+ hydrothermal B 2.1% 

NaYF4 :1%Er3+ :10%Yb3+ hydrothermal C 2.3% 

NaYF4 :1%Er3+ :10%Yb3+ hydrothermal D 2.3% 

KY3F10:YF3:5%Er3+:20%Yb3+
 coprecipitation 6.7% 

KY7F22:5%Er3+:20%Yb3+ coprecipitation 5.1% 

KY3F10:5%Er3+:20%Yb3+
 hydrothermal Not measurable 

NaYF4:Gd3+:Er3+:Yb3+ Not measurable 

 

Table 8.Comparaison of PLQEs for the different synthetized UCNPs. The two last lines correspond to 
the smallest UCNPs and their luminescence was detected but too noisy to make any trustworthy 

calculation. Excitation source : 975 nm. 
 

In order to enhance upconversion’s absorption, gold nanorods were synthetized. The next part will 

address this synthesis and its problematics. 

III.Nanorods (NRs) synthesis and characterization  

 

Metallic gold NRs were synthetized following a seed-mediated growth synthesis.  The targeted 

properties of the synthetized NRs concern both their insertion in solar devices and the upconversion 

enhancement.  We target NRs that fit the following criterion: 

 A LSPR (Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance) close to the absorption of the UCNPs (900-

1000 nm) 

 A low absorption in the absorption range of  the perovskite (below λ=800 nm) 

 A surface chemistry compatible with the fabrication of an efficient device (easily removable 

ligands) 

 Dispersed in solvent compatible with perovskite in the case where they are inserted on top of 

perovskite (thus non-aqueous) 

These 2 last points are in particular important in the case of NRs, since they are inevitably 

surrounded by ligands that allow their dispersion in water. Without ligands, they would immediately 

aggregate. But as we saw in the case of UCNPs, any chemical impurity such as long organic molecules 

decrease charge transport and contribute to lower the performance of the device, without 

mentioning the wettability of the perovskite precursor solution on the surface of the NRs layer.  
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1.Synthesis protocols  

 

The aspect ratio (AR) of a gold nanorod is defined as the ratio of its length over its diameter. It is a 

well known theoretical and experimental fact that LSPR shifts to long wavelength when the aspect 

ratio is increased [274]. An AR around 4.5 will give a LSPR in water around 900 nm, and a one of 5.5 

around 980 nm [275]. We thus chose recipes and material quantities leading to the synthesis of Au 

NRs with such ARs. 

 

a.Seed Mediated Growth 

 

NRs synthesis was adapted from the work of YE et al. [276] The solvent is DI water. 

 

Seed solution. 

In a typical synthesis, 5mL of 0.5 mM HAuCl4 (84,9 mg for 50mL at 5mM) was mixed with 5 mL of 

0.2M CTAB (hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide) (3.645g for 50 mL at 0.2M). 0.6 mL of fresh 

0.01M NaBH4 (37.8 mg for 100mL at 0.01M) was then injected to the solution under vigorous stirring 

for 2 minutes. The solution color changed from yellow to brownish yellow. The seed solution was 

aged at room temperature for 30 minutes before use (during which the growth solution is prepared). 

 

Growth solution . The total volume was later reduced for smaller batches (every measure divided by 

25 for a total volume of 20 mL). 

9g of CTAB and 1.234 of NaOL were dissolved in 250 mL of warm water (50°C). The solution cooled 

down to 30°C and 24 mL (for Synthesis 1 and 36mL for Synthesis 2) of 4mM Ag NO3 was added. The 

mixture was kept undisturbed at 30°C for 15 min after which 250 mL of 1mM HAuCl4 solution was 

added. The solution became colorless after 90 min of stirring and 3 mL (for Synthesis 1 and 2.1 mL for 

Synthesis 2)  of HCl (37 wt % in water) was then introduced to adjust the pH. 

After 15 min of moderate stirring, 1.25 mL of 0.064 M of ascorbic acid was added and the solution 

was vigorously stirred for 30s. 0.2 mL of seed solution was then injected, stirred for 30s, and then left 

undisturbed at 30°C for 12h for NR growth. The NRs were obtained by centrifugation and were 

washed three times with water to remove excess ligands and other chemicals. More washing 

procedures could critically reduce the dispersivity of the NRs, which would aggregate. 

 

b.Growth mechanism 

 

The first step of this synthesis implies the reduction of gold(III) chloride by sodium borohydride in the 

presence of CTAB. Cationic surfactant CTAB has been widely used for colloidal seeded growth Au NRs 

synthesis [277]–[291].  

 In the growth solution, Au(III) is reduced by NaOL with its double bond (disappearance of the 

orange/yellow color) in presence of ascorbic acid, HCl, CTAB and silver nitrate. The role of Ag3+ in 

such a synthesis has been reported as crucial as it interacts with CTAB to form elongated templates 

and hinders the growth of certain crystallographic facets of Au NRs [288][292]. Increasing the 

amount of Ag3+ from the optimum value however led to a decrease of AR due to the thickened NR 

width [275]. The use of a second surfactant participates to the oxidation as well as it  
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circumvents the limitations in NRs’ dimensions and allow them having LSPR from 650 to 1150 nm 

[276]. Various parameters control the size of the NRs and several trends are noticeable: lowering pH 

of growth leads to a higher AR, as well as reducing the amount of seed particles (more growth 

material per seed). A high concentration of CTAB may block NR formation along certain 

directions.[276] 

 

c.Optimization of the synthesis – Variation of  Silver nitrate volume 

 

The first synthesis led to the formation of nanospheres only, as we can see on Figure 70(a) This might 

be related to the large volume of solution and inhomogeneous stirring. For this reason, the protocol 

was adjusted in order to obtain higher AR, and the volume of silver nitrate of Synthesis 2 was 

increased to 36 mL.  The amount of HCl was also reduced to 2.1 mL as suggested in the Table 2 of 

Support Information of [276]. 

NRs were obtained with a LSPR around 940 nm, that were 95 12 nm long and 18 4nm diameter 

(AR=5.3, average and standard deviation calculated with Image J on 23 nanorods). As we can see on 

Figure 70(b), many nanospheres still remain at the end of the synthesis. The absorption peak around 

550nm can be attributed for Synthesis 1 to the nanospheres, whereas the one at 525 nm for 

Synthesis 2 can be attributed to the absorption peak of the nanospheres remaining in the solution 

and the one around 650 nm to the transverse resonant mode of the NRs [291]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further work on the optimization of the synthesis was conducted by Tingting Niu that led to high 

reproducibility of synthesis of tailored NRs with a LSPR between 900 and 1300nm with very few 

nanospheres, (Chapter 4 I.1.b). 

Several attempts to grow fold directly on UCNPs were carried and more information on the protocol 

and the results can be found in Annex 9. 

Figure 70. TEM Images and absorption spectrum of (a)Synthesis 1 
(b)Synthesis 2. 
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2. Ligands and solvent problematics 

 

Just like for UCNPs, getting rid of ligands attached to NRs in order to implement them in 

devicse is a necessity. We can see how thick and visible the organic film is after NRs deposition 

(Figure 71). In the case of NRs, the possibility to get rid of them before the deposition involves more 

complex steps than after deposition: ligands are necessary to avoid aggregation. They can be 

eliminated after deposition using oxygen plasma. 

 
 

Figure 71. SEM Image of UCNPs on top of which NRs were deposited. The darker spots indicate 
where the electron beam previously burnt the organic film that otherwise covers the rest of the 

surface 
 

If the NRs are dispersed in water, it will not be possible to deposit them on top of the perovskite 

layer because perovskite decomposes when in contact with water. One of the solution to make them  

solvable in another type of solvent (chloroform, hexane…) consists in exchanging their ligands from 

CTAB to ligands such as dodecanethiol or PEG-SH [293], [294]. 

A few attempts of ligand exchange have been carried out and did not lead to successful NRs 

dispersion in non-aqueous solvents. For this reason, we only used NRs under the perovskite layer and 

managed to get rid of ligands with oxygen plasma treatment. 

 

After having synthetized and characterize those two types of particles, they were implemented in 

perovskite solar cells in order to enhance them. 

The next and last chapter will be addressed to this implementation and the characterization of the 

devices. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5 µm 
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Chapter 4. Incorporation of nanoparticles in perovskite solar cells 

I. Plasmonic NPs and nanostructures, simulation and incorporation in solar devices 

1.Choice of NRs aspect ratio : comparison between experiment and simulation 

 

a.Model of absorption for a gold NRs on a glass substrate 

 

We decided to simulate plasmonic resonance for gold nanorods placed on a glass surface (a situation 

close to gold nanorods dispersed on FTO, as they would be once integrated in a device). For this 

prupose, we used the commercial FDTD software Lumerical ©. 

The glass substrate has to be larger than the calculation region. A parallelepiped box represents the 

source (plane wave with a wavevector normal to the rod) surrounding the rod (grey box in Figure 72), 

and another parallelepiped in charge of measuring the absorbed field (yellow box in Figure 72). 

 

 
Figure 72. 4 points of views of the simulation of a gold nanorod on a glass substrate on Lumerical © 

 

The absorption of the metallic structures was plotted in order to obtain the variation of the 

simulated Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR) as a function of the size of the rod. Eleven 

different sizes were tested (the first number refers to the diameter and the second the length of the 

rod, both in nm) : 20x50, 20x75, 10x50,20x115,20x125, 10x75, 20x150, 10x85, 10x95, 10x100 and 

10x110, which correspond to ARs (Aspect Ratios, the length over the diameter) between 2.5 and 11 

(Figure 73.b). 

Those absorbances were compared to the one obtained experimentally by Xiang et al. [275] for 

nanorods whose ARs are in the same range (Figure 73.a.). Let’s note that the absorption feature at 

1400 nm originates from the absorption of water. 
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Figure 73. Absorbance for gold nanorods of different sizes (a) Experimental results obtained by Xiang 
et al. [275] (b) Normalized absorbances for different Au NRs’ AR obtained from simulation using 

Lumerical ©. Case where the rod is on glass substrate (c) Case where the rod is in water 
(d)Comparison of LSPRs as a function of Aspect Ratio for experimental and simulated results. 

 

Figure 73.d. shows the variation of LSPR as a function of AR obtained through experiments and 

simulations. We can observe a good match between the experimental and the simulated 

absorbances. The difference of LSPRs that we could observe between the simulation (on glass 

substrate) and the experiments becomes smaller in the case where the rod is surrounded by water. 

This difference was indeed explainable by the difference of index of the surrounding medium: water 

in the case of the experimentally measured absorbances (n=1.33), air in the case of simulated ones 

(n=1,00), as well as the presence of a glass substrate in the case of the simulation. 

In order to be closer to the experimental measurement conditions, we run the same simulation by 

replacing the surrounding medium by only water (Figure 73.c.). We can notice that the change of 

surrounding medium only implies a vertical shift of the LSPRs towards longer wavelengths. 

At high aspect ratio (11), both LSPRs predicted by the simulation are over the experimental one. 

Those results validate the use of the simulation model in order to predict the LSPR of a specific batch 

of gold nanorods for ARs under extreme values (<11). 

We also notice that LSPR does not depend on AR alone, since two rods of the same AR (7.5) can 

exhibit slightly different LSPRs. 
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b.Field distribution around a gold nanorod 

 

On top of the simulation results mentioned above, two monitors cutting the rod in two in the 

transversal direction were added in order to visualize the electric field distribution in the close 

vicinity of the rod at his LSPR. The result for a rod whose dimensions are 20nm x 115nm 

(corresponding to a LSPR of 966 nm) is shown Figure 74.c. 

As we can see on Figure 74.a. and b., the electric field is enhanced in the close surrounding of the 

nanorod, principally around the edges of the rod. The maximal electric field enhancement ratio that 

is obtained is around 3.104. 

 

Figure 74. Electric field visualisation a. on a XY plane (parallel to the glass substrate) b. on a ZY plane 
(normal to the glass substrate) c. Scheme of the position of the planes relatively to the rod. 

 

 The visualization of the field allows us to see that the maximal upconversion enhancement would 

occur when the UCNP’s volume overlap with the concentrated electromagnetic field volume would 

be maximal. We thus see that optimizing the size of a gold nanorod for an optimal enhancement of 

the upconversion effect implies both LSPR matching and maximizing the volume of electromagnetic 

field concentration.  
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 2.Case of gold nanodisks in array : Radius impact on LSPR 

 

a.Far-field absorption 

 

Gold nanodisks arrays were deposited on a glass substrate using a process called e-beam lithography. 

This process can be described  as followed: a photosensitive resin was first deposited on a substrate. 

The resin was locally exposed to e-beam according to the pattern of arrays. The resin was then 

developed, and this way, the exposed parts were removed. An adhesion layer of 2 nm of Cr was 

deposited followed by the deposition of 50 nm of gold by thermal evaporation. Finally, the second 

development occurred and the unexposed parts were removed. The pattern remained on the glass 

substrate, as we can see on Figure 75 (a). This work was done in collaboration with Laurent Billot. 

The optical measurement set-up consists in a white-light source transmitted through the sample. The 

transmitted beam can then either be directed to the microscope used adjust the position of the 

sample, or to the spectrometer (Figure 75 (b)). The absorption of arrays of nanodisks of for three 

different diameters is shown Figure 75(c)  . 

 

Figure 75. (a) SEM image of nanodisk arrays  of diameter ≈250 nm. (b) Simple scheme of the set-up. 
(c)Absorption spectrum of arrays of nanodisks of different diameters. The signal over 1000 was cut 

because it was too noisy (limit of detector).  
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We can observe that the plasmonic resonance shifts to the blue side as the diameter of the disks 

decreases: for 200 nm diameter, the resonance is around 860 nm, 760 nm for 150 nm diameter and 

710 nm for 75 nm diameter. 

b.Near-field localization 

 

As briefly mentioned in the first chapter (section II.2.a), a near-field imaging technique was used in 

order to visualize the electromagnetic field close to gold nanodisks. This technique consists in 

scanning the surface of a substrate on which gold nanodisks had been deposited with a sharp tip at 

the end of which an UCNP had been stuck (Figure 76 (a)). The UCNP (Er3+
 and Yb3+

 doped KY3F10) is 

excited by a 975 nm laser. The fluorescence emitted by the UCNP is proportional to the local 

electromagnetic field intensity, and measuring the fluorescence intensity allows the creation of such 

electromagnetic field intensity maps. 

We can observe the formation of two lobes around the gold nanodisks, oriented in the direction of 

incident polarization (Figure 76 (b) (c) and (d)). Those lobes do correspond to the enhanced local field 

as confirmed by FDTD simulation of a nanodisk (Figure 76 (e)). 

Figure 76 (f) to (j) show the variation of the intensity of the electromagnetic field as the diameter of 

the disks increase. We can see that as the diameter increases, the electromagnetic field is less 

intense than for smaller disks. 

 

 

 

Figure 76. (a) UCNP at the top of the needle that scans the substrate. (b) (c) (d) Near field images for 
different polarization directions . (e) to (i) Near field of nanodisks whose diameter varies between 

150 and 350 nm. 

The ideal diameter of nanodisks for the optimal upconversion enhancement (LSPR around 900/1000 

nm) is between 250/300 nm. Such large (compared to the scale of the perovskite layer for instance) 

nanodisks would however introduce perturbations in the devices more than nanorods exhibiting a 

LSPR in the same range for a much smaller size. 

Furthermore, the complexity of e-beam lithography prevents it to be applied for large-scale 

production, and the patterns printed within a reasonable time cannot exceed a couple of mm² (9 

hours for 15 mm² fabrication).  
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For those two reasons, we decided to mainly focus on NRs as plasmonic structures to incorporate in 

perovskite solar cells. 

 

3.Deposition processes – Morphological optimization 

 

a.NRs alone 

 

In order to implement NRs together with UCNPs in perovskite solar cells, several preliminary tests 

were carried out on the deposition processes of NRs only. The characterization tool we used is based 

SEM. The NRs were deposited on compact TiO2 (typical ETL used in perovskite solar cells). The 

challenge was to obtain non-agglomerated NRs and a homogeneous dispersion of rods on the 

substrate. There were several parameters we could adjust: 

The first one is deposition process: as we can see Figure 77 (b) , drop casting led to big agglomerated 

NR clusters. We thus preferred to apply spin-coating as a deposition method. However, NRs from the 

original aqueous solution had no adhesion on the substrate (Figure 77 (a)), which is a well-known 

issue when it comes to nanorods dispersion on a smooth substrate [295]. For this reason, we applied 

a method based on a mixture of different solvents to disperse NRs. 

Ethanol (EtOH) or Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was then added to the aqueous solution in order to 

increase NRs’ adhesion on the substrate. CTAB is unstable in THF, and adding such solvent results in 

increasing van der Waals interactions between rods themselves or with the substrate [296]. At high 

THF volumic ratio, nanorods become so unstable that they tend to form self-assembled structures 

[297]. 

For this reason, the solvent mix has to be adjusted. For instance, when the NRs were redispersed in 

EtOH and then diluted in THF with a 50/50 volumic ratio, the NRs still agglomerated, as we can see 

on Figure 77 (c). The use of EtOH as a solvent is not as efficient as THF in terms of prevent 

agglomeration as we can see by comparing Figure 77 (d) and Figure 77 (e). The use of THF at 10-20 % 

allowed a compromised result (Figure 77 (e)) 

One difficulty encountered in the manipulation of NRs is the high incertitude on the concentration of 

the solution: since NRs cannot be dried and then be redispersed (because they would irreversibly 

agglomerate), the concentrations of the solutions have to be estimated by other means. 

One way is to rely on the correlation between the optical absorbance and the concentration as 

explained by Haiss et al. [298] 

We decided to choose a second way: to weight a glass substrate without and with a known volume 

of the NR solution deposited on top with the solvent evaporated.  

All NRs used in this work from now on were synthetized by Synthesis 2 (Chapter 3) and have a mass  

concentration around 1mg/mL.  
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Figure 77. Different SEM images obtained from NRs dispersion on compact TiO2. The original aqueous 
solution is the one obtained directly after the synthesis 2 as described in Chapter 3. The spin coating 

is run at 2000 rpm for 30 sec. Any deposition is followed by 2 min annealing at 100°C. (a) Original 
solution, spin coated. (b) Original solution, drop casting. (c) NRs in EtOH/THF volumic ratio of 50/50. 

(d)H2O/EtOH 95/5 (e) NRs in H2O/THF of 90/10 

b.UCNPs and NRs 

 

In order to add both UCNPs and gold NRs, several deposition methods were tried: 

 The deposition of NRs following the deposition of UCNPs. 

 The deposition of UCNPs following the deposition of NRs. 

 The deposition of a mixed solution of UCNPs and NRs. 

 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the distance between the plasmonic nanoparticle and the UCNP is crucial 

for plasmonic enhanced upconversion. A too small distance between these two types of particles 

could result in the quenching of the luminescence. At a too high distance, no enhancement occurs. 6-

15 nm is the optimal distance in the case of a silver nanosphere [209]. 
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Morphological characterizations were first carried out on smooth surfaces such as silicon wafer or 

compact TiO2 (both having roughness under 50 nm, which is in the first approximation equivalent for 

any particle below this size). The choice of UCNPs is also important impacting their surface 

distribution and NP interactions: as we can see by comparing Figure 78 (a) and (b), NRs tend to stick 

less to the surface of KY7F22 than KY3F10 UCNPs, probably due to different surface energy. In the first 

case, NRs were rather far from the UCNPs, at a distance where any plasmonic enhancement is 

unlikely to happen whereas in the second case, they were stick to them (NRs are highlighted in red in 

Figure 78.b). 

 

 
Figure 78. SEM images of different UCNP/ gold NR combinations. Scale bar = 1 µm. (a) Mixed solution 

prepared with a volumic ratio of 1:4 of 2 wt % KY7F22 and NRs. (b) Mixed solution prepared with a 
volumic ratio of 1:4 of 2 wt % KY3F10 and NRs. (c) NRs drop casted on top of 2% KY2F22 on Si wafer. 
Mixed solutions are deposited by spin coating. Spin coating processes are done at 2000 rpm for 30 

sec and followed by 100°C annealing for 3 min. Substrates have to go through 5 minutes oxygen 
plasma treatment before any observation in order to eliminate ligands. 

 

We drop-casted some NRs solution on top of KY7F22 and obtained aggregates of NRs and UCNPS as 

we can see on Figure 78 (c).  Such an aggregate of NRs is not an optimized distribution on a surface 

because the aggregate of NRs could behave as charge carrier barriers. 

Since ETL-free devices were also experimented  in this work, we chose to test the deposition of 

UCNP/NRs on FTO. Being much rougher than compact TiO2, nanoparticles behave differently on this 

surface. 
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Two NRs depositions were carried out:  drop-casting in the first case (Figure 79(a)), spin-coating (for 

5 seconds) in the second (Figure 79(b)). 

FTO, due to its higher roughness (compared to Si or TiO2), tends to retain more NRs on its surface  

(Figure 79(a) and (b)). For this reason, we deposited NRs before UCNPs and assumed NRs would be 

retained better on FTO before being covered by UCNPs.  

 

Figure 79. SEM Images a. NRs drop-casted on FTO with KY7F22 on top, spin coated (30 seconds at 
2000 rpm). b. Same deposition except that NRs are deposited by spin coating (5 seconds) 

 

4. Plasmonic enhanced upconversion – Preliminary studies 

 

In order to see whether the presence of NRs has an effect on PL intensity, we measured the PL 

intensity of a sample with a part of it covered by NRs and UCNPs, and another part covered by UCNPs 

only. This sample was prepared by placing a tape covering half of the substrate during NRs 

deposition.  

The substrate used here was a glass substrates with compact TiO2 deposited on top. The NRs solution 

was diluted using THF 20 vol. %. 

The UCNPs (NaYF4 solvothermal)  were then  deposited by spin coating (2000 rpm for 1 min followed 

by 10 min annealing at 100°C), and 45 min oxygen plasma followed. 

As we can see on Figure 80, the intensity of the PL is higher in the presence of NRs, which confirms a 

macroscropic plasmonic enhancement of upconversion. 

We warned the reader several times regarding PL intensity comparison. However here, the fact that 

the measure was made on the same substrate for both situations (with and without NRs) minimized 

the error induced by the change of focalization occurring when the substrate was replaced. Here, the 

only experimental condition changing from one measure to another is the sample’s composition. 

Furthermore, similar results were obtained in the same type of experiment  when another batch of 

UCNPs was used (KY3F10:YF3). 
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Figure 80. Influence of the presence of NRs on the PL intensity. 

 

The enhancement ratios are 1.6 for the green (541nm) luminescence and 2 for the red one (652nm). 

This small difference between the two ratios could be attributed to the LSPR of the NRs that is closer 

to 900 nm (so the electromagnetic field is supposedly higher at wavelengths closer to 900nm). 

The device where these two types of particles were inserted will be discussed p 119. 

II. UCNPs implementation in perovskite solar cells 

UCNPs were inserted in solar devices. As we concluded in the chapter 3, we focused our optimization 

on KY7F22 and KY3F10:YF3. Attempts were carried out with KY3F10 and NaYF4 (hydrothermal). 

 

The optimization was obtained by varying three parameters: 

 The type of UCNPs 

 The concentration in UCNPs 

 Configuration: UCNPs are deposited either on the front side (on FTO) or on the rear side (on 

the perovskite layer) as shown Figure 81. 

 
Figure 81. Schemes displaying the insertion of UCNPs in the device (a) in the case of the front-side 

insertion (b) in the case of the rear side insertion. 

(a) (b) 
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Only the optimization on KY7F22 will be given in the main text, and the results regarding to three 

other types of NPs will be given in the Annex 11. 

UCNPs were always deposited by a spin-coating process at 2000 rpm for 30 sec after which samples 

were annealed at 100°C for 3 min. UCNP solution have to be freshly sonicated for 1h at 50°C before 

use. 

Here we aim to obtain an optimal amount of UCNPs to incorporate on the optimal side of 

FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3 perovskite solar cells allowing a macroscopic photovoltaic characteristic 

enhancement. We then applied this optimal condition for microscopic studies.  

 

1.Considering the morphology of the device 

 

a.Impact of the presence of the UCNPs on perovskite surface coverage 

 

We can notice a difference between the wettability of the perovskite precursor solution on FTO and 

on KY7F22, as shown on Figure 82. The presence of a layer of UCNPs resulted in a reduced surface 

coverage of perovskite. 

The anti-wetting property of KY7F22 would rather be related to a physical reason such as surface 

morphology (high roughness at low surface coverage). This is similar to the reason why lotus leaves 

are hydrophobic [299]. Those UCNPs do not possess ligands, so the hypothesis of repulsive 

interactions between ligands and precursor solutions is unlikely.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 82 Qualitative comparison between the wettabilities of perovskite precursor solution 
(FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3) on (a) FTO (b) KY7F22:5%Er3+:20% Yb3+, 2wt% in IPA. Resulting films after spin-

coating and annealing (b) and (c). 
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b. Study of the impact of the concentration of UCNPs dispersions on their surface distribution on 

FTO and on perovskite 

 

By increasing the mass concentration of the UCNP solution, we increase the concentration of the 

particles on the surface. This phenomenon is well illustrated by the SEM images for 2 and 7% KY7F22 

on perovskite and FTO shown in Figure 83. 

We observe a good homogeneity of the distribution of KY7F22 on the substrate surface. However, 

homogeneity was not observed in the case of KY3F10, probably due to their surface property, as we 

can see Figure 84. 

For this reason, we focused the optimization of implementation of UCNPs in solar devices on KY7F22. 

 
Figure 83. SEM images of KY7F22 (a)on FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3. Concentration: 2 wt %. (b) on FTO. 

Concentration: 2 wt % . (c) on FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3. Concentration : 7 wt %. (d) on FTO. 
Concentration: 7 wt %. Scale bar 2µm. 

 

 
 

Figure 84. SEM images of KY3F10 2 wt % in IPA a. on (FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3). b. on FTO. Scale bar 2µm. 
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c. Influence of the presence of UCNPs on device’s roughness 
 

No matter whether the UCNPs are placed on the front side (on FTO) or on the rear side (on the 

perovskite layer), they will inevitably have an impact on the morphology of the device. Photographs 

at different fabrication steps of devices in which UCNPs are implemented in the front and rear sides 

are shown Figure 85. The surface of the top gold electrode is much rougher in the presence of the 

UCNPs than the pristine device. This tendency is even stronger in the case where the UCNPs are 

inserted in the rear side of the device. This is due to the fact the only layers that could smoothen the 

surface are the HTL and gold layer, whereas in the case of the front configuration, the perovskite 

layer can somehow cover the roughness of the UCNP layer. 

 

Figure 85 Optical images taken with a camera mounted on a microscope of devices in which UCNPs 
(KY3F10:YF3 5 wt % in IPA) were implemented in the front (in the middle) and the rear (right) side 
compared to standard device (left) at two different magnifications. PSK = (FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3) 

Some AFM (Atomic Force Microscope) measurements were run in order to quantify roughness, as we 
can see in Table 9. Those measurements confirm the bigger impact on roughness when the UCNPs 
are inserted on the rear side. 

Type of 
device 

Standard 2 % Rear 5% Rear 10% Rear 2% Front 5% Front 10% Front 

Roughness 14 82 96 152 22 32 49 

 

Table 9. Values of root mean squared roughness measured on the gold layer of devices prepared 

with 0, 2, 5, or 10% of UCNPs (KY3F10:YF3) inserted on the rear and front side respectively. 

 

This impact on the morphology was also qualitatively observed for different concentrations of 

particles, as we can see in Annex 10. 

Considering the thickness of the perovskite layer being between 300 and 500nm, and the particles’ 

diameter between 100 and 150nm for KY7F22, a cluster of two particles of KY7F22 can be uncovered by 
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the perovskite layer: the formation of a huge agglomeration that the upper layer might not be able 

to cover results in the formation of micrometer-large holes as we can see by comparing Figure 86(b), 

showing perovskite deposited on UCNPs to Figure 86(a), perovskite deposited on FTO. Let’s however 

note that this is not predominant behavior. In general, the perovskite is predominantly defects-free 

(Figure 86(c)).  

We can clearly see that the morphological perturbation (increasing with concentration) will not play 

in the favor of a high concentration of inserted UCNPs in the device. Visible defects could act as 

recombination sites or prevent smooth charge extraction. 

 
 

Figure 86 SEM image of a perovskite (FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3) layer deposited (a) on FTO  
(b) and (c) on 2 wt % KY7F22 

2. Electrical characterizations 

 

While from the morphological point of view, it seems that the presence of UCNPs introduces defects, 

irregularities and pinholes that would tend to decrease the device’s performance, the electrical 

characterizations showed however improved solar cell efficiencies when an optimal amount of 

UCNPs were inserted. This improvement is mainly due to an increase of the short circuit current. A 

study on the impact of UCNPs insertion on the performances of perovskite solar cells was carried out 

by varying the concentration of UCNPs. Two different configurations (rear- and front-side insertion) 

were compared. The following part discusses the results when KY7F22 NPs were inserted in an ETL-

free FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3 perovskite device with 2Spiro as HTL. Other optimization regarding the 

insertion of KY3F10:YF3, KY3F10, and NaYF4 (hydrothermal synthesis) are given in Annex 11 and will be 

discussed in section c of this subsection. 

 

a.Influence of concentration and configuration – KY7F22 

 

Doped KY7F22 were inserted in the rear- and front- sides of the devices using a dispersion of four 

different concentration (2, 5, 7 and 10 wt % in IPA) were tested. I-V curves were measured on those 

devices. Average Jsc, Voc, FF and PCE for solar cells coming from the same batch realized on the 

same day are compared in Figure 88. Figure 87 displays three IV-curves, corresponding to the best 

performing devices (standard witness solar cell, 5 wt KY7F22 % front- and rear-side insertions). 
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Figure 87. IV curve for the best performing devices with KY7F22 in front- and rear-side insertion (5 wt 
%) in collaboration with Zhelu Hu 

 

Figure 88. Jsc, Voc, FF and PCE evolution for different concentrations of KY7F22in front and rear 
configurations. At least 5 devices are used for each point. In collaboration with Zhelu Hu. 
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About 4% and 5% averaged Jsc enhancement was obtained when a 5 wt % UCNP solution was 

applied in the front- and rear-side NP insertion configuration. Such Jsc enhancement, however, starts 

to decrease with the use of a UCNP solution of a higher concentration (> 5 wt%). While a larger 

amount of UCNPs can result in a higher upconversion current contribution, the formation of large 

insulating UCNP clusters can increase the solar cell series resistance. These factors thus lead to the 

observed progressive reduction of Jsc when the UCNP solution concentration was beyond the 

optimal value (~ 5 wt %). Concerning Voc, on both front- and rear-side insertion configurations we 

observed negligible effect when the UCNP concentration is small or moderate (≤ 7 wt%) and a 

reduction of Voc when a 10 wt % UCNP concentration was applied. 

Such a reduction of Voc can be due to the formation of large UCNP clusters at the interface which 

acts as charge recombination centers and perturbs the morphology of the perovskite or HTL layer 

formed on top. The perturbation of perovskite has a bigger impact on the device’s performance and 

that is why Voc decreases further in the front configuration. Furthermore, Voc has been related for 

the case of a perovskite solar cell to the difference between the quasi-Fermi level of the electron at 

the FTO/perovskite interface and the quasi-fermi level of the hole at the HTL/Au interface under 

[300]. Creating pin holes as well as introducing defect in the perovskite layer will create intra 

bandgap electronic levels, which will contribute to decrease Voc.  

In terms of fill factor (FF), similar FF values as the control device were observed when the UCNP 

concentrations were ≤ 5 wt% for both front- and read-side configurations, suggesting minor 

deterioration of series and shunt resistances due to the insertion of UCNPs as long as their 

concentration was relatively low. At a higher UCNP concentration (≥7 wt%), however, a reduction of 

FF can be observed in both device configurations, suggesting increased series resistance and 

recombination losses due to the formation of large insulating UCNP clusters. Overall, by comparison 

to the control device, about 5.7% and 7.4 % of averaged PCE enhancement was observed 

respectively in the front- and rear-side UCNP insertion configuration when an optimal UCNP solution 

concentration (5 wt%) was applied.  

The t-test applied on PCEs’ distributions testify that the control device distribution has a probability 

of respectively 0.85 and 0.90 to effectively belong to different distributions than the distribution of 

the 5 wt% rear- and front-side insertion. 

 

This general tendency for Voc, Jsc and PCE to increase until the optimum concentration is obtained, 

and decrease at a higher concentration seems to be related to a balance between at least three 

different effects: 

 upconversion and scattering effects which contribute to increase the photocurrent: at higher 

UCNP concentration, the PL intensity increase (Section II.3.b.), the emitted light is more 

intense. More charge carriers can be generated if the emitted light is absorbed by the 

perovskite. 

Furthermore, nanoparticles also play the role of light scatterers, which contribute to increase 

light paths and thus the number of photogenerated charge carriers due to an increased 

absorption. 

 Structural impacts of the presence of UCNPs. UCNPs could lead to a decrease of cell 

efficiency due to an increased roughness and the formation of defects in the solar cell. 

At high surface coverage, charge recombination might occur at a higher rate and the UCNP 

will act as a blocking layer. 
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 If the parameters of the device benefit from light scattering caused by the presence of 

nanoparticles, it can also suffer from the shadowing of the particles, especially in the front 

configuration. It is a balance between scattering and absorption cross sections, even if 

absorption of UCNPs (Figure 49) is small in the absorption range of the perovskite material. 

All these effects have a bigger impact at high UCNP concentration. 

 

b. External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) of the device – in collaboration with Zhelu Hu 

 

The EQE of a device with 5 wt % KY7F22 in the rear-side (Figure 89) exhibit an increase of EQE 

between 0 and 1% between 950 and 1000 nm, which confirms that the increase of Jsc observed in 

the previous part is partially related to the absorption of the NIR part by the device. 

 

 
 

Figure 89. EQE spectra of two planar ETL-free FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3 perovskite solar cells with and 
without (“pristine”) co-doped KY7F22 5 wt % inserted at the interface between the perovskite layer 

and the HTL polymer layer. The inset figure exhibits the zoom-in view of the spectrum range between 
750 nm and 1000 nm. In collaboration with Zhelu Hu. 

 

The integrated current for the current devices is worth: 

17.61 mA/cm² from 350 to 740 nm, 

0.02 mA/cm² from 740 to 1000 nm. 

For the 5 wt % in the rear-side, the integrated current is worth: 

18.3 mA/cm² from 350 to 740 nm: 

0.05mA/cm² from 740 to 1000 nm. 
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The main difference between the two curves thus occurs between 500 and 700nm. This suggests that 

the absorption at 980 nm in the ytterbium absorption’s region is not the main contributor to current 

enhancement. This enhancement is mainly due to scattering effect. 

However, the incident power around 1000 nm delivered by the monochromator is around  

10-5W/cm²/nm. Since upconversion is a non-linear effect, the contribution to the photocurrent at 

higher densities (the solar irradiance at this wavelength is about 104 times higher) would probably be 

significantly higher. 

 
c. Comment on others UCNPs 

 

In Annex 11, the same optimization on concentration and configuration were carried out on 

KY3F10:YF3 (Annex 11.A, in collaboration with Zhelu Hu), KY3F10 (Annex 11.B.), and NaYF4 

(hydrothermal synthesis, Annex  11.C). 

 

We observed similar behaviors in the case of KY3F10:YF3 insertion as in the case of KY7F22. 

We observe for those UCNPs the same tendency of first an increase and then a decrease of Jsc , Voc 

and PCEs with the concentration. The t-test was carried out on the PCE’s distributions for standard 

devices compared to the distributions of devices with 5 wt % front- and 5 wt % rear-side insertions.  

The distributions of PCEs for a front-side and rear-side insertion (5 wt %) have a probability of 0.95 

and respectively 0.99 to effectively belong to different distributions than the one corresponding to 

standard devices. 

 

In Annex 11.B, the standard device displays a lower average efficiency than the device with 5wt%  

doped KY3F10 inserted on the rear-side. The standard deviations for the parameters are much bigger. 

The t-test carried out for the insertions of those UCNPs showed a probability of 0.05 that the PCE’s 

distributions effectively belong to different distributions between standard and UCNP devices. 

This does not allow us to conclude on the improvement of the devices in which KY3F10 had been 

inserted. 

This might be explainable by the low optical activity of those particles, which made it difficult to 

measure their PLQE. Their lower size that implies high particle-to-particle attractions (as discussed in 

Chapter III section 2.1) also played the role in the difficult to obtain homogeneous dispersion in IPA.  

The insertion of NaYF4 (hydrothermal, synthesis D, Annex 11.C.), did not show any improvement as 

compared to the standard device. This might be related to the difficulty to obtain an homogenous 

dispersion of the UCNPs on top of TiO2. 

 
d. Plasmonic enhanced upconversion in a solar device – Preliminary study 

 
Encouraging results were obtained by comparing UCNPs insertion alone with the insertion of UCNPs 

together with NRs. The table displaying the best, average and standard deviation values for Jsc, Voc, 

FF and PCE are available in the Annex 11.D, and they correspond to three different compositions of 

UCNP/NR deposited on TiO2: (A) KY3F10 2 wt % alone, (B) KY3F10 2 wt % followed by deposition of NRs 

by spin coating, and (C) spin-coating of a mixed solution (volumic ratio 1:4 KY3F10 2 wt %:NRs 

equivalent to weight ratio 500:1). 
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As we can see on the resulting I-V curves of the best performing devices for those three experimental 

conditions (Figure 90), (C) leads to a higher average value of short circuit current (22.4 mA/cm² ) than 

(B) and (C) (20.9 and 20.3 mA/cm²). 

In this experiment, standard device (without any particles) had higher PCEs than devices with 

nanoparticles inserted. Obtaining higher PCEs for those experimental conditions than for standard 

devices would give to these results a much stronger weight. 

An interesting direction would consist in obtaining similar statistical proofs as the ones used of UCNP 

insertions by comparing standard devices to devices with UCNPs, NRs, and both. But in this work 

thesis, we did not have enough time to carry further experiments in that direction. 

 

 
Figure 90. I-V curve comparison between three different devices in which UCNP/NR based layers 

were deposited on TiO2: KY3F10 2% spin coated (2000 rpm 30 seconds followed by 1 min annealing at 
100°C), same followed by NRs spin coating (same deposition speeds and annealing), and deposition 

of a mixed solution 1:4 volumic ratio of KY3F10 2% and NRs. 

 
3. Optical characterizations 

 

a.LBIC/fluorescence mapping under NIR excitation 

 

Besides the optimizations on the amount of UCNPs based on macroscopic photovoltaic 

characteristics, we performed detailed microscopic characterizations by the light-beam induced 

current (LBIC)/fluorescence mapping technique on solar cells with only half of their interface 

decorated by UCNPs fabricated on purpose. Such mapping experiments provided detailed 

microscopic and spectroscopic evidence allowing one to correlate the electrical and optical 

contribution of UCNPs together with the solar cell morphology. We note that the results from the 

macroscopic solar cell characterization in the previous section represent a global consequence of 

UCNP insertion on the perovskite solar cells where multiple effects play together. In order to quantify 

the upconversion contribution, here we further performed a microscopic solar cell characterization 

by the LBIC technique to correlate UCNP emission with upconversion-contributed photocurrent 
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under the excitation of a NIR laser (at 975 nm). Due to experimental limitations in the case of the 

front-side UCNP insertion (principally due to the shadowing), we focused on the rear-side UCNP 

insertion configuration to carry out the following microscopic studies. The shadowing of the particles 

is related to their (small) absorption. The UCNPs being placed on the light path of the laser (in the 

case of the front configuration), the increase of current can be cancelled out by the reduced 

absorption of the perovskite. 

In order to facilitate LBIC-microstructure correlation, half of the perovskite/HTL interface was 

masked on purpose during the deposition of UCNPs (KY7F22 5 wt % solution used here) and thus 

creating solar cells with half of their perovskite/HTL interface decorated by UCNPs (Figure 91 (b)). 

The LBIC/fluorescence mapping in this work was achieved by focusing a 975 nm NIR laser through the 

transparent side (FTO) of the solar cell at the perovskite/HTL interface where UCNPs were inserted 

for half of the device (Figure 91 (a)). The laser spot diameter was about 30 – 50 μm and the total 

power of the laser spot was about 7 mW (which gives a power density around 360 W/cm²/nm, so 

700 times higher than the one at 975 nm the solar emission). While the laser spot was fixed during 

mapping experiments, the position of the solar cell was controlled by a piezoelectric scanning stage. 

At each point, we recorded simultaneously the short-circuit current of the solar cell together with a 

fluorescence spectrum. A rectangular area (100 μm by 25 μm) at the border between the two zones 

was chosen for LBIC/fluorescence mapping experiments (indicated as the dark dashed line square in 

(Figure 91 (b)).  

 
Figure 91. (a) Schematic of the LBIC/fluorescence mapping experimental set-up and the cross  

sectional schematic of the UCNP (KY7F22)-incorporated solar cell used in this work. The NIR laser (975 

nm) was focused at the perovskite/HTL interface through the FTO side. (b) Schematic (not to scale) of 

the UCNP-incorporated perovskite solar cell structure where half of the perovskite/HTL 

interface was decorated by UCNPs. The dark dashed square represents the device area where 

LBIC/fluorescence mapping was carried out. (c) Optical image of the top-view (imaged from the 

gold electrode side) of the UCNP-incorporated perovskite solar cell. The interface between the 

part with and without UCNPs is clearly visible. 
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A typical LBIC and fluorescence mapping results are shown in Figure 92. When the laser spot mapped 

from the part of device without UCNPs to the part with UCNPs, we observed a Jsc about 3 times 

higher. This increase of Jsc represents both the upconversion contribution from UCNPs excited by the 

975 nm laser and the scattering contribution.  

During this experiment, it’s worth to note that any behavior attributed to defect in perovskite should 

be identical for both parts of the device with or without UCNPs. 

In coherence with the Jsc mapping, an appearance of fluorescence of UCNPs was observed when the 

laser spot travelled from the part without to the part with UCNPs. These trends are clearly visible 

from the dashed line profile of the mapping results, plotted in Figure 92. 

The fluorescence spectrum recorded on the part with UCNP (Figure 92(b)) exhibited two 

fluorescence peaks located respectively around 540 nm (green fluorescence) and 660 nm (red 

fluorescence). By comparison to the fluorescence spectrum recorded from stand-alone UCNPs 

deposited on a glass substrate (Figure 52 and Figure 18), the green/red fluorescence intensity ratio 

recorded in LBIC/fluorescence mapping experiment is largely reduced. This is due to the fact that the 

fluorescence signal must travel through the perovskite layer before being detected during 

LBIC/fluorescence mapping. As the perovskite layer has a larger absorption coefficient at the green 

fluorescence wavelengths than red fluorescence ones, the fluorescence signal detected exhibited a 

reduced proportion of green/red fluorescence.  

 

 
Figure 92. (a) Jsc and fluorescence line profile of the dashed line shown in (c), (d) and (e). (b)The 

upconversion fluorescence spectrum recorded during the LBIC mapping at the point A (labelled in 
(c)). (c) Short-circuit current Jsc mapping under the excitation of a 975 nm NIR laser. (d) and (e) The 

red and green fluorescence mapping recorded simultaneously during LBIC mapping. Each pixel 
represents the fluorescence signal integrated between 630 nm and 680 nm for red fluorescence (d) 

and between 517 nm and 560 nm for green fluorescence (e). 
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This reduced UCNP green fluorescence observed therefore is related to the optical contribution of 

the UCNPs in a perovskite solar cell where upconversion fluorescence was absorbed by the 

perovskite layer. The above-described LBIC/fluorescence mapping experiments thus offer a detailed 

microscopic picture, by which one can find the electrical and optical contribution of UCNPs together 

in excellent agreement with the solar cell morphology. 

 

This experiment was also conducted on 5 wt % KY3F10:YF3  and gave similar results that accessible in 

the Annex 12.A. In this experiment, however, the dark current was higher than in the experiment 

above (around 17 nA), and the increase of Jsc is only around 1.5 times. This is related to the poor 

quality of the device used for this measurement (showing only around 1% efficiency). This did not 

prevent us however to measure the microscopic effect of the presence of UCNPs on the current. 

 

b. Under laser irradiation: variation of current with excitation power 

 

In order to measure the influence of the excitation power of the 975 nm-laser on the current 

generated in the device, we used a similar set-up than the one represented Figure 91 (a). The current 

generated by the device was measured as the laser spot is entirely focused inside the pixel. The 

excitation power varied by changing the power delivered by the laser controller. This measure was 

executed on devices with 2, 5 and 10 wt % of KY3F10:YF3 inserted in the rear-side of 

FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3 perovskite devices. The results of this experiment are shown Figure 93. 

The power of the laser was measured by a power meter.  

 
Figure 93. Variation of current density measured on a UCNP implemented perovskite solar cell for 

different UCNP concentration and excitation power 

We observe an increase of short-circuit current with excitation power. The pristine device (no 

UCNPs) adopts this behavior too, which suggests a small absorption of the NIR by the perovskite 
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material. We can also observe a similar behavior as the one observed previously in the UCNP 

concentration optimization (section II.2.a of this chapter): the current density increases as the UCNP 

concentration increases until it reached a maximum value, for 5% UCNPs. At higher concentration, it 

decreases, which was previously attributed to the formation of charge transport barriers and 

possible recombination centers. 

As a comparison between the order of magnitude of excitation power and solar power at this 

wavelength, if the solar irradiance at 980 is 550 mW/cm2/nm, it represents a power of 55 mW/nm on 

a solar cell (whose surface is 0.1 cm2). 

 

c. In situ luminescence variation with UCNPs concentration 

 

In order to investigate further about the effects of upconversion and the other parameters on the 

increase of device short-circuit current increase, we decided to measure qualitatively and 

quantitatively the variation of PL intensity of the devices used in the previous section.  These 

measurements were operated on KY3F10:YF3 implemented in ETL-free FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3 

perovskite devices, by similar experimental conditions than the one in Figure 91 (a). It is schematized 

Figure 94(a).The laser is focused on a device area not covered by the gold top electrode. The 

transmitted beam was recorded by a spectrometer. Three different devices were tested for each 

condition. 

 

 
Figure 94. (a) Schematic representation of the set-up for the measurement of qualitative and 

quantitative variation of photoluminescence for devices with different UCNP concentration and in 
different configurations. (b) Pictures of the devices under laser excitation for rear- (left pictures) and 
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front-side (right pictures) insertion. Three different devices for each condition were tested. The 
diameter of the laser spot is around 20 µm. 

 

Qualitative variation: camera detection 

 

Pictures of the devices under laser excitation were taken (Figure 94(b)). We notice a stronger 

luminescence in the rear configuration, which is coherent with the fact that in that case, the 

luminescence is less absorbed by the perovskite material than in the front configuration. 

We also notice an increasing PL intensity as the UCNP concentration increases for both 

configurations. 

 

Quantitative luminescence intensity variation 

 

In order to quantify those results, we measured the PL intensities at 545 and 662 nm (corresponding 

to green and red emissions respectively). 

The averaged (over three devices) spectrums clearly show an increase of PL intensity associated with 

an increased amount of UCNPs in both configurations (Figure 95). The intensity at 662 nm for 10wt% 

is a little less than 3 times higher than the one at 5 wt %, which is itself 4 times higher than the one at 

2 wt %, in the front configuration. Those ratios are both around two in the rear configuration. 

We can also note that here the green PL is absorbed in the case of the front-side insertion than the 

rear-side, as previously already observed (in the LBIC/fluorescence measurement). 

Figure 95  PL spectra (transmission) as a function of UCNP concentration for front-side (a) insertion 
and rear-side (b) insertion.  Spectrum are averaged over 3 substrates. 

 

Those measurements were quantified and the values of the intensities at 454 nm and 662 nm as a 

function of the concentration and configuration are shown Figure 96. They corroborate the results 

discussed above. 
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Figure 96 Logarithmic variation of PL intensity at 454 and 662 nm as a function of UCNP (KY3F10:YF3) 
concentration for front-side (a) insertion and rear-side (b) insertion. Each point corresponds to a 

different substrate. 
 

Those results showing a clear increase of PL intensity as the UNCP concentration increases would 

suggest that the optical contribution to the short circuit current only increases as the UCNP 

concentration increases. However, at higher concentrations of UCNPs (>5%), other effects related to 

the presence of UCNPs that rather contribute to current decrease start to play a preponderant role. 

 

In this Chapter, we incorporated UCNPs in solar devices and the resulting devices exhibited increased 

performances. The concentration of UCNPs had to be adjusted in order to maximize this 

enhancement. Thanks to optical characterizations, we were also able to highlight this upconversion 

contribution and understand more precisely the different mechanisms under this variation of 

performance. 
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Conclusion and perspectives  
 

In this thesis work, we first introduced concepts behind upconversion effect, plasmonic effect, 

plasmonic enhanced upconversion and current photogeneration in photovoltaic devices. The 

introduction of upconversion nanoparticles together with plasmonic structures in perovskite solar 

cells can help converting in situ one part of the solar spectrum into visible light, and increase the 

absorption of the solar cell and thus its performance. 

 

In order to implement those nanoparticles, photovoltaic devices have to be as optimized as possible. 

For this reason, different deposition methods and recipes were experimented, for the Electron 

Transport Layer (ETL), the perovskite layer and the Hole Transport Layer (HTL). The structure later 

chosen for nanoparticles insertions was an ETL-free device, with Spiro-OMeTAD as HTL and 

FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3 as the perovskite composition. 

 

Different types of upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) were synthetized following different synthesis 

methods (coprecipitation, hydrothermal and solvothermal synthesis for both sodium and potassium 

fluoride matrixes such as NaYF4 and KY7F22). 

Plasmonic gold nanorods were synthetized. The synthesis was adjusted in order to obtain a Localized 

Surface Plasmonic  Resonance close to the absorption region of the UCNPs (980 nm). 

 

UCNPs were successfully inserted in perovskite devices, and the average solar cell power conversion 

efficiency (PCE) enhancement was around 6%. Complementary optical characterizations such as 

LBIC/fluorescence mapping method allowed us to improve the understanding of the mechanism 

behind this enhancement: the presence of UCNPs improves short-circuit currents both by their 

optical contribution in the absorption of the active layer and by the scattering that results from the 

presence of nanoparticles on incident light beam. At high UCNP concentration, however, the 

different morphological perturbations introduced by UCNPs result in the inverted effect and PCE 

tend to decrease. 

 

Preliminary studies were also carried out by inserting Au NRs in solar devices together with UCNPs. 

These give a bright perspective on the following work to obtain a statistical proof on the repeatability 

of the trend observed (higher PCE when both nanoparticles were inserted than when only UCNPs 

were inserted), and to compare such results to control devices (i.e. no nanoparticles). 

 

The contribution of the optical effect under the measuring conditions was rather small. But 

upconversion is a non-linear effect. UCNP insertion in solar cells would gain more advantages in the 

presence of a solar concentrator, whether for perovskite-based photovoltaic devices or for other 

structures showing low absorption in the near-infrared spectrum.  

 

The results of this thesis work provides an experimental basis and interesting perspectives to 

the future application of other upconversion approchaches (e.g. to efficiently upconvert other near-

infrared wavelength than 980 nm) in solar cells based on other materials than perovskite. 
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Annexes 

Annex 1 - Current-voltage equation for the case of an ideal diode 

We consider an ideal p-n junction, which means two semiconductors with the same bandgap 

assembled. One, on the left in this study, is n-doped, which means doped with donors that are atoms 

with a higher number of electrons, and the other is p-doped, which means doped with acceptors that 

are atoms with a lower number of electrons. Both materials are neutral. We call Nd and Na the 

respective concentrations of those elements. They thus also represent the concentration in major 

free carriers in their respective regions: electrons on the n side, holes on the p side. They are free 

because they are binding electrons not involved in any chemical bond. 

Let’s consider this junction at equilibrium: it’s under constant temperature and it’s disconnected 

from all extern current or voltage source. The current in the diode is equal to zero and potential 

difference is equal to zero. 

Depletion zone – electric field and potential [301] 

Due to concentration gradient, free charges diffuse (electrons from n to p zone, holes from p to n 

zone) as shown in Figure 97. 

 

Figure 97. Scheme of pn junction. Free charges diffuse under concentration gradient. 

This diffusion results in the creation of a zone called charge depletion zone as shown in Figure 98, 

which is a zone positively charged on the n side, and negatively charged on the p side, but overall 

neutral. Holes on the n-side and electrons on the p-side become minor carriers. The concentration of 

minor carriers is equal to the one of major ones: 

Na electrons on the p-side and Nd holes on the n-

side.  

The space charge in both zones is equal to the 

charge of the minority charge carrier (q for a 

hole, -q for an electron) times the concentration 

of those charge carriers: qNd electrons in the p 

side, -qNa holes on the n side, as we can see on 

Figure 97. 
Figure 98. Space charge in the depletion zone. 
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The difference of the local charge in this zone 

creates an electric field from the zone positively 

charged to the zone negatively charged. Those 

carriers are themselves subjected to a Coulomb 

force, which drifts charge minor carriers as we 

can see on Figure 99. 

We make the Shockley hypothesis that 

 there are no major free charge carriers 
in the depletion zone anymore, but only 
fixed minor charge carriers,  

 the depletion zone goes from –xn on the n-side to +xp on the p-side, with W= xp + xn being the 
space charge layer width, 

 at x = xp, and x=-xn, the semiconductor becomes neutral 
 

And the ideal pn junction hypothesis allows us to neglect the generation and recombination in the 

depletion zone. 

Due to Maxwell’s first equation  giving the relation between the electric field E, the space 

charge δ and the permittivity of vacuum ε0, we can deduce the electric field profile, shown on Figure 

100 (a), from this space charge profile. By integrating δ(x) on the n-side, given the boundary 

condition En(-xn) = 0, we obtain 
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On the p-side, given the boundary condition En(xp) = 0, we obtain 
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Continuity in x = 0 gives us Na.xp = Nd.xn, which means the depletion zone is more extended on the 

less doped side of the junction. 

Figure 99. PN junction under equilibrium. The 
depletion zone is at the interface between both 

semiconductors. 
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Figure 100. (a)Electric field profile (b) Internal potential profile xn and xp are the borders of the 
depletion zone and Vd is the diffusion tension. 

By using the expression binding the energy to the potential E = -q , we can also plot the internal 

potential inside the pn junction, which is shown Figure 100(b). 

Fermi function and charges concentrations for intrinsic semiconductor [302] 

The fermi function Fn represents the probability of occupancy of an electron at the energy E: 

 

 
3 

 

Where Ef is the fermi level of the intrinsic semiconductor, which is the energy level at which the 

probability of occupancy is ½ at thermodynamic equilibrium. In a semiconductor, the fermi energy is 

usually within the bandgap. 

For high values of energies (E>>Ef), since the exponential is much larger than 1, we have 
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The average number of electrons can be obtained by multiplying the fermi function by the density of 

state g(E), which we can consider being a fixed number called Nc, the effective density of states for 
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electrons. 

We can thus write 

 
 

48 

 

If we consider the valence band (E<<Ef), the exponential will be much smaller than 1, and so we can 

use the approximation 
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Since the probability of occupancy of holes is the probability of absence of electrons (Fp = 1 – Fn), we 

have 
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And so we can also deduce that the distribution of holes in the valence band can be written as 
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Where Nc is the density of states of holes.  

At thermal equilibrium, Fermi energy must be the same everywhere. We then have 
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where ni is the number of electrons and holes, which are equals, in a neutral intrinsic semiconductor, 

which depends on temperature.  

We still consider an intrinsic semiconductor and we write this equation for x = - xn and x = xp, and if 

we define nn0, np0 as electron concentration respectively as major and as minor charge carriers 

(electron concentrations at –xn and +xp), and pp0 and pn0 the same for holes (at +xp a and –xn), we can 

obtain  

 nn0 pn0 = np0 pp0 = ni² 
 

53 

PN junction under equilibrium ( V = 0 ) [302] 

When a n-doped and a p-doped semiconductor are put in contact, we admit the concentration in 

electrons and holes respectively at –xn and +xp are described by these equations (this can be deduced 

from fermi-dirac distribution law but we won’t demonstrate it here) 

 
 

 
54 

 
 

 
55 
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Where Ec,n is the conduction band energy on the n-side and Ev,p is the valence band energy on the p-

side, as pictured Figure 101. 

If we define two potentials φp0 and φn0 defined as respectively eφp0 = Ef – Ev,p and -eφn0= Ec,n– Ef  and 

φbi the built-in potential, with e. φbi = Eg - e ( φp0 – φn0 ) = Eg – ( Ev,p – Ec,n ), as shown on Figure 101. 

 

Figure 101. Band diagram of a pn junction 

By deducing Ev,p and Ec,n expressions from Equations 54 and 55 We thus have  
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By replacing in this equation Nc and Nv by their expression obtained from Equations 48 and 51, and 

complete it with equation 53, and we get 
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Which in the end gives us the expression of minor charge carrier concentrations with built-in 

potential: 
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Polarized junction [303] 

When a positive bias φ is applied between both electrodes of the pn junction, the potential 

difference decreases, and so does the electric field, as shown on Figure 102.  

 

Figure 102. PN junction under forward bias 

We will thus replace φbi by its new value φbi – φ, and if we define np and pn as the concentration in 

minor charge carriers (so for electrons within 0 < x < xp and holes –xn < x < 0), we have 
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Let’s write the continuity equation in the neutral layers: the temporal variation of electron 

concentration 

 

 

62 

with Gn and Rn respectively the generation and recombination rates, and Jn the electron density 

current. The difference between generated and recombinaed electrons logically equals the number 

of created electrons. It is the deviation to equilibrium, the difference between current electrons 

concentration and electrons concentration at equilibrium, divided by the lifetime of the electrons: 
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Current density is the sum of drift current density, which is proportional to the electric field intensity, 

and the diffusion current, which is proportional to the concentration gradient, following Fick’s rule. 

We can thus write 
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With μn the mobility of the electron in m².V-1
.s-1. Since the electric field is equal to zero outside the 

depletion zone, we combine 63 and 64 and we obtain 
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By integrating this equation with the boundary conditions stating np=np0 for x→+∞ and the limit for x 

= xp being defined by Equation 61, we get 
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With Ln being defined as  which is diffusion length where Dn is defined as q/μnkT. 

We can then plot Jn and Jp profiles, as shown on Figure 103. 

 

Figure 103. Current profile in a p-n junction (p on the right side) 

We can now give the expression of the current in a pn ideal junction by calculating the sum of 

electron and hole current densities on specific points: 

 

 

6
7 
 
 

   
With 
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For a solar cell, we just have to subtract the photocurrent, which is caused by charge generation due 

to photons absorption. 
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This potential-current equation for a p-n polarized junction is used as a prediction of the potential-

current equation for a solar cell. 
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Annex 2. Upconversion models 

A.Upconversion mechanism: electronic population level time derivative equations [98] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 104. Schematic electronic transitions implied in upconversion process in ytterbium erbium 
doped NaYF4 [98].  
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The number in brackets next to the level’s name used in the description of the upconversion 

model in Figure 104 will be used in the upcoming equations describing the level’s population 

evolutions.  

The transition rate related to ytterbium’s absorption is defined to be F.σYb, F being the 

photon flux and σYb the absorption cross section. 

For an energy transfer from ytterbium to erbium, it will occur between level n2’ of ytterbium 

and two levels i and f of erbium, i = (1,2,3,5,6) and f = (3,5,7,8,9), the term added will be kETi-fnin2’ (ET 

rate constant, times “departure” level of Yb, n2’ times “departure” level of Er ni). For a back energy 

transfer from erbium to ytterbium, between two levels I and f of erbium, with i = (3,4,7,9) and f = 

(1,2,3,5), the term added is equal to kETi-fnin1’. 

For a non radiative contribution, the term added to ṅx is +kNR,x’nx’ if x is the final state level 

and -kNR,xnx if x is the initial state level.  

We consider also the case where two adjacent erbium atoms both excited in 4I13/2 result in 

one excited erbium at 4I11/2 and one in the ground state 4I15/2. The rate of this process is called kUC,2. 

We thus have the following set of ten equations: 
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The article does not mention any reason why CR occurring between level 6 and 1 affects level 3. The 

premultipliers of the radiative rate constants were measured from emission spectra and calculated 

from Judd-Ofelt parameters. 

B.Parameters for the UC model developed by Anderson et al.[98] 

 

kYb (s-1) 613 

kET1-3 (cm-3 s-1) 1.18 x 10-14 

kET2-3 (cm-3 s-1) 0.0 x 10-15 

kET3-7 (cm-3 s-1) 1.54 x 10-15 

kET5-8 (cm-3 s-1) 1.76 x 10-15 

kET6-9 (cm-3 s-1) 6.07 x 10-15 

kET3-1 (cm-3 s-1) 2 x 10-16 

kET5-2 (cm-3 s-1) 0.00 x 10-16 

kET7-3 (cm-3 s-1) 2.04 x 10-16 

kET9-5 (cm-3 s-1) 2.84 x 10-16 

kNR9 (s-1) 1.76 x 106 

kNR8 (s-1) 43450 

kNR7 (s-1) 1.0 x 106 

kNR6 (s-1) 26 

kNR5 (s-1) 0.0 

kNR4 (s-1) 22120 

kNR3 (s-1) 61 

kR8 (s-1) 2330 

kR6 (s-1) 1510 

kR5 (s-1) 2039 

kR3 (s-1) 73 

kR2 (s-1) 110 

kCR6 (cm-3 s-1) 2.79 x 10-17 

kCR4 (cm-3 s-1) 8.04 x 10-19 

kUC2 (cm-3 s-1) 2.31 x 10-17 
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Annex 3. Drude’s model  

 

We will describe here the Drude’s model. 

For more extended information, the reader can refer to [144]. 

We consider the interface metal/air under electromagnetic field . Electrons 

are submitted to Lorentz force as well as a friction force  which corresponds to collisions with 

atomic nucleus. It can be expressed as m.γ.d /dt, where γ is a damping constant and 

  is the displacement of the electron. 

Writing Newton’s second law, we have 
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If we use the complex notation (d/dt=iω), we obtain 
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Which gives us the expression of the displacement of the electron 
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The electron thus moves as the electric field changes direction. If electrons move, the metal becomes 

polarized and the barycenter of electron and ionic processions split from each other. The volumic 

polarization can be expressed as volumic density of electrons times their charge (-e) times their 

displacement: 

 
 

85 

On the other hand, we can write that the volumic polarization is equal to 
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Where εo  is the permittivity constant of vacuum, in F/m, 

and χmetal the susceptibility of the metal linked to its permittivity through χmetal + 1 = metal. 

We can thus write, by combining Equations 84, 85, and 86 
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Where ωp is the plasma frequency defined as 
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Where  

 n is the number or electrons 

 e their charge, in C, 

 ε0 permittivity of vacuum , in F/m, 

 m their mass, in kg, 

 γ a constant characteristic of the material describing its damping, in s-1
. 

 

If we express the complex form for the permittivity of the metal we have 
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Annex 4. Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance ‘s condition for a sphere[144]. 

 

We will consider all the metallic ions as a ionic sphere and all the conduction electrons as an 

electronic ball. Let’s express electric fields created by these balls. Using Gauss theorem that links the 

electric field flux through a surface and the quantity of charges in a volume V, we can write two 

equations for ions ( ) and for electrons ( ), which we summarized by only one: 
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Where  

 Qint = q.n.V is the total charge in the sphere (of electrons, in the case of  and of cations in 

the case of ), in C, 

 V is the volume of the sphere, equal to 4/3.π.r3, in cm3 

 ε0 permittivity of vacuum , in F/m, 

 n is electron concentration, in cm-3
, 

 q the charge, in C. 

By deriving twice the equations, we thus obtain 
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 For electric field created by ions, and 
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For electric field created by electrons. 

These two spheres can move under an electric field : the ions, under the electric field created by 

electrons, and the electrons, under the electric field created by ions. Let’s however consider that due 

to the difference of mass between ions and electrons, only electrons are moving. Let’s consider the 

ball of electrons goes from point O (on which the ions ball is centered) to point O’, and let’s look at 

total electric field at point M, as described on this figure: 
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Electric field on point M si the sum of electric field of ions coming from point O and from electrons 

coming from point O’: 
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We will use this relation later. 

Let’s now write the equation of movement for a conduction electron located in O’ which is submitted 

to the force related to two electric fields: from ions on one hand, and the electric field of incoming 

wave  on the other hand. The electron is also submitted to a friction force called  already 

mentioned in Drude’s model Equation 82. 

We can thus write 
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By substituting expression of ωp given by Equation 88 and by defining electron’s displacement  

 we have d/dt = iω and we can write 
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We recognize the expression of a harmonic oscillator whose natural frequency is ω0=ωp/√3, and we 

can express electron displacement 
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Let’s go back to the whole metallic sphere, whose dipolar moment is expressed as its volume times 

the total charge times the displacement of the electron cloud: 
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We can thus write 
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By combining Equations 88 and 99 and the relation between ωp and ω0, we have 
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And if we call α the polarizability defined as 
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We can write 
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We will now link polarizability to the permittivity of the metal εmetal and of the environing material 

εenv (by admitting that ε0 can simply be replaced by εenv). 

 

Let’s define  the volumic dipolar moment for the metallic sphere, which is the dipolar moment for 

only one electron (which is equal to e. ) times the electron volumic concentration. We have 
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By considering the total electric field from the ions and electrons in equation 93, we can write 
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We can thus define the total field  at any point M: 
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By writing the second newton’s law for an electron of velocity  submitted to Laplace force with total 

field, and friction force, we have 
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which gives  
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The expression of polarization current density being the total charge (which is equal to the charge of 

an electron times it’s volumic concentration) times the velocity of charges, we have 
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with the conductivity σ equal to 
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Furthermore, similarly to Equation 86,  we have 
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where χmetal stands for metal susceptilibity χmetal = (εmetal/εenv) – 1. By combining equations 105 and 

110 we can write 
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By combining Equations 97 and 108 and the relation between polarization current density  and 

polarization being , we can write  
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Which gives, when combined to 111: 
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And we recognize the partial expression of polarizability as given equation 101, which allows us to 

relate polarizability to permittivities: 
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We thus have resonance when polarizability tends to the infinity, so when| 2 εenv + εmetal | is minimal. 

We usually consider that the environment medium’s permittivity is real and metal’s one is imaginary, 

so since permittivities depend on frequency, the resonance occurs when 

f(ω)=(Re(εmetal(ω))+2εenv(ω))2+Im(εmetal(ω))2 is minimal. 

  

Annex 5. FDTD Equations 

For more information, the reader can refer to [144]. 

We consider a linear isotropic and non magnetic propagation medium. 

Maxwell-Faraday-Lenz equation gives us 
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Where  is the electric field in V/m, 

 the magnetic field in A/m, 

and µ and µ0 respectively magnetic permeabilities of the considered propagation medium and of 

vacuum in kg.m.A-².s-2
. 

Ampere  law’s gives us 
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With  being the charge current in A.m-2
 and 

 the electric induction in A.m-2.s. We have , where ε0 and εr are respectively permittivity 

of vacuum and of the considered propagation medium in kg.m.A-2.s-2. 

For a charge current being equal to zero, we can write a set of equations that are projections of 

equations 115 and 116 on x,y, and z axis. 
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FDTD consists in solving this partial differential equations system implying a discretization of time 

and space, using the expression of a derivative 
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Calculation space is meshed in order to get a space h between all possible points, that is the smallest 

as possible. Let’s consider a square mesh as shown below. 

 
Figure 105. Scheme of a square mesh as the one used for FDTD calculation 

 

The spatial partial derivatives at a certain time t are described using those equations: 
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And for temporal derivative : 
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The elements of electric field (ti) are calculated for t such as t = n.Δt, and (ti) for t=(n+1/2)Δt, 

where n is an integer. We thus have six equations that are obtained by recurrence. 
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Annex 6. Statistical analysis - T-table [304] 

As mentioned, the t-test is a statistical test used to compare two Gaussian distribution between 

them and decide whether they do belong to different distributions (which is equivalent to confirm 

the null hypothesis). A t-value is calculated starting from the two data we wish to compare. 

 

The t-table gathers the values under which the t-value, as express in section I.3.b of the Chapter 2 

must be in order to confirm the null hypothesis with a certitude corresponding to the index under 

the t at the top column (0.5, 0.75 …). The left column corresponds to the number of degree of liberty, 

or in our case, the number of sample in the compared batches. 

 

If the compared batches have different number of samples, an effective degree can be calculated as 

followed: 
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Annex 7. Tables of values for perovskite solar cell fabrication optimization. 

 Jsc (mA/cm²) Voc FF PCE 

Best device 15.9 0.59 36 3.4 

Average 12.9 0.46 32 2.0 

Standard deviation 2.3 0.11 3 1.0 

Table 10. I-V curve for 1Ti spun at 4000rpm. PSK=1MAPbI3. HTL=Poly-TPD. 3 devices. 

 

 Jsc (mA/cm²) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%) 

Best device 22.8 0.86 57 11.1 

Average 20.6 0.67 46 6.9 

Standard deviation 2.6 0.14 3 3.3 

Table 11. I-V curve for 1Ti spun at 2000rpm. PSK=1MAPbI3. HTL= Poly-TPD. 4 devices. 

 Jsc (mA/cm²) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%) 

Best device 12.1 0.77 42 3.9 

Average 11.1 0.76 39 3.3 

Standard deviation 0.9 0.0 3 0.6 

Table 12. I-V curve for 3Ti spun at 5000rpm. PSK=MAPbI3-xClx. HTL=1Spiro. 2 devices. 

 

 Jsc (mA/cm²) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%) 

Best device 26.2 0.72 46 8.6 

Average 20.9 0.68 42 6.1 

Standard deviation 3.4 0.13 6 2.2 

Table 13. I-V curve for  3Ti  spun at 2000rpm. PSK= MAPbI3-xClx. HTL=1Spiro. 7 devices. 

 Jsc (mA/cm²) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%) 

Best device 25.6 0.85 52 11.4 

Average 21.8 0.83 47 8.7 

Standard deviation 2.5 0.1 5 2.3 

Table 14. I-V curve for  3Ti  spun at 3000rpm. PSK=MAPbI3-xClx. HTL=1Spiro. 4 devices. 

 Jsc (mA/cm²) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%) 

Best device 20.1 0.82 47 7.7 

Average 13.3 0.65 39 4.3 

Standard deviation 6.7 0.16 8 3.3 

Table 15. I-V curve for 1Ti spun at 2000rpm. PSK= MAPbI3-xClx. HTL=1Spiro. 2 devices. 

 Jsc (mA/cm²) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%) 

Best device 15.7 0.92 50 7.2 

Average 14.9 0.87 45 5.9 

Standard deviation 0.75 0.04 3 0.9 

Table 16. I-V curve for ²MAPbI3 Ti =  3Ti  Spiro = 2Spiro 7 devices. 

 Jsc (mA/cm²) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%) 

Best device 16.3 1.09 64 11.3 

Average 15.7 1.06 60 10.1 

Standard deviation 0.47 0.04 3 1.058 

Table 17. I-V curve for FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3. No ETL. Spiro = 2Spiro 6 devices. 
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 Jsc (mA/cm²) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%) 

Best device 21.8 0.68 45 6.7 

Average 20.0 0.66 40 5.4 

Standard deviation 1.5 0.01 5 1.2 

Table 18. I-V curve for 1Spiro Ti= 3Ti  PSK = 1MAPbI3. 3devices. 

 Jsc (mA/cm²) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE(%) 

Best device 5.7 0.39 27 0.6 

Average 4.0 0.41 26 0.4 

Standard deviation 1.6 0.01 1 0.2 

Table 19. I-V curve for Poly-TPD. Ti=  3Ti  PSK = 1MAPbI3. 2 devices. 

 Jsc (mA/cm²) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%) 

Best device 12.7 0.94 55 6.6 

Average 12.3 0.9 42 4.7 

Standard deviation 0.5 0.04 9 1.2 

Table 20. I-V curve for 1Spiro. Ti=  3Ti  PSK = ²MAPbI3. 7 devices. 

 Jsc (mA/cm²) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%) 

Best device 16.2 1.0 49 8.3 

Average 15.7 1.0 47 7.6 

Standard deviation 1.2 0.01 2 1.0 

Table 21. I-V curve for ²Spiro. Ti=  3Ti  PSK = ²MAPbI3. 4 devices. 

Annex 8. Chemicals providers 

Spiro-oMeTAD was purchased from Solaronix.  

Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), Titanium(diisopropoxide) bis(2,4-pentanedionate) (75% in isopropanol) 

was purchased from Merck. 

 Acetone was purchased from Fischer. 

Er(NO3)3,5H2O (99.99%) was purchased from Alfa Aesar. 

Silver Nitrate Ag NO3 was purchased from Strem. 

Poly(N,N'-bis-4-butylphenyl-N,N'-bisphenyl)benzidine was purchased from American Dye Source. 

Methylamine solution (40 wt % in water), hydroiodic acid (57 wt % in water), hydrobromic acid (47 

wt% in water), hydrochloric acid (37 wt % in water), nitric acid ( 69 wt % in water), octadecene, oleic 

acid, ytterbium chloride hexahydrate, methanol, yttrium chloride hexahydrate, gadolinium chloride 

hydrate,  erbium chloride hexahydrate, lead iodide, lead bromide, anhydrous chlorobenzene, sodium 

hydroxide, ammonium fluoride, anhydrous acetonitrile, hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide 

(CTAB), gold (III) chloride trihydrate HAuCl4, sodium borohydride NaBH4, ascorbic acid, sodium oleate 

NaOL, 80% tetrakis (hydroxymethyl) phosphonium chloride, tert-butylpyridine (TBP), anhydrous 

dichlorobenzene, bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide lithium salt (Li-TFSI), anhydrous ethanol, 

isopropanol (IPA), diethanolamine, formamidine acetate, titanium isopropoxide, cesium iodide, 

ether, Yb(NO3)3,5H2O (99.999%), Y(NO3)3,4H2O (99.99%), K(NO3) (99.99%), HF (>40% in water) and 

anhydrous KF (99.99%) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 
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Annex 9. Gold growth on UCNPs 

Li et al. combine UCNPs synthesis followed by gold shell growth. The protocol of the synthesis 2 of 

NaYF4:30%Gd3+:2%Er3+:18Yb3+ solvothermal (oleic acid ligands), given in Chapter 3, can be thus 

followed by a gold shell growth [217]. Since no optimal size had been obtained with this type of 

particles, we decided to run a test on on KY3F10:5%Er3+:20 %Yb3+ instead. We mixed growth solution 

with the UCNPs. The article’s protocol suggest to first attach the gold nanoseeds on the surface of 

the UCNPs and then further mix it with the growth solution, but the SEM images of this experiment 

suggest that the attachment of gold seeds to UCNPs is in competition with the formation of bigger 

gold NRs, in which case it would be more profitable to simply mix NRs and UCNPs. The surface 

chemistry of the two types of UCNPs could explain this difference: in one case (sodium matrix), the 

particles are covered by oleic acid ligands, whereas in the second case, they are not. 

Growth solution 

A solution was prepared by dissolving 5 mg of potassium carbonate in 20 mL DI water and stirring for 

15min. 400µL of 1 wt. % HAuCl4 was then added. The solution turned colorless after approximately 

10 min. The resulting solution was aged by storing it in the refrigerator for at least 1 day. 0.5 mL of 

UC solution (4mg/mL in IPA) was added to 5mL of the aged gold solution under stirring.  

The result was not very conclusive, as we can see by comparing obtained result with the one from 

the literature in Figure 106(a) and (b). We can clearly see that in our case, gold seeds and UCNPs are 

totally agglomerated, and that the attachment of gold was not as restricted to localized spots. 

 

Figure 106. Comparison of SEM pictures of gold attached to UCNPs (a)from the literature [217] 
(b)experimental test run at the laboratory. The brighter particles seem to correspond to UCNPs, 

whereas the darker central agglomerate would be the gold nanoseeds cluster. 
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Annex 10. Influence of concentration in UCNPs on the morphology of the solar cell 

Microscrope magnification : x 1000. 
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Annex 11. Doped KY3F10:YF3, KY3F10 and NaYF4 insertion in perovskite devices 

A.KY3F10:YF3 – in collaboration with Zhelu Hu 

 

Those solar cells are ETL-free devices. The Spiro recipe is ²Spiro. The perovskite is 

FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3. 

a. IV-Curve 

 

Figure 107. IV curve for the best performing devices with KY3F10:YF3 in front- and rear-side insertion 
(5 wt %) 

 

Table 22. Summary of the photovoltaic parameters from the best-performing perovskite solar cells 
with and without co-doped KY3F10:YF3 inserted in front-side insertion or rear-side insertion together 

with the control device (without NP insertion). The UCNP concentration applied was 5 wt%. 
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b. Concentration and configuration optimization 

 

Figure 108. Jsc, Voc, FF and PCE for KY3F10:YF3 insertion in perovskite (FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3) ETL free 

solar cells for different concentrations and in two configuration (front: on the perovskite layer, rear: 

on the perovskite layer). 

 

The t-value for the compared PCEs between the standard conditions and the ones with 5 wt % in the 

front-side is 2.86, which means the distributions have a probability of 0.95 to effectively belong to 

two different distributions (degrees of freedom = 4). 

This probability is worth 0.99 for the case of 5 wt % rear-side insertion. 
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c.EQE 

 
Figure 109. EQE spectra of two planar ETL-free FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3 perovskite solar cells with and 

without (“pristine”) co-doped KY3F10:YF3  5 wt % inserted at the interface between the perovskite 
layer and the HTL polymer layer. The inset figure exhibits the zoom-in view of the spectrum range 

between 750 nm and 1000 nm. In collaboration with Zhelu Hu. 
 

B.KY3F10 

 

Those solar cells are ETL-free devices. The Spiro recipe is ²Spiro. The perovskite is 

FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3. 

a.IV-Curve 

 

 

Figure 110. IV curve for the best performing devices with KY3F10 in front- and rear-side insertion 
(5wt%) 
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 Jsc (mA/cm²) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%) 

Control Device 16.1 1.0 58 9.3 

Front-side Insertion 19.2 0.93 49 8.7 

Rear-side insertion 19.8 1.0 49 9.7 

 

Table 23. Summary of the photovoltaic parameters from the best-performing perovskite solar cells 
with and without co-doped KY3F10 NPs inserted in front-side insertion or rear-side insertion together 

with the control device (without NP insertion). The UCNP concentration applied was 5 wt%.  

b.Concentration and configuration optimization 

 

Figure 111. Jsc, Voc, FF and PCE for KY3F10 insertion in perovskite (FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3) ETL free 

solar cells for different concentrations and in two configuration (front: on the perovskite layer, rear: 

on the perovskite layer). 
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The t-value for the compared PCEs between the standard conditions and the ones with 5 wt % in the 

rear-side is 2.86, which means the distributions have a probability of 0.05 to effectively belong to two 

different distributions (degrees of freedom = 3). This low value does not allow us to conclude on the 

improvement of the devices by inserting KY3F10. 

C.NaYF4 hydrothermal (synthesis D) 

 

Those solar cells are ETL-free devices. The Spiro recipe is ²Spiro. The perovskite is 

FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3. 

a. IV-Curve 

 
Figure 112. IV curve for the best performing devices with NaYF4 (hydrothermal) in front- and rear-

side insertion (5 wt %) 

 

 Jsc (mA/cm²) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%) 

Control Device 19.2 1.07 62 12.7 

Front-side Insertion 15.9 0.98 53 8.3 

Rear-side insertion 15.3 0.97 57 8.5 

 

Table 24. Summary of the photovoltaic parameters from the best-performing perovskite solar cells 
with and without co-doped NaYF4 inserted in front-side insertion or rear-side insertion together with 

the control device (without NP insertion). The UCNP concentration applied was 5 wt%.  
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D. NRs and KY3F10 

 

Those solar cells include a TiO2 layer whose recipe is not given in the main text (18mL IPA, 0.25g of 

diethanolamine, 0.675 mL of TTIP and 17.5 µL DI water are stirred for 30 min. Deposition occurs at 

4000 rpm for 25s. Annealing is done at 120 °C for 15 min and 450°C for an hour).The perovskite is 

also not mentioned in the main text, its formula is CsFA79MA16PbI2.5Br0.5. It is prepared by mixing in 

1mL of DMF/DMSO 4:1 volumic ratio those products:  171 mg FAI, 517 mg of PbI2, 23.2 mg of MABr, 

73.4 mg of PbBr2 and 39 µL of CsI solution (390 mg/mL DMSO). The perovskite is spin coated at 1000 

rpm for 10s and 5000 rpm for 45s. At 35th second 100µL of CBZ is released. Annealing occurs at 100°C 

for one hour.  The Spiro recipe is 1Spiro.  

 

 Jsc (mA/cm²) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%) 

Best device 24.0 1.0 51 12.5 

Average 20.3 1.0 54 10.9 

Standard deviation 2.0 0.02 3 0.98 

Table 25. I-V curve for doped KY3F10 2 %. 7 devices. 

 

 Jsc (mA/cm²) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%) 

Best device 23.1 1.0 55 13.0 

Average 20.9 0.99 52 10.9 

Standard deviation 2.2 0.03 3 2.1 

Table 26. I-V curve for doped KY3F10 (hydrothermal) 2 % and NRs on top. 2 devices. 

 Jsc (mA/cm²) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%)  

Best device 25.1 1.0 56 14.1 

Average 22.4 1.0 54 11.9 

Standard deviation 2.0 0.03 2 1.6 

Table 27. I-V curve for mixed KY3F10/aqueous solution NRs 1:5 volumic ratio. 3 devices. 
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Annex 12 – LBIC/fluorescence mapping for KY3F10:YF3 

A.Standard Measure 

 

LBIC-fluorescence measurement was conducted on devices in which KY3F10:YF3 5 wt % were 

integrated. The laser spot is around 75 µm and the laser power 10 mW which gives a power density 

around 200 W/cm²/nm. 

 

Figure 113. (a) Jsc and fluorescence line profile of the dashed line shown in (c), (d) and (e). (b)The 
upconversion fluorescence spectrum recorded during the LBIC mapping at the point A (labelled in 

(c)). (c) Short-circuit current Jsc mapping under the excitation of a 975 nm NIR laser. (d) and (e) The 
red and green fluorescence mapping recorded simultaneously during LBIC mapping. Each pixel 

represents the fluorescence signal integrated between 630 nm and 680 nm for red fluorescence (d) 
and between 517 nm and 560 nm for green fluorescence (e). 
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B.Using another microscope magnification 

 

The LBIC/fluorescence experiment showed in Annex 12.A. and whose set up is exposed Figure 91 was 

repeated with a more powerful microscope objective (x100), in order to decrease the size of the laser 

spot down to a diameter of 15 µm. The laser intensity was 1.5 mW which gives a power density 

around 1000 W/cm²/nm. 

The result of the LBIC and fluorescence mapping is shown Figure 114. 

 

Figure 114. LBIC/Fluorescence measurement of 5 wt % KY3F10:YF3 solar device. (a) current map (b) 
Red fluorescence map (c) green fluorescence map 

 

The smaller size of the spot allows us to see fluorescence inhomogeneities on the device. The clearer 

spots suggest the existence of UCNPs aggregates, as in Figure 91(c) whom we cannot really see in the 

case of a less powerful microscope objective. 

We can also note that the dark current was much higher than in the previous LBIC/fluorescence 

experiment. This can be explained by the lower quality of this device (that gave a PCE of around 3%). 

Due to a lower excitation density and thus a lower PL intensity, the difference of current between the 

part of the device with UCNPs and the part without is also smaller: it was 3 times higher in the case 

of the more powerful microscope objective, and it is here only 1.1 times higher. 

The decrease of current is not as abrupt as the PL one, as we can see by comparing Figure 114 (a) and 

(b). This could be explained by phenomenon such as drift or hysteresis, that contributes to the 

current once the PL does not contribute anymore to current generation. 
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